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Distributed Seletive Re-Exeution for EDGEArhiteturesPubliation No.Rajagopalan Desikan, Ph.D.The University of Texas at Austin, 2005Supervisor: Douglas C. Burger
Speulation is a key tehnique that modern proessors use to ahievehigh performane. Traditionally, speulation meant ontrol speulation, inwhih the proessor predits the outome of ontrol instrutions when theyare fethed, and validates the predition when the instrutions are exeuted.More reently, proessors have adopted another form of speulation alled dataspeulation to improve performane. Data speulation involves the preditionof the data values produed by instrutions, and forwarding the preditedvalues to onsumers in the data-ow graph. For both ontrol and data speu-lation, mis-speulation reovery is required when the speulation is inorret.The onventional mehanism for mis-speulation reovery onsists ofushing the proessor pipeline of all inorret state and restarting exeutionfrom the orreted state. However, pipeline ushes have beome inreasinglyvi



expensive in modern miroproessors with large instrution windows and deeppipelines. Seletive re-exeution is a tehnique that an redue the penaltyof mis-speulation reovery by re-exeuting only instrutions that reeived in-orret values due to the mis-speulation. Conventional mehanisms to imple-ment seletive re-exeution have had limited suess beause of the enormousomplexity involved in the implementation.In this dissertation, we introdue a new seletive re-exeution meha-nism that exploits the properties of a dataow-like Expliit Data Graph Exeu-tion (EDGE) arhiteture to support eÆient mis-speulation reovery, whilesaling to large window sizes. This Distributed Seletive Re-Exeution (DSRE)mehanism permits multiple speulative waves of omputation to traverse adataow graph simultaneously. The mehanism has no entralized state, anduses simple state bits to determine instrutions to re-�re on a mis-speulation,thus reduing the omplexity of seletive re-exeution.We evaluate DSRE as a reovery mehanism for load-store dependenemis-speulation on a high-level EDGE arhiteture simulator, the Grid Proes-sor Arhiteture (GPA) simulator, and on the more detailed TRIPS prototypeproessor simulator. DSRE provides 17% and 4.2% speedup, respetively, overdependene predition, on the two simulators. Our results show that DSREneeds to be used in onjuntion with pipeline ushing to ahieve high per-formane. Preditors need to be aware of the the osts assoiated with eahmehanism, and use the appropriate reovery mehanism for eah speulation.
vii
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Chapter 1Introdution
Speulation has beome an inreasingly important tehnique in proes-sors to ahieve high performane. Modern proessors like the Alpha 21264and Pentium IV already have more than half a dozen preditors in variouspipeline stages. This trend is likely to ontinue, as growing wire delays inurrent and future tehnologies will fore miroarhitetural strutures withinthe proessor to make deisions with inomplete information, thus requiringmore speulative tehniques to ahieve high performane.However, the trend towards large instrution windows will result inlarge mis-speulation penalties, both in terms of performane and power, us-ing the onventional mis-speulation reovery mehanism of pipeline ushing.Pipeline ushing results in the proessor re-exeuting all instrutions after amis-speulating instrution, irrespetive of whether the instrution exeutedorretly the �rst time.Thus, the number of preditors, the number of mispreditions, and theost of eah mispredition are all likely to inrease, foring future proessors tospend larger frations of exeution time reovering frommispreditions. Hene,to ahieve high performane using aggressive speulation, future proessors will1



need a mehanism for eÆient, low-ost reovery from mis-speulations. Thisneed is evident from Figure 1.1.Figure 1.1 shows the performane of a high IPC proessor, with di�erentmis-speulation osts, as a funtion of the number of mis-speulations perthousand instrutions. The data represented in the graph is not empirial, andassumes an ideal mahine in whih the only soure for performane degradationis pipeline ushes due to mis-speulations. The solid lines represent futuremahines that have a peak throughput of 8 instrutions per yle, with varyingmis-speulation osts. The dashed line represents a present day supersalarproessor that has a peak IPC of 4.We see from Figure 1.1 that with inreasing mis-speulation osts, evena small number of mis-speulations an result in a signi�ant drop in perfor-mane. Sine the graph is not an experimental urve and represents worst asesenario for a partiular issue width, the atual drop in performane due topipeline ushes will likely be lower, beause of other performane onstrainingfators in the proessor. However, Figure 1.1 does illustrate the general futuretrend of inreasing mis-speulation ost.1.1 EÆient Mis-speulation ReoveryThere are a number of ways of to alleviate the performane loss dueto mis-speulations. Proessors an have fewer preditors in their pipelinesthus reduing the number of preditions, and onsequently, mis-speulations.Proessors an tradeo� area and power for omplex preditors that are more2
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Figure 1.1: Variation in IPC with mis-speulation ost and rateaurate, and hene inur fewer mis-speulations. Finally, more eÆient mis-speulation reovery mehanisms an redue performane losses. In this disser-tation, we look at eÆient mis-speulation reovery to redue the performaneloss due to mis-speulations.One mehanism for eÆient data mis-speulation reovery involves se-letively re-exeuting only those instrutions that produed inorret values,by identifying exeuted instrutions in the proessor that are part of the dataow graph (DFG) of the mis-speulating instrution. This tehnique, alledseletive re-exeution (SRE), is implemented in a limited fashion in modernproessors. For example, both the Alpha 21264 [32℄ and the Pentium 4 [24℄ usesheduling speulation to shedule the onsumers of loads, and use a limited3



form of SRE to reover from mis-speulations arising from an inorret shed-ule. However, making SRE more general in future onventional proessors willbeome progressively more diÆult due to the following three hallenges:1. Traking and maintaining dependenes between large amounts of in-ight state.2. The inreasing physial distane between the distributed detetion ofviolations and the entralized reovery ontrol.3. The omplexity of having many preditions in ight from multiple, dis-tributed heterogeneous preditors.In a reent study of various urrent and proposed re-exeution shemes,Kim and Lipasti [33℄ onlude that \universal seletive replay, where an in-strution an ause a reovery event at any point during its lifetime, is barelyfeasible for urrent-generation designs, and does not sale to wider mahinesor additional types of speulation." These hallenges need to be overome tosupport aggressive speulation in future proessors.1.2 Expliit Data Graph Exeution (EDGE): A NewArhiteture ModelExpliit Data Graph Exeution (EDGE) instrution set arhitetures(ISA) are a new lass of instrution set arhitetures that are designed to saleto high performane in future ommuniation-dominated tehnologies [3, 49℄.4



The two main harateristis of EDGE ISA are blok atomi exeution model,wherein bloks of instrutions are fethed and ommitted atomially and diretinstrution ommuniation, wherein an instrution sends its results diretly toits onsumers without using a shared namespae. Using diret instrution om-muniation, EDGE arhitetures overome the �rst diÆulty enountered inimplementing seletive re-exeution in onventional arhitetures. EDGE ar-hitetures permit limited dataow exeution within de�ned program regions,and onventional exeution aross those regions, with sequential memory, ex-eption, and register semantis, and a onventional programming model. Theexpliit representation of the dataow graph in the EDGE ISA obviates thedynami reonstrution of data dependenes in the proessor.1.2.1 The Tera-op, Reliable, Intelligently adaptive Proessing Sys-tem (TRIPS): An EDGE Arhiteture ImplementationThe TRIPS proessor is one partiular initial implementation of theEDGE arhiteture [30, 60℄. We use the EDGE-based TRIPS arhiteture asthe platform for implementing distributed seletive re-exeution. The EDGEISA spei�es a blok atomi exeution model. Hene in the TRIPS proessor,we ompile programs into sets of instrutions alled hyperbloks. During pro-gram exeution, the proessor fethes the hyperbloks atomially and plaesthe instrutions within a blok in the reservation stations of the arithmetilogi units (ALUs) in the proessor. Instrutions exeute in dataow fashion,�ring when they reeive all their input operands, and forwarding results totheir onsumers. 5



The proessor ommits a blok atomially when all the blok has pro-dued all its outputs|the register writes, the stores, and a branh. Sine theinstrutions in a blok remain in the reservation stations until the blok is om-mitted, instrution re�ring an be initiated by simply sending new values ofthe input operands. Thus, reovery from mis-speulation an be aomplishedin a ompletely distributed fashion. The blok atomi exeution model over-omes the seond diÆulty enountered in implementing seletive re-exeutionin onventional arhitetures, where the reovery needs to be entralized. Theproposed seletive re-exeution mehanism takes advantage of this harater-isti of TRIPS proessors.1.2.2 Distributed Seletive Re-Exeution (DSRE) for TRIPSThe expliit representation of the dataow graph and the blok atomiexeution model in the EDGE ISA lend themselves to the eÆient implementa-tion of a distributed, seletive re-exeution mehanism (DSRE). The proposedmehanism provides a simple tehnique that multiple heterogeneous predi-tors an use for mis-speulation reovery, while saling to both inreasinginstrution window sizes and wire delays. The general nature of the reoverymehanism overomes the last diÆulty enountered in implementing sele-tive re-exeution in onventional arhitetures, by deoupling the underlyingreovery mehanism from the type of data speulation that uses it for reovery.The DSRE mehanism enables multiple \waves" of speulative exe-ution to traverse the dataow graph simultaneously. However, we need a6



mehanism to detet the non-speulative value for eah operand. The solutionwe explore in this dissertation involves assoiating a ommit bit with eahoperand in the mahine. This bit is set for an operand when it beomes non-data speulative. Thus, to ensure that the right answer is eventually produedand ommitted, a \ommit wave" traverses the DFG behind the waves of spe-ulative exeution, and ensures that the orret results are eventually saved. Inthis dissertation, we propose two tehniques to aelerate the ommit wave,whih an beome the bottlenek in this sheme. We use DSRE to inreasethe performane with two types of data speulation, load-store dependenespeulation and last-value predition.The DSREmehanism, whih enables lightweight reovery from load/storeorder violations, is not limited to dependene predition reovery. The samemehanism an be used to reover from any data value mis-speulation|inluding other types of value preditors, suh as last-value predition, stridepredition, prediate predition, and oherene speulation|as well as reov-ery from soft errors. Sine the DSRE mehanism we propose uses only point-to-point messages to implement reovery, it is ideal for distributed miroarhi-tetures built in future tehnologies, and may be an enabling tehnology thatsupports new types of speulation or exeution on highly unreliable omputa-tional substrates.The DSRE mehanism desribed in this dissertation has signi�ant lim-itations. First, it inreases the ontention within the proessor, both for theoperand network and for the ALUs. Seond, the serial nature of speulation7



validation an result in the ommit wave falling signi�antly behind the ex-eution wave. Third, having speulative multiple versions of an operand anresult in unexpeted rae onditions within the proessor. We validated themehanism on a low-level prototype simulator to delineate some of these issues.However, our simulation infrastruture is limitated due to its slow simulationspeed, and the ompiled benhmarks have sub-optimal ode with redundantloads and stores. Future work in DSRE an involve takling those issues.1.3 Thesis StatementThis dissertation proposes Distributed Seletive Re-Exeution(DSRE)as an alternative, low-ost mehanism for reovering from data mis-speulations.We evaluate the overhead assoiated with DSRE, and suggest potential usesin future, large instrution window proessors.1.4 Dissertation ContributionsThis dissertation makes the following ontributions:1. Identify the importane of eÆient mis-speulation reovery in large in-strution window mahines.2. Enumerate the drawbaks of urrent shemes for mis-speulation reov-ery.3. Explain the features of a new instrution set arhiteture (EDGE), and8



its one partiular implementation (TRIPS) that make it amenable toimplementation of eÆient mis-speulation reovery.4. Propose a seletive re-exeution sheme, Distributed Seletive Re-Exeution(DSRE) that is simple, distributed, and supports many di�erent formsof data speulation.5. Evaluate DSRE on a researh simulator for one type of data speulation,load-store dependene speulation. Identify bottleneks in DSRE andevaluate methods for overoming these bottleneks.6. Validate DSRE on a simulator that faithfully models the TRIPS proto-type proessor. Expose hallenges involved with implementing seletivere-exeution on a simulator that models the low-level hardware details,and propose mehanisms for overoming these hallenges.7. Explain implementation omplexity of DSRE.8. Identify the importane of using the appropriate reovery sheme foreah type of speulation in future proessors.9. Suggest additional uses for DSRE.1.5 Bakground and Related WorkMis-speulation reovery has been a subjet of ative researh ever sineontrol speulation was �rst introdued in proessors. Control speulation,9



also known as branh predition, is one lass of speulation that has been ex-tensively researhed in omputer arhiteture. Branh mispredition reoveryin onventional proessors is done by pipeline ushing. Due to the high ostof mis-speulation reovery, researhers have examined ways to redue mis-speulation by improving branh preditor auray. Thus, branh preditorshave evolved from simple 2-bit tables to omplex, two-level preditors thattrak multiple histories [35, 36, 43, 64, 71, 72℄. More reently, researhers havelooked at neural branh preditors to inrease preditor auray [1, 26, 27, 41℄.Data speulation is another lass of speulation that is inreasingly im-portant in modern proessors. Data speulation involves prediting the valuesof operands before they are omputed, using the predited values to aelerateprogram exeution. Lipasti et al. [40℄ introdued the notion of value loalityand desribed methods to apture it to perform load value predition. Theauthors propose miroarhitetural enhanements (load value predition) toPowerPC 620 and Alpha 21164 to predit 32 and 64 bit register values, and get3% and 6% average improvement in performane, respetively. Sazeides andSmith de�ned two preditor models for value predition|omputational pre-ditors and ontext preditors [61℄. The authors perform simulations with un-bounded predition tables, and �nd highly preditable data values in SPEC95benhmarks.Wang and Franklin [68℄ investigated a variety of data value preditionshemes inluding stride-based and pattern-based two-level preditors, and ahybrid preditor ombining the two shemes. The authors �nd that the hybrid10



preditor was able to orretly predit 50-80% of register-result produing in-strutions, with the perentage of mispreditions ranging from 5-18%. A num-ber of other papers have examined various aspets of data value speulationin uni-proessors [4, 5, 19, 37, 39, 42, 55, 69℄. Researhers have also proposeda number of data speulation tehniques for improving the performane ofmulti-proessors [28, 29, 34, 47, 52℄.With the inreasing number of preditors resulting in inreasing mis-speulations, many researhers have explored and are exploring seletive re-exeution to defray growing mis-speulation osts. Some of the earliest work inseletive re-exeution was done by Rotenberg et al. [57℄, who disussed apply-ing seletive re-exeution to both ontrol and data mis-speulations reoveryfor Trae Proessors. Seletive re-exeution for ontrol predition exploitsontrol independene [58℄, and an be used for tehniques like out-of-orderfeth [66℄. Researhers have also looked at tehniques like dynami instrutionreuse for dynamially reusing the results of instrutions with the same inputs,and squash reuse to reuse values in the register �le that did not hange due tothe mis-speulation [59, 65℄. More reently, researhers have looked at exatonvergene to reuse the results omputed after the onvergene of ontrolpaths [21℄.Calder et al. [7, 8℄ showed that seletive re-exeution oupled with de-pendene predition an|in a entralized miroarhiteture with small issuewindows|approah the performane of a perfet dependene preditor. Thosetehniques are insuÆient to provide the same gain on distributed miroarhi-11



tetures with muh bigger (1000+ entry) instrution windows, whih is theproblem that we address.Despite its potential bene�t, implementation omplexities prevent ur-rent seletive re-exeution shemes from being used as a single uni�ed reov-ery mehanism for multiple types of data value speulation. Reent patentsfrom AMD [31℄, Sun Mirosystems [50℄, and Intel [44, 45℄ propose seletivere-exeution for reovering only from load sheduling speulation, using sig-nals from the lower-level ahe [50℄ or irular queues [44, 45℄ to failitatethe re-exeution shemes. Multiple disparate reovery modes are used dueto the design omplexity introdued by interation among distint types ofspeulation, omplexity whih is exaerbated by slowing global wires. Slowingommuniation is ausing multi-yle delays between mispredition detetionand reporting, whih will grow progressively worse if speulation resolutionremains entralized. Ernst et al. [15℄ also made this observation in their reentwork. The seletive re-exeution sheme that we propose in this dissertationdoes not su�er from these hallenges, sine it provides a single, distributedframework for handling potentially many types of speulation simultaneously.Zhou et al. [74℄ identify the hallenges assoiated with implementing ag-gressive seletive re-exeution on a onventional supersalar proessor, whihinlude retention of issued instrutions that may be re-exeuted, the reissuemehanism itself, and the data-dependene driven identi�ation of the set of in-strutions to be re-exeuted. Of the solutions they desribe, the re-order bu�er(ROB) augmentation that holds instrutions in the window until ommitted12



is most similar to the DSRE mehanism proposed in this work. However, theirapproah is not salable to larger windows and distributed miroarhitetures,nor does it eliminate the performane losses assoiated with their proposedsolutions to the other two hallenges|the omplexity of the reissue meha-nism and the data-dependene driven identi�ation of the set of instrutionsto re-exeute. Ernst et al. [16℄ present a mehanism for a dynami shedulerthat uses seletive replay without using broadast ommuniation. The sele-tive replay mehanism presented in their work is spei� to reovering fromsheduling speulation.Finally, Kim and Lipasti [33℄ reently looked at various replay shemesfor onventional supersalar proessors. The paper �nds that urrent and pro-posed replay shemes do not sale well to future, large instrution windowmahines. The authors propose a token-based seletive replay sheme that re-dues omplexity of replay by moving the dependene traking information outof the sheduler at the expense of marginal degradation in IPC. The authorslook at ways for early termination of an inorret speulation wave, and thetehniques proposed in the paper primarily addresses sheduling speulation.The approah taken in this dissertation is more general, and an be used forany type of data speulation.1.6 Dissertation OrganizationThis dissertation fouses on eÆient reovery from mis-speulationsin future proessors. Chapter 2 desribes speulation in modern proessors,13



along with its importane for high performane. The hapter also lists thevarious types of speulation and their growing importane. We disuss onepartiular type of data speulation, load-store dependene speulation, for theseletive re-exeution mehanism desribed in later hapters. The hapter thendesribes mis-speulation reovery, and explains the two mehanisms that areavailable for reovery.Chapter 3 explains the features of a new lass of instrution set arhi-tetures alled Expliit Data Graph Exeution (EDGE) arhitetures. Thehapter also desribes an initial implementation of an EDGE arhiteture, theTRIPS proessor that we use to evaluate the performane of the proposedseletive re-exeution sheme. We use two di�erent simulators in our study.The �rst simulator is a high-level simulator that approximately models the keyarhitetural features proessor. We use this simulator to perform an initialstudy of the DSRE mehanism. We then implemented DSRE on a more de-tailed simulator that aurately models the TRIPS prototype proessor. Thishapter desribes these simulators, along with the benhmarks we used on thetwo simulators.In Chapter 4, we desribe the distributed seletive re-exeution meha-nism and its implementation on EDGE arhitetures. We disuss the neessaryenhanements in the arhiteture to support seletive re-exeution, and dis-usses the additional state needed to ful�ll this requirement. The hapteralso analyses the performane of the proposed mehanism for load-store de-pendene predition. In Chapter 5, we desribe two methods to improve the14



performane of the base mehanism. These methods primarily involve ways toaelerate the ommit wave. Even with the enhanements to the base DSREmehanism, there is a signi�ant di�erene in performane between the DSREmehanism and an orale poliy that does perfet load-store predition, andwe disuss the reason for this performane gap in this hapter.DSRE is designed as a reovery mehanism for any type of data spe-ulation. In Chapter 6, we perform a brief evaluation of another data speu-lation mehanism, last-value predition, to show that DSRE an onurrentlysupport multiple speulation engines. The hapter also disusses how DSREa�ets energy expended in the proessor, and suggests ways for using DSREto support reovery from soft errors to enhane reliability.Chapter 7 disusses the implementation omplexity of DSRE. We iden-tify the hallenges involved with implementing DSRE on a low-level simulatorthat models the TRIPS prototype proessor. We propose and evaluate meh-anisms for overoming these hallenges.Finally, Chapter 8 talks about future diretions for DSRE. The hap-ter disusses tehniques for losing the performane di�erene still remainingbetween DSRE and an orale poliy, and as well as other potential speulationmehanisms that an bene�t from DSRE.
15



Chapter 2EÆient Speulation Reovery
Miroproessors have evolved from simple, non-pipelined, single issuemahines to out-of-order, supersalar proessors, apable of exeuting multi-ple instrutions onurrently. Out-of-order exeution of multiple instrutionsexploits the instrution level parallelism (ILP) in the program by allowing theproessor to exeute independent instrutions onurrently. To exploit theILP in a program and ahieve high performane, proessors use a tehniquealled speulative exeution. Speulative exeution involves prediting valuesin hardware, and using the predited values, to exeute instrutions furtherdown in the instrution stream. There are many di�erent types of speulation.Some of these inlude :� Control speulation [18, 64℄� Sheduling speulation [24, 32℄� Load-store dependene speulation [12, 46, 73℄� Data-value speulation [40℄� Prediate predition [13℄ 16



� Coherene speulation [9, 25℄Control speulation, also known as branh predition, is a well knownspeulation tehnique for prediting the outome of ontrol instrutions duringinstrution feth [18, 64℄. The proessor uses the predited outome to fethand exeute instrutions speulatively, and validates the speulation when itexeutes the orresponding ontrol instrution. Over the years, researhershave proposed and implemented a number of di�erent branh preditors inproessors to improve branh predition auray [1, 26, 27, 35, 36, 41, 43, 64,71, 72℄. Reovery from ontrol mis-speulation involves disarding instru-tions that were fethed down the wrong path, and restarting exeution withinstrutions from the right path.Modern proessors with deep pipelines and large issue widths are a-pable of managing a large number of instrutions in ight. To keep the in-strution window full, a number of other speulation mehanisms have beenimplemented in proessors. These mehanisms inlude set and way preditionfor ahes [32℄, sheduling speulation for loads [24, 32℄, and load-store depen-dene speulation [32℄. Set and way predition involves prediting the nextset and way in a set-assoiative instrution ahe for fething. In shedulingspeulation, the onsumers of load instrutions are sheduled assuming a loadhit, while load-store speulation tries to predit if loads onit with earlierin-ight stores. We disuss load-store dependene speulation in detail in thenext setion, as it is the type of speulation that we use to evaluate distributedseletive re-exeution. 17



2.1 Load-store Dependene SpeulationIn this dissertation, we evaluate the use of DSRE to redue the mis-speulation penalty for load-store dependene speulation. Issuing loads outof order with respet to stores is neessary for high ILP in urrent and futuremahines. Current mahines use load-store dependene predition to failitateearly issue of loads. However, e�etive load speulation is growing more dif-�ult for several reasons. First, larger instrution windows mean that moreoniting load/store pairs will exist in the window, putting more pressure onthe dependene preditors. Seond, the ost of ushing the pipeline upon amispredition is inreasing as the in-ight state inreases and ontrol beomesmore distributed. Third, the performane losses due to dependene mispre-ditions beome more of a bottlenek as ILP elsewhere is inreased. Fourth,sine wire delays will fore partitioning in future arhitetures, dependenepreditors are likely to be distributed along with ahe banks, reduing theirauray.2.1.1 Maintaining Sequential Memory SemantisIn out-of-order proessors, sequential memory semantis must still bemaintained. Program-earlier stores must forward their values to later loadsfor orret exeution. The onservative poliy for addressing this issue is toprevent a load from issuing until all earlier stores with unresolved addresseshave issued. The ideal poliy is an orale, in whih loads that do not onitwith earlier stores aess the ahe to retrieve data but wait for the latest18



oniting store in program order before the load if a onit exists.Researhers have investigated ompiler-assisted approahes for eÆientmemory disambiguation. Gallagher et al. [20℄ proposed the memory onitbu�er for memory disambiguation. In their approah, the ompiler aggres-sively hoists load instrutions above store instrutions and inserts orretionode to provide reovery when there is an address onit. The memory on-it bu�er detets these onits. This sheme relies on a entralized issuequeue for initiating reovery, and is thus unsuitable for distributed arhite-tures. Cheng et al. [11℄ investigate early load address omputation using om-piler support. However, their approah requires hanges to the ISA so thatthe miroarhitetures an di�erentiate between the various types of loads inthe system.Miroarhitets have tried to approah orale performane by providingdependene preditors, whih allow some loads to issue in the presene ofearlier unresolved stores, speulating that they will not be dependent, andushing the pipeline if inorret. Loads inorretly predited to be dependenton an earlier in-ight store do not ause a pipeline ush|they merely lose anopportunity for higher performane by issuing late, after previous stores areresolved even though they ould safely issue earlier.A few examples of simple dependene preditors inlude those proposedby Moshovos et al. [46℄, whih used the load's program ounter to index into atable of saturating ounters that spei�ed whether or not a load should issuespeulatively. Store-wait tables, as implemented in the Alpha 21264 [32℄, is19



another PC-based dependene predition mehanism, where a load preditedoniting waits for all previous stores to resolve. Store sets [12℄ are a moreomplex proposal that attempts to math up loads with spei� stores, sothat potentially dependent loads do not have to wait for all previous stores toresolve, just the ones likely to onit. Finally, Yoaz et al. [73℄ propose a pre-ditor that uses distane estimations to approximate store set apabilities withredued omplexity. The proposed dependene preditors need to be modi�edto work in a distributed environment. In this dissertation, we simulate threetypes of dependene preditors that work in a distributed environment, all-stores, one-store, and �rst-store.All-stores: This strategy is similar to the preditor organization ofMoshovos et al. [46℄. This preditor uses the PC to index a 1-bit table thatis set on a onit, and only predits no onit for a load when the ountervalue is not set. When all-stores predits a onit, a load waits until all priorstores omplete before issuing safely. The table is leared unonditionallyevery 10,000 bloks. PC-indexing outperformed the other indexing funtionswe measured, inluding address and PC-address hybrid indies, as well as theless aggressive store-wait tables of the Alpha 21264. This preditor mathesthe preditor in the TRIPS prototype proessor implementation [3℄.One-store: The seond type of preditor we simulate is a modi�edvariant of store sets [12℄. Modi�ations were neessary beause the distributedarhiteture that we simulate annot enfore issue-order among stores due tothe distributed feth mehanism. Stores in this model �re in dataow fashion20



when they reeive their address and data. Thus, we modi�ed the preditor,whih we all one-store, to fore a load to wait for exatly one store, ratherthan a set of stores as in the original proposal. The next paragraph explainsthe di�erenes between the one-store sheme and store sets.The one-store preditor uses a PC-indexed Store Set Identi�er Table(SSIT) to maintain a ommon tag for eah load and store pair. These tags arealled Store Set Identi�ers (SSID). The preditor uses a Last Fethed StoreTable (LFST) to store the SSIDs. The implementation is desribed in detailin the original paper [12℄. Initially, these tables are empty and all loads arepredited as non-oniting. When the proessor detets a load-store orderingviolation, it alloates an SSID index to the violating load-store pair, and alsoreates an entry in the SSIT for the load and the store ontaining this SSID.During blok dispath, all stores in the dispathed blok aess the SSIT tableto hek for a valid LFST entry. If a store �nds a valid entry, it inserts itsinstrution identi�er in the orresponding entry in the LFST table. Loadsin a blok also index the SSIT table during dispath. When a load �nds avalid SSIT entry, it heks the LFST table for a valid store entry. If a load�nds a valid store in the SSID table, it marks itself as being dependent on thestore. When a load resolves and reahes the memory interfae, it heks tosee if it has been marked as being dependent on a store. If the load is markeddependent, it sends data bak to its onsumers only after the pertinent storearrives at the memory interfae. In our experiments, we used a 4K entry SSITtable and a 128 entry SSID table. The SSIT table was indexed using the last21



12 bits of the PC and was unonditionally leared every million yles.The main di�erene between the one-store preditor and the store setssheme is that in the one-store preditor a load is marked as being dependenton only one store. The store sets sheme is able to trak loads that are depen-dent on multiple stores by examining the LFST table during store issue, andreplaing the store in the table with a mathing store that is later in program-order. Due to the deentralized nature of store issue in the TRIPS proessor,the one-store preditor is unable to trak multiple stores that onit with aload. This one-store preditor was used in the Trimaran/TRIPS-based high-level GPA simulator.First-store: The �rst-store preditor is an alternative dependene pre-ditor for the TRIPS prototype proessor. The preditor is not implementedin the TRIPS ASIC prototype proessor, but might be inluded in subsequentdesigns. The �rst-store preditor uses a table of 2-bit up-down saturatingounters. The training of the preditor is entirely distributed and happens atthe memory interfae. The proessor indexes the table using the load's PC.The ounter orresponding to a load is inremented on a load violation andderemented when a load exeutes without a onit. The preditor is dis-ussed in more detail in the next hapter. The preditor an predit a loadto be non-oniting, oniting-one-store, or oniting-all-store. If the pre-ditor predits a load as non-oniting, the load an send its reply withoutwaiting for prior stores to resolve. If a load is predited oniting-all-store, itwaits for all prior stores to resolve before sending a reply. If a load is predited22



oniting-one-store, it sends its reply when the �rst mathing store arrivesat the memory interfae or when all prior stores resolve, whihever happensearlier.We used a Trimaran/TRIPS-based simulation environment for initiallyevaluating DSRE performane. This simulation environment modeled an EDGEarhiteture at a higher level of detail for initial evaluation of the arhite-ture. We subsequently validated the protool on a simulator that models thelow-level details of a proessor implementation. The simulated proessor is de-sribed in greater detail in the next hapter. Figure 2.1 shows the performaneof the simulated GPA proessor using onservative load/store issue, all-stores,one-store, and oraular predition. These experiments assumed the TRIPSprototype on�guration of 64 frames, whih orresponds to a 1K issue windowaross the 16 ALUs. The graph on�rms prior results that the onservativepoliy performs poorly with respet to the orale poliy, whih is 2.37 timesfaster on average. The all-stores dependene preditor improves performanesigni�antly over the onservative approah, but only by 46%, whih is approx-imately only one third of the additional performane improvement obtainedby the orale poliy. The more aggressive one-store preditor performs muhbetter (66 %) but still ahieves only a fration of what is possible with orale,due to the performane lost by ushing the pipeline on a mis-speulation.
23
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HmeanFigure 2.1: Performane e�ets of load/store ordering poliies with a 1K win-dow2.1.2 Memory Speulation for Large WindowsAs issue windows grow larger, from hundreds to thousands and eventu-ally tens of thousands of instrutions, the number of potential onits (storesfollowed by loads to the same address) grows. This growth threatens to limitthe parallelism that an be exploited in future high-ILP mahines.Window IPCsize onservative orale all-stores one-store1K 1.06 3.14 1.63 2.032K 1.06 3.66 1.67 2.074K 1.05 3.82 1.68 2.058K 1.07 3.85 1.70 2.08Table 2.1: Performane haraterization with memory dependene preditionfor a 4K store sets preditor
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Dependene preditorWindow Potential performane (% Aesses)size onit PreditedDepen-dentExe-utedDepen-dent(PD:ED)
PreditedDepen-dentExe-utedIndepen-dent(PD:EI)

PreditedIndepen-dentExe-utedIndepen-dent(PI:EI)
PreditedIndepen-dentExe-utedDepen-dent(PI:ED)1K 12.17 17.04 12.17 71.57 1.032K 14.58 19.19 13.64 68.26 0.924K 17.10 21.04 15.02 65.35 0.768K 19.37 21.61 15.85 64.21 0.55Table 2.2: Conit breakdown with inreasing window sizeTable 2.1 lists the load/store onit behavior for four di�erent win-dow sizes (1K-8K instrutions). These experiments assume a perfet branhpreditor, so the window is always �lled with useful work unless the proes-sor pipeline is being ushed from a load/store mis-speulation. The three IPColumns show the average instrution throughput for three of the four orderingshemes from Figure 2.1. From Table 2.1, we see that performane saturateswith a onservative load issue poliy when the window size is inreased. How-ever, with an orale poliy, performane ontinues to inrease as the windowsize is inreased until 4K instrutions. Performane with the one-store predi-tor inreases only marginally, beause of the inreasing number of load-storeonits with a larger window size. 25



Table 2.2 shows a breakdown of the dependene preditor performanewith inreasing window size. The olumn labeled Potential Conit shows thefration of loads in the instrution window that referene the same address asa store that is also in the window, when using orale load/store dependenepredition. Note that a onit will atually our only if the load issues outof order from the store. Not surprisingly, the fration of potentially onitingloads inreases with window size, and ombined with a larger number of loadsin the window, results in a muh larger total possibly oniting loads. Theremaining olumns show the behavior of the one-store preditor. The �rstolumn, labeled Predited Dependent Exeuted Dependent (PD:ED), showsthe perentage of loads that are predited dependent and atually end upbeing dependent during the exeution. The seond olumn, labeled PreditedDependent Exeuted Independent (PD:EI), shows the perentage of loads thatare predited dependent but atually end up being independent. The thirdolumn, labeled Predited Independent Exeuted Independent (PI:EI), showsthe perentage of loads that are predited independent orretly while the lastolumn, labeled Predited Independent Exeuted Dependent (PI:ED), showsloads that are predited independent but end up oniting with a prior storeduring exeution.For large instrution windows (8K), on average 15% of the preditedaesses are predited as dependent (PD) and atually end up independent atexeution time (EI), thus inreasing the load lateny for these aesses. Fewerthan 0.6% of the aesses are predited independent (PI) and are atually26



dependent (ED), requiring a rollbak reovery. The remaining 85% of the loadshave their dependene predited orretly and inur no penalty. As the windowsize is inreased, we have a greater fration of loads that onit with earlierunresolved stores, resulting in the preditor beoming more onservative in itspredition. From olumn 4 in Table 2.2, we an see that the preditor beomesinreasingly onservative as window size inreases, and a greater perentageof the loads are inorretly predited to onit, unneessarily foring them towait. This lass of loads stands to bene�t greatly from DSRE.With the larger in-ight state reduing the auray of preditors, ef-�ient mis-speulation reovery will beome inreasingly important in futureproessors. The number of potential onits an be somewhat redued withmore aggressive ompiler optimizations. For example, the ompiler an regis-ter alloate load-store pairs that are likely to onit. The ompiler an alsoinrease the distane, in terms of instrutions, between a load and store, to pre-vent them from being in the instrution window at the same time. Even withaggressive optimizations, a ompiler annot ompletely eliminate load-storeonits as these dependenes are not always known at ompile time. Hene,the number of potential onits is likely to inrease with larger instrutionwindows.2.2 Mis-speulation ReoveryMis-speulation reovery involves disarding the inorretly omputedvalues resulting from the mis-speulation and omputing the orret values.27



The traditional method to deal with mis-speulation reovery, alled a pipelineush, involves purging the pipeline of all instrutions after the mis-speulatinginstrution and re-exeuting them with orret values. This approah is in-eÆient as it re-exeutes instrutions not ontrol or data dependent on themis-speulating instrution. A more eÆient approah to mis-speulation re-overy, alled seletive re-exeution, re-exeutes only those instrutions thatexeuted inorretly the �rst time. However, this approah involves trakingdata dependenes between in-ight instrutions, and is omplex to implementin urrent proessors. We disuss both these approahes, along with examples,in the next setion.2.2.1 Pipeline FlushThe traditional method to reovering from mis-speulation involvesushing the pipeline of all instrutions after the mis-speulating instrution inprogram order, and re-exeuting them. This approah has a high performanepenalty as instrutions that are independent of the mis-speulating instru-tions also get re-exeuted. To illustrate the pipeline ush solution, Figure 2.2shows part of the data ow graph (DFG) from the SPEC CPU2000 benh-mark, bzip2. The program order in the DFG is represented by traversing thegraph top to bottom and left to right.In one partiular exeution of this graph, let us assume that the loadinstrution lws|shown in gray in Figure 2.3|mis-speulates, and gets inor-ret value from the ahe instead of an earlier mathing store. A pipeline ush28
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(EDGE) arhitetures and an example implementation, the TRIPS proessor,we implement a distributed seletive re-exeution protool that uses simple lo-al state, thus saling to future ommuniation dominated arhitetures. Theprotool permits multiple data-speulative values for an operand to exist on-urrently in the proessor. We propose mehanisms to determine when anoperand beomes non-data speulative, and is safe to ommit to the arhite-tural state. We evaluate the performane of this basi seletive re-exeutionprotool, and identify the bottleneks to performane. We then suggest twomehanisms for improving the performane with seletive re-exeution. Weevaluate the protool on the high-level GPA simulator, and validate it usingthe TRIPS prototype simulator, thus exposing some of the onstraints enoun-tered with a real implementation.
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Chapter 3Methodology
In this hapter, we desribe Expliit Data Graph Exeution (EDGE)instrution set arhitetures and an EDGE implementation, the TRIPS proes-sor that we use to study the performane bene�ts of DSRE. The EDGE arhi-teture and the TRIPS proessor is a result of the ollaborative e�ort of a num-ber of researhers at UT Austin. This hapter desribes only those features ofthe arhiteture that are exploited by DSRE for orretness and performane.The arhiteture is desribed in more detail elsewhere [3, 30, 48, 49, 53, 60℄. Wealso desribe the benhmarks that we used in our study. It is important to notethat even though the DSRE mehanism takes advantage of some features ofthe TRIPS implementation, the basi DSRE mehanism relies on fundamentalharateristis of an EDGE ISA that an be applied to any implementation.3.1 EDGE ArhiteturesExpliit Data Graph Arhiteture (EDGE) instrution set arhiteturesare a new lass of arhitetures designed for proessors in future, ommunia-tion dominated tehnologies. The two main harateristis of an EDGE ISAare: 34



1. Blok-atomi exeution, in whih the ompiler ompiles a program intobloks of instrutions. These bloks are fethed and ommitted atomi-ally by the proessor during exeution. In this model, a blok must beommitted in its entirety and a fration of a blok may not be ommitted.2. Diret instrution ommuniation between instrutions within a blok,where the hardware delivers an instrution's output diretly to its on-sumers. An EDGE ISA spei�es the onsumers of an instrution in theproduing instrution. Hene, there is no need for a shared namespaelike the register �le to ommuniate values between instrutions withina blok.Instrutions in an EDGE ISA exeute in dataow order, with eahinstrution �ring when it reeives all its input operands, and forwarding itsoutput to onsumers. Thus, in an EDGE ISA, a produer with multiple on-sumers would speify these onsumers expliitly in the ISA using a softwarefan-out tree. In a onventional ISA, instrutions write their outputs to theregister �le that is subsequently read by multiple onsumers.Figure 3.1 shows an example of how instrutions are spei�ed in oneEDGE ISA implementation, the TRIPS proessor. On the left side, we haveshown a onventional redued instrution set omputer (RISC) ode snippet,and the on the right side, we have shown the orresponding TRIPS ode. Un-like RISC instrutions that speify both inputs and outputs using a sharednamespae (register �le), TRIPS instrutions do not speify inputs within a35



genu R1, 16 ; R1 = 16

#3 add #[4,0]

#4 muli 2, #[5,0]

#5 slli 3, #[6,0]

genu R2, 3 ; R2 = 3 

Add R3, R1, R2; R3 = R1 + R2

muli R4, R3, 2; R4 = R3*2

slli R1, R4, 3; R1 = R4 << 3

#2 genu 3, #[3.1]

#1 genu 16, #[3,0] 

RISC Code                                                                    EDGE Code

Figure 3.1: RISC ode and orresponding EDGE odeblok, and speify outputs as target instrutions that are expliitly enodedin the produing instrution. The expliit spei�ation of targets solves theproblem of global broadast required to propagate values in onventional RISCarhitetures. For example, if we take the add instrution in Figure 3.1, theRISC instrution spei�es arhitetural register R1 and R2 as inputs to theinstrution, and register R3 as the output of the instrution. The orrespond-ing TRIPS instrution spei�es no inputs, and spei�es instrution #4 as thetarget of the add instrution. The add instrution in this example will �rewhen it reeives its two inputs from instrutions #1 and #2, and will send itsresult to instrution #4.The expliit representation of the DFG in an EDGE ISA failitatesseletive re-exeution by obviating the need to dynamially trak data depen-denes between in-ight instrutions, thus overoming one of the drawbaksto implementing seletive re-exeution in modern RISC proessors. Seletive36
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them. This mapping is an approximation of an atual implementation thathelped with initial performane evaluation of this lass of arhitetures.In the grid implementation of an EDGE ISA, the ompiler ompiler on-ventional ode written in C, C++, and FORTRAN into bloks of instrutionsalled hyperbloks. During exeution, the proessor fethes, exeutes, and om-mits instrutions belonging to a hyperblok atomially. Consequently, ushesin this model our at a blok granularity, with entire bloks being ushed ona trap or mis-speulation.The miroarhiteture preserves sequential semantis at the blok level.Thus eah blok behaves like a \megainstrution" that is exeuted one afterthe other in the order spei�ed by the program. Inside the bloks, instrutionsexeute using a �ne-grained dataow model spei�ed by an EDGE ISA. Thegrid proessor supports onventional programming semantis by preserving thememory order among instrutions within the blok, and aross bloks usinga load-store queue that forwards earlier program-order store values to laterloads. The simulated grid proessor onsists of a grid of ALUs as shown inFigure 3.2. The ALUs have reservation stations for holding instrutions andtheir operands. The ompiler statially maps the instrutions in a hyperblokonto the reservation stations in the ALUs. The instrutions, however, �re dy-namially when they reeive their input operands. The proessor onurrentlyfethes and maps the instrutions for eah row in a blok.38



The point-to-point ommuniation among instrutions within a blokeliminates the need for a fully shared struture like a register �le. However, wedo need a register �le for ommuniation aross bloks. The only shared stru-ture that is still required is the load-store queue, to preserve orret orderingamong loads and stores. There are di�erent ways to implement the load-storequeue and the data ahe. We an have a entralized design that has a largearea and timing overhead. We an have a physially partitioned, logially en-tralized design that results in design simpliity. However, this approah hasa large area overhead due to repliation, and also has similar timing issues tothe entralized approah beause of the large strutures. We an have a logi-ally and physially partitioned design that is both area and timing eÆient.However, this approah signi�antly inreases the design omplexity, sine weneed to deal with overow in the load-store queues. We used a entralizedload-store queue and data ahe in the GPA simulator. The TRIPS prototypeproessor repliates the load-store queue, resulting in a logially entralized,physially distributed design.The grid proessor has a lightweight network onneting the set of exe-ution nodes. There are 4 register �le banks on the top, along with an instru-tion ahe bank for holding \read" and \write" instrutions. The instrutionahe banks are situated on one side and the entralized data ahe is loatedon the other side. The global ontrol logi, responsible for issuing feth andommit ommands, is situated at the bottom. Exeution in the grid proes-sor happens at a blok granularity, with the proessor fething, mapping, and39



ommitting bloks atomially [49℄.Sine the GPA simulator was an early high-level simulator implemen-tation of an EDGE ISA, we made the following assumptions to aid its imple-mentation:1. The number of instrutions in eah hyperblok is not �xed, and there isno upper limit on the number of instrutions per blok.2. There is no limit on the number of input and output registers per blok.3. The data ahe and load-store queue is entralized.4. There is no limit on the size of the load-store queue.Having these approximations kept the simulator simple and exible,and helped us do the salability study reported in Chapter 5. Also, not havingstrit limits on the omposition of bloks helped us ahieve high performaneon the GPA simulator without aggressive ompiler optimizations. The TRIPSsimulator performane is more sensitive to ompiler optimizations beause ofthe implementation onstraints imposed on the arhiteture. Despite thesedi�erenes, the GPA simulator is a good representation of an example EDGEarhiteture for initial performane evaluation.3.3 TRIPS ProessorThe TRIPS proessor is a prototype hardware implementation of anEDGE arhiteture [3℄. The TRIPS proessor onsists of 16 ALUs in a 4x440
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model [48℄.The exeution tile onsists of the ALUs (integer and oating point),reservation stations for holding instrutions and their operands, and logi forissuing instrutions. The ET has a 4-stage pipeline onsisting of the seletstage, the read stage, the exeute stage, and the writebak stage. The TRIPSproessor uses a 2-paket operand network for sending operands between twotiles. The register tiles handle reads and writes to the arhitetural register�le. The RT has two pipelines|the read pipeline and the write pipeline|forsending register values to a blok. The read pipeline in the RT is responsible forsending the register inputs from the arhitetural register �le to the onsuminginstrutions within a blok. The write pipeline in the RT handles forwardingof register values from an older blok to a newer blok.The data tiles handle the loads and stores within a blok. The load-store queue (LSQ) in the data tile traks the loads and stores that are in ightin the proessor. The LSQ in the TRIPS proessor has a physially distributed,logially entralized design. The DT has a main load-store pipeline for sendingload replies and handling store arrivals. Inoming loads hek for mathingprior stores in the LSQ, and retrieve their data from the LSQ on a math.The loads get their data from the ahe if they do not �nd a mathing priorstore. The DT has a dependene preditor for dynamially traking load-storedependenes. The DT also has a reissue pipeline for reissuing loads that aredeferred by the dependene preditor.43



One the register tiles reeive all the register outputs for a blok, theysend a ompletion signal to the GT on the Global Status Network (GSN).Similarly, the DTs send a ompletion signal to the GT when all the stores fora blok have arrived at the data tiles. The GT also reeives exatly one branhupdate message on the OPN from the ET that points to the next blok to feth.One the GT reeives all the three ompletion signals for a blok, it sends aommit message on the Global Commit Network (GCN) to all the tiles. Theommit message results in the ETs invalidating all the state orresponding tothe ommitted blok, the RTs writing the blok outputs to the arhiteturalstate, and the DTs ommitting the stores in the blok to the memory system.The RTs and DTs send a ommit aknowledgment signal to the GT on theGSN after ommitting the register writes and stores to the arhitetural state.Upon reeiving this signal, the GT an now free the resoures alloated to thisblok and reassign it to another blok.To ahieve high instrution level parallelism, the TRIPS proessor anhave up to 8 bloks in exeution onurrently. The proessor uses a variation ofa 2-level preditor to predit the next blok to feth [53℄. On a mis-speulation,the global tile sends a ush signal to all the other tiles. The TRIPS proessoruses rolling ushes; bloks are ushed as soon as a mis-speulation is deteted.3.3.2 Dependene Predition in the DTThe dependene preditor in the DT is used to predit if in-ight loadsare independent of previous unresolved stores. Eah DT has a 1024-entry 1-bit44



dependene preditor that is indexed by exlusive or-ing (xor-ing) the top 5bits of the blok address, and the reversed load-store identi�er (LSID) of theload. The LSID is a 5-bit identi�er that the ompiler assigns to eah load orstore in a blok. The preditor is aessed by loads in the �rst stage of theload-store pipeline. If the bit orresponding to a load is not set, the preditorpredits no onit and the load sends its reply immediately. However, if thebit in the preditor is set for a load, the DT defers the load. The reissue logiin the DT subsequently selets the load for exeution after all prior stores haveresolved.When stores arrive at the DT, they hek the LSQ to ensure that nonewer load that mathes the store address has replied inorretly. If the store�nds a mis-speulating load, it marks the blok ontaining the load as violatingand the bit orresponding to the load is set in the preditor. The next timethe load exeutes, it will �nd this bit set and will send its reply only after allprior stores have resolved. The preditor is leared unonditionally by the DTafter the exeution of 10,000 bloks.The preditor desribed above is the one implemented in the TRIPSprototype. In this dissertation, we also evaluate an extension to the abovesheme. This sheme, alled the �rst-store sheme, uses an adaptive 2-bit pre-ditor to trak dependenes between loads and stores. The preditor is againindexed by the blok address and the load's LSID. The 2-bit value stored inthe preditor identi�es the load as non-oniting, oniting-one-store, oroniting-all-store. The non-oniting and oniting-all-store states or-45



respond to the states of the 1-bit preditor. When the preditor preditsoniting-one-store, the load reply is sent when the �rst mathing store ar-rives at the DT.To implement oniting-one-store, the LSQ was enhaned with a readybit for eah load. The DT defers loads that are predited oniting-one-storeby the preditor. When a later store arrives and its address mathes with aload that has been predited oniting-one-store, it sets the ready bit for theload. The load reissue logi is modi�ed to also issue deferred loads that havetheir ready bit set. If there is no store math, the deferred load is issued afterall prior stores have resolved.Sine the preditor used for this sheme has a 2-bit up-down ounter,learing the entire preditor is not neessary. The ounter is inrementedwhen a load results in a violation. The ounter is deremented when a loadis held bak unneessarily. Identifying loads that were inorretly preditedindependent is easy, as it results in a pipeline ush. Loads that were inorretlypredited dependent are diÆult to identify. To identify this ase, every loadin the LSQ has a ounter that stores the number of stores that forwardedvalues to this load. Stores inrement this value for a load every time theyforward a value. The reissue logi heks this ounter for every load, afterall prior stores have resolved. If the ounter is zero and the predition forthis load was oniting-one-store or oniting-all-store, the load preditionis identi�ed as an inorret predition to the dependene preditor by the load-store queue. If the ounter is one and the predition is oniting-all-store,46



again it is identi�ed as an inorret predition. This information is used bythe DT for training the preditor.3.3.3 TRIPS Software ModelThe TRIPS proessor exeutes binaries generated by using the t om-piler. The ompiler takes ode written in onventional programming lan-guages, C and FORTRAN, and ompiles it into bloks of mahine instru-tions. These bloks, alled hyperbloks, are single entry, multiple exit bloks.The high-level ode is �rst ompiled into an intermediate form alled TRIPSIntermediate Language (TIL). TIL ode resembles the assembly ode for on-ventional proessors and is in a human readable form. The sheduling phaseof the ompiler operates on the TIL ode and onverts it into TRIPS assem-bly (TASL) ode. The linker links the TASL ode into a TRIPS binary. Forthe TRIPS prototype proessor, the ompiler builds 128-instrution �xed sizebloks.The ompiler assigns LSIDs to all the load and store instrutions toestablish the memory order within a blok. The ompiler also reates a 32-bitstore mask that the DT uses to identify the stores in the blok. The ompilerneeds to ensure that all the stores spei�ed in the store mask reah the DT,for the DTs to signal ompletion.
47



3.3.4 TRIPS Cyle-aurate SimulatorThe TRIPS simulator was developed by the TRIPS team at the Univer-sity of Texas at Austin to model the TRIPS prototype proessor. The purposeof the simulator was two-fold:� To perform funtional validation of the proessor to ensure orretnessof the design.� To validate the performane of the proessor, and explore tehniques toimprove performane.The simulator models all the di�erent tiles found in the prototype ingreat detail. The tiles are onneted by the operand network that also mathesthe implementation. All the di�erent pipelines in the various tiles of theprototype are faithfully modeled in the simulator. The simulator also modelsthe various preditors found in the prototype, and has been mathed with theproessor RTL to within 5% auray on a wide array of mirobenhmarks andrandom-tests. Thus, the simulator provides a good setting for the evaluationof DSRE in an atual proessor implementation.Due to the loseness of the simulator to the atual prototype proessor,it is not as exible as the GPA simulator used for initial evaluation of the DSREmehanism. Also, beause of its detailed modeling, the TRIPS simulator isonsiderably slower than the GPA simulator. However, the TRIPS simulatorexposes some of the issues with the pratial implementation of the mehanism,48



and hene gives valuable insights into the diÆulties enountered in an atualhardware implementation.3.4 BenhmarksWe used a set of benhmarks from the SPEC CPU95, SPEC CPU2000,and the MediaBenh suite with the GPA simulator. The modi�ed Trimaraninfrastruture we used ould ompile only a subset of benhmarks from thissuite, and we used these in our initial study. The simulated benhmarksare listed in Table 3.1. For eah benhmark, we fast-forwarded through theinitialization phase and simulated 100 million instrutions.Benhmark Fast-forward ountompress 6000000000hydro2d 1000000000tomatv 1000000000turb3d 1000000000m88ksim 1000000000ammp 3000000000art 1000000000equake 400000000bzip2 1000000000mf 1000000000mgrid 1000000000parser 1000000000twolf 1000000000mpeg2enode 1000000000Table 3.1: GPA simulator benhmarks
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The higher instrution throughput of the GPA simulator allowed us toexeute longer benhmarks. On a 1.7 GHz Intel mahine, the GPA simulatoran simulate 10,000 yles/seond on an average. The TRIPS simulator has alower instrution throughput of around 600 yles/seond, beause it modelsthe low-level details of the proessor. Hene, we were fored us to use smallerbenhmarks with the TRIPS simulator.The TRIPS prototype simulator was validated using a set of benh-marks that omprised a regression suite. This suite onsists of a number ofhandwritten assembly programs designed to test all the funtionality of theproessor. The same suite was used initially to identify many of the bugsassoiated with the implementation of DSRE on the TRIPS proessor.After initial validation of the orretness of the DSRE mehanism, weused a set of benhmarks from the EEMBC suite for performane analysis. Theself-heking nature of these benhmarks also helped us identify orner asesthat showed up only after the exeution of thousands of instrutions. Theseprograms were ompiled with the t ompiler. The EEMBC benhmarks areloop-based benhmarks that exeute for a user-spei�ed number of iterations.To skip the initialization phase, we found the number of bloks that needto be exeuted for eah benhmark for a single iteration. We fast forwardedthat many number of bloks for eah benhmark to skip the initializationphase. The EEMBC benhmark main loops have widely varying instrutionounts. Due to the slow simulation speed of the TRIPS prototype simulator,we �xed the number of iterations to simulate for eah benhmark between50



50 and 5000, to get reasonable simulation time. The number of bloks fast-forwarded, along with the number of ommitted instrutions simulated, islisted for eah benhmark in Table 3.2.Benhmark Bloks Fast-forwarded Instrutions ommitteda2time01 14219 5495586ai�tr01 70038 64456170ai�rf01 14616 5209529aii�t01 59718 59152208autor00 24519 1122004basefp01 14138 827732bezier01 19372 42770766bitmnp01 22274 5998634aheb01 16991 1777907anrdr01 14483 2131544onven00 497864 3180085�t00 270339 26850943idtrn01 17282 2626483iirt01 14574 1520803ospf 36289 11386322pktow 685311 12467818pntrh01 15866 5691186puwmod01 14337 3425108routelookup 60449 26801639rspeed01 14149 2393817tblook01 14199 2534138ttsprk01 14399 4466450viterb00 53384 15315283Table 3.2: EEMBC benhmarks fast-forward and simulation ount for theTRIPS prototype simulatorIn the next hapter, we desribe and evaluate the proposed DSREmeh-51



anism on the GPA and TRIPS simulator.
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Chapter 4Distributed Seletive Re-Exeution
In this hapter, we desribe the seletive re-exeution mehanism andits initial evaluation on the high-level GPA simulator. We also ompare theseresults to those obtained using the more detailed TRIPS prototype simulator.We �rst start by explaining how to implement seletive re-exeution on theEDGE based TRIPS arhiteture using a ode snippet. We then desribe theextra state neessary for orret exeution with seletive re-exeution. Finally,we do a performane analysis of the proposed sheme using the GPA and theTRIPS prototype simulator.4.1 DSRE for EDGE ArhiteturesIn the TRIPS instantiation of an EDGE ISA, instrutions and theiroperands are bu�ered as they arrive at the reservation stations. When anoperand arrives, its tag indiates the reservation station and instrution operandto whih it orresponds. When an instrution reeives all its operands, it �res,exeutes, and sends the result to its onsumers, whih are spei�ed using thetarget �elds in the just-issued instrution.The multiple hyperbloks in ight e�etively form a large dataow53



graph (DFG). Within hyperbloks, the DFG is a statially onstruted graph,with ars going from ALU to ALU. Cross-blok ars are instantiated throughregister names; eah blok reads from and writes to a subset of the arhi-tetural registers. If a hyperblok produes an output alloated to R3, andthe subsequent hyperblok requires an input read from R3, the proessor willforward the value of R3 from the older to the younger blok as soon as it isprodued. Thus, the large DFG is a olletion of smaller, statially produedDFGs stithed together by dynamially resolved ross-blok ars through theregister �le and inter-blok and intra-blok ars through memory.Figure 4.1 shows the C-ode for a simple loop, along with the orre-sponding EDGE assembly ode. We also show the data ow graph for 3 di�er-ent iterations of the main loop body in the �gure. The ode snippet has twoloop-arried dependenes, one through memory and one through the register�le (register 0). The loads in suessive iterations of the loop depend upon thestore in the previous iteration. The loop-arried dependene through memoryis shown by dashed lines. As shown in the �gure, this dependene is enforedby the load-store queue. If a load mis-speulates, the DFG sub-tree of theload gets inorret values. These nodes are shown shaded in the �gure. In aonventional implementation without seletive re-exeution, a mis-speulationwill trigger a ush of all instrutions after the violating load.To initiate re-exeution of an instrution that has omputed with awrong value, the orret value is sent to the inorret instrution's node withthe same tag as the original instrution. As shown in Figure 4.1, the instrution54
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Load−store Queue

N[5]

N[6]N[5]
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Iteration 1 N[0]

N[1]

N[2]

N[3]

N[4]

Iteration 2

N[0]

N[1]

N[2]

N[3]

N[4]

Iteration 0

N[4]

Mis−speculated instructions

N[3]N[5]

N[6]

N[5] mov N[6,0] W[0] ; write j to register

N[7] teqi 10 N[8] ; Check for loop termination
N[8] mov N[9,P] N[10,P] ; Move predicte bits

N[10] bro_t exit ; Exit if true
N[9] bro_f  loop_body ; if false, jump to loop_body

Read G[0] N[0, 0] ;   Read j
Read G[1] N[2,0] N[4,0] ;  Read a[0] address
N[0] addi 1 N[1,0] ;  j = j+1

N[2] lw 0 N[3,1] ; Load a[0]

N[4] sw 0 ; Store a[0]

N[1] mov N[3,0] N[5,0] 

loop_body:
TRIPS Assembly

C−Code
for (j=1; j < 10; j++)

  a[0] = a[0]+j;

N[3] add N[4,1] ; a[0] = a[0] + j

N[6] addi 1 N[7] ; Increment loop count

Figure 4.1: Re-exeution on EDGE arhitetures55



re-�res, sending a new output value to its dependent hildren. The hildrensubsequently re-�re, and so on, eventually re-exeuting the entire DFG thatis subtree data dependent on the faulting instrution. A re-�red instrutionproduing a value that rosses hyperblok boundaries sends a newer versionof its result to the target hyperblok, whih will ause additional instrutionsto re-�re. Note that this model permits seletive re-exeution without havingto reissue any instrutions not dependent on the erroneous instrution, nor doany instrutions need to be re-fethed, re-dispathed, or moved. If the ALUsand the network an support the extra traÆ, re-exeution in an EDGE ISAis always bene�ial, sine re-exeuting an operation and everything dependenton it is no worse than having waited for the atual orret value rather thanspeulating.When multiple speulative versions of an operand are allowed in thesystem, we need a mehanism to identify the non-speulative value of theoperand. Seletive re-exeution an result in speulative sub-graphs for partsof the dataow graph that the proessor is exeuting. When a speulativeoperand �nally resolves, it needs to ommuniate this resolution to all itshildren that are speulative. Thus, the problem beomes one of identifyingwhen an operand is non-speulative, identifying the nodes in the speulativesub-graph of this operand, and ommuniating the speulation resolution toall the nodes in this sub-graph.There are di�erent ways to approah this problem. One solution isto have a entralized manager in hardware that keeps trak of the dataow56



graph under exeution. When a speulative operand resolves, it an hek themanager to identify the nodes that depend on this operand, and mark them asnon-speulative. However, this approah does not work in a distributed envi-ronment. Also, multiple independent speulative values might be traversing adataow sub-graph simultaneously, and it is diÆult to isolate the value thatbeomes non-speulative.Another solution to this problem is to have eah node maintain itsown dataow sub-graph. The node an then identify all its hildren when itbeomes non-speulative, and ommuniate the speulation resolution. Theproblem with this approah is the large amount of state that will be requiredat eah node to maintain the dataow sub-graph. Also, it is diÆult to reatethe sub-graph when multiple speulative data values are allowed to overlap inthe dataow graph.A third solution to this problem is to have a token that is propagated tothe onsumers of a speulating node, when the node beomes non-speulative.The hildren in turn propagate this token to their onsumers when all theirinput operands beome non-speulative. In this approah, we an imaginethe set of tokens as a wave that follows exeution and marks operands asnon-speulative. This is the solution we explore in this dissertation.4.1.1 Deteting Blok Completion with Commit WavesIn the TRIPS proessor, when eah hyperblok ompletes, it is removedfrom the array and its instrutions are all ommitted at one; hyperbloks log-57



ially ommit atomially. The proessor writes the stores in a hyperblok bakto the memory system in order during hyperblok ommit. Sine the TRIPSproessor is a distributed miroarhiteture, deteting ompletion of the oldesthyperblok is aomplished with point-to-point messages. The blok headerof eah hyperblok ontains a ount of all hyperblok outputs (register writes,stores, and a single branh). When an output instrution in a hyperblokreahes the register banks or ahes, the output ounter for that hyperblok isderemented. When it reahes zero, all of the outputs of the hyperblok have�red, meaning that the blok is safe to ommit if it is the oldest hyperblok.However, this sheme for deteting blok ompletion annot work with-out modi�ation with seletive re-exeution. Sine multiple waves of exeutionmay be traversing the hyperblok's DFG simultaneously, the output instru-tions may reeive their soure operands multiple times, and thus do not knowwhen it is safe to signal the ompletion logi that they have ompleted non-speulatively.The solution we explore in this work is to add a ommit bit to eah validbit at the instrutions' operand bu�ers. When a ommit bit is set, it signalsthat its operand is no longer speulative, and none of that operand's parentsin the DFG may be speulative. The ommit bit is only zero if there are stillunresolved data speulations among its parents. Note that the ontrol speula-tion (branh predition) mehanisms are separate from these data speulationtehniques. For a blok to ommit, it must be the ontrol non-speulativeblok, and all of its register and store outputs must be non-speulative.58
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Figure 4.3: Illustration of ommit messagesWhen all of an instrution's operands have reeived their ommit bit,then the result omputed using those operands is also non-data-speulative.Figure 4.2 shows the di�erent instrution states with re-exeution. When aninstrution reeives all its input operands, it goes into the ready state. Theexeution unit an now issue the instrution to a funtional unit for exeution.One the instrution is issued to a funtional unit, it exeutes and goes intothe exeuted state. If any of the operands of the instrution is speulative, theinstrution sends a speulative result to its onsumers. The instrution willre-exeute every time it reeives a new version of any of its operands. Theinstrution remains in the exeuted state until it reeives ommit bits for all ofits input operands. One the instrution reeives ommit bits for all its inputs,it goes into the ommitted state and sends a ommit bit to its onsumers.We simulate two types of ommit bit messaging, shown in Figure 4.3.First, if an operand arrives at an ALU with its ommit bit set, and the in-60



strution's other operands are also non-speulative, then the instrution �res(or re-�res) and sends its result to its onsumers with its ommit bit set inthe message ontrol header. The seond ase ours when an instrution hasalready �red|and has already sent its result with a zero ommit bit|but islater determined to have been orret and beomes non-speulative. In thisase, if the other operands of the instrution are non-speulative, a null om-mit message is sent to the onsumers of that instrution, signaling that theoperand previously sent is now non-speulative. However, if the the otheroperands of the instrution are still speulative, the operand is bu�ered and ismarked as a null ommit message operand. If the other speulative operandsresolve orretly, a null ommit message is sent after their resolution. If multi-ple parents target the same operand, only one parent is guaranteed to send thenon-speulative value for the operand. One a tile reeives the non-speulativevalue for an operand, it ignores all other values for that operand.An instrution may send a null ommit message for several reasons. Anarithmeti operation may ompare its speulative, bu�ered operand with thereeipt of a ommitted operand, and if they are the same, the result need notbe reomputed, and the instrution an send a null ommit message. Moreommonly, a load may have issued speulatively, in the presene of earlierunresolved stores (with a zero ommit bit). When the load's address hasreeived its ommit bit, and all earlier stores have also reeived their ommitbits|and if there was no address onit with a store|then the load beomesnon-speulative and a null ommit message may be sent. A node an send61



a null ommit bit if the non-speulative output it produes mathes the lastspeulative output that it produed.A blok is thus safe to ommit when it is the oldest blok (guaranteeingthat there is no more ontrol speulation) and when the blok has reeived theommit bits of all its outputs. In terms of the DFG, the proess of detet-ing ompletion an be thought of as a \ommit wave" traversing the DFGbehind the dataow exeution, and signaling ompletion when traversal of ahyperblok's portion of the DFG is omplete.4.1.2 Version Numbers: Out-of-Order MessagingThe sheme desribed thus far allows multiple, partially or fully over-lapping waves of speulative exeution traversing the DFG, sueeded by a\lean-up" ommit wave. This model is simple so long as multiple speulativeversions of an operand are always injeted into the inter-ALU network in or-der and the network supports in-order delivery of messages. If either of thoserequirements are not met, then the possibility of overwriting the orret om-putation with later-arriving mis-speulative data arises. For example, assumethat an instrution �res twie and produes versions A and B, where B is laterdetermined to be orret, so is followed by a null ommit message. If A and Bare re-ordered (either by injetion into the network or by the network itself),then the instrution's onsumers will reeive B, �re orretly, then reeive A,�re inorretly, and then reeive the null ommit message saving the inorretresult omputed with A. 62



This ase would our if the network re-ordered messages, althoughthe network we simulate does not exhibit this problem, beause routing isdeterministi and messages are never dropped. However, another window ofvulnerability is opened by the possibility of injeting speulations in the wrongorder. For example, assume a load with earlier unresolved stores aessed theahe but missed. Subsequently, a program-earlier store to the same addressissued, so the store value is forwarded to the load and sent to the load'sonsumers (version B). The mis-speulated ahe aess eventually returns avalue that ould be forwarded to the load's onsumers (version A) overwritingthe orret omputation triggered by version B. This ase ould be avoidedby adding extra support to the memory system, but serves as an illustrativeexample.We handle out-of-order messaging by augmenting transmitted operandswith version numbers as well as ommit bits. Eah ar of the DFG an betraversed multiple times, with its version number inreasing with eah of itssoure operands. For example, if an ADD instrution �red three times, theversion numbers of the operands sent to its onsumers would be 0, 1, and 2, inorder, regardless of what the version numbers of the ADD's soure operandswere. The highest version number is always the orret operand, and null om-mit messages are tagged with the version number that they are ommitting.This sheme permits operands to be re-ordered and still funtion or-retly, sine version numbers are bu�ered with the operands and ommit bitsat the onsuming instrution's reservation station. With version numbers, we63



guarantee that the highest version number for an operand is always the orretvalue. If an ADD instrution has �red twie beause it reeived two values ofits left operand, whih arrived with version numbers 0 and 2, and then later aversion of the left operand arrives with version number 1, the last message isdisarded beause that operand has already reeived a higher version number,guaranteeing that the lower one is inorret. If a null ommit message ar-rived with a version number 3 for the left operand, the instrution would waitto reeive the atual operand tagged with version number 3 before re-�ringand propagating the result to the onsumers with the ommit bit set. Thispoliy permits operands and ommit bits (whether arriving with an operandor as null ommit messages) to arrive in any order but still produe orretexeution and guaranteed ompletion.The simple version number sheme outlined above needs to be aug-mented if we allow multiple parents to target the same operand. In this ase,we need to add an instrution identi�er �eld to the version number to identifythe partiular parent of the operand. The highest version number, orrespond-ing to a partiular parent that generated the ommit bit, is then guaranteedto be the right value.We illustrate the role of version numbers with an example in Figure 4.4.The instrution shown in the example is a two input add instrution. Theexample shows one partiular sequene of events related to the reeption ofoperands for the instrution. Initially, the add instrution reeives the �rstversion of one of its operands. This operand is data speulative as its ommit64
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Table Legend:

  STATE: Output value/Version number (V)/Commit bit (C)

No action − only one operand has arrived.

Add inputs and send output message
(out=44; v = 0, c= 0). The output is 
speculative because inputs are speculative.

result is sent out with a  new version number. The results
are still speculative (out=51, v =1, c=0).

New output is not generated because the operand
values have not changed.

Generate null token; both inputs are non−speculative
  

received for this operand.

The execution unit re−executes the add instruction and a new 

The execution unit marks operand 1 as non−speculative.

The execution unit drops the message because its version 
number is lower than the last version number

Figure 4.4: Version number example
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bit is not set, and is bu�ered in the reservation station entry orresponding tothe add instrution. The instrution then reeives a speulative version of itsseond operand. The instrution an now �re and send a speulative result toits onsumers.Next the instrution reeives a newer, speulative version of its seondoperand. The instrution �res and sends another speulative result to itsonsumers. The instrution then reeives a null ommit message for its �rstoperand. Sine the operand value has not hanged, and the other operand isstill speulative, the instrution does not re-�re and operand 1 is marked asnon-speulative. Next the instrution reeives a null ommit bit for the seondoperand. Sine all the operands of the instrution have reeived their ommitbit and their values haven't hanged, the instrution an now �re and send anull ommit bit to its onsumers. Finally, we see that the instrution reeivesan inorret message for its seond operand. This message is dropped and notated upon by the instrution.With ommit bits, ompletion of distributed seletive re-exeution anbe deteted, and with version numbers, the omputation will still be orret inthe presene of reordered messages. While we have used load/store dependenepredition as the driving example for this mehanism, any data speulationsheme may use this underlying framework for low-overhead reovery, so longas it obeys the rules of the mehanism: The last version sent is always theorret one (with no versioning support), or the highest version number isalways the orret one (with versioning support). Thus, many types of data66



value speulation may make use of this ommon framework for low-overheadreovery.Version numbers also provide a onvenient mehanism to throttle spe-ulation. ALUs an be prevented from �ring speulatively when the versionnumber of their result reahes a ertain maximum value. This throttling anbe done for several reasons. Having a large number of speulative �rings anresult in extra traÆ in the network, and extra ontention in the ALUs, po-tentially reduing performane. Also, speulative �ring of ALUs onsumesdynami power. Hene, speulative exeution of ALUs an be throttled usingversion numbers to save energy. In the next subsetion, we look at the impatof speulative �ring of ALUs on performane using the GPA simulator and theTRIPS prototype simulator.4.1.2.1 Impat of Speulative Exeution|GPA SimulatorTo �nd the impat on performane for various maximum values of ver-sion numbers, we ran experiments using the GPA simulator varying the numberof times an instrutions is allowed to �re speulatively. Table 4.1 shows theperformane for the various benhmarks, when we vary the maximum numberof speulative exeutions for an instrution. Loads that arrive at the memoryinterfae send speulative values to their onsumers in the presene of earlierunresolved stores. Later arriving stores that math the address of the loads,and are earlier in program order, are allowed to wakeup these loads. Thenumber of load replies is also bound by the maximum version number allowed.67



Maximum speulative �ring 1 2 3 4 5 6ammp 1.52 1.52 1.52 1.51 1.51 1.51art 1.89 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.88bzip2 2.14 2.13 2.13 2.13 2.13 2.13ompress 1.55 1.55 1.55 1.55 1.55 1.55equake 1.20 1.24 1.31 1.36 1.36 1.37m88ksim 1.10 1.08 1.08 1.07 1.06 1.06mf 0.79 0.80 0.79 0.77 0.75 0.73mgrid 1.68 1.60 1.62 1.62 1.58 1.55mpeg2enode 3.12 3.13 3.13 3.13 3.14 3.14parser 1.30 1.30 1.30 1.30 1.30 1.29twolf 1.11 1.13 1.13 1.13 1.12 1.11hydro2d 1.34 1.32 1.28 1.23 1.20 1.19tomatv 3.82 3.82 3.82 3.82 3.82 3.82turb3d 0.72 0.72 0.70 0.69 0.68 0.68Mean 1.40 1.40 1.39 1.38 1.37 1.36Table 4.1: DSRE IPC variation with inreasing maximum speulative �ringon the GPA simulatorThe loads send their ommit bits only after all previous stores have resolved.From Table 4.1, we see that benhmarks like bzip2, ompress, parser,mpeg2enode, twolf, and tomatv are relatively una�eted when we inrease thenumber of times ALUs are allowed to �re speulatively. In these benhmarks,either there are very few load-store dependenes, or these dependenes aresatis�ed by the �rst arriving store. Figure 4.5 plots number of load repliesfor di�erent maximum version number, normalized to the number of loadsexeuted when we allow only one speulative value per operand. For thesebenhmarks, we see that the number of loads exeuted is relatively unhangedwith maximum allowed speulative exeution for an operand.68
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Figure 4.5: Normalized exeuted loads for various maximum speulative exe-ution allowedThe performane of art dereases with inreasing maximum versionnumber allowed, and then inreases when the maximum speulative exeutionis set to 6. With seletive re-exeution, later arriving stores are not allowed towakeup a load, if the load has already reeived its value from a store that islater in program order than the arriving store. art has some loads that mathwith multiple earlier stores. These stores result in multiple speulative loadexeutions when we inrease the maximum version number, thus dereasingthe performane. However, when the maximum speulative exeution is set to6, the number of load exeutions due to mathing stores is atually redued,beause the store that is later in program order arrives at the memory interfaebefore a mathing store that is earlier in program order. Both these storesmath the address of a later program order load, but only one store is allowedto wakeup the load, resulting in fewer load replies. The same phenomenon is69



seen in equake, whih shows inreasing performane with inreasing number ofallowed maximum exeutions. From Figure 4.5, we see that the number of loadreplies inreases as we inrease the maximum allowed version number for art,and dereases when the maximum number of allowed speulative exeutions is6. For equake the number of load replies dereases as we inrease the maximumallowed version number for an operand.ammp, m88ksim, mf, mgrid, hydro2d, and turb3d show a redutionin performane when we inrease the maximum allowed version number. Forthese benhmarks, as seen from Figure 4.5, the number of load replies in-reases as we inrease the maximum allowed version number. In ammp, mf,and mgrid, inreasing the maximum allowed version number results in moreversions of the same load reahing the memory interfae. The speulative loadsresult in a larger number of speulative load replies. In m88ksim, inreasingthe maximum allowed version number results in a higher number of load repliesbeause multiple speulative versions of a store end up waking up the sameload. hydro2d and turn3d exhibit both the above mentioned behavior, andhene su�er redution in performane.Figure 4.6 plots the number of arithmeti instrutions exeuted whenwe inrease the maximum allowed version number, normalized to the totalnumber number of arithmeti instrutions exeuted when we allow eah in-strution to exeute at most one speulatively. From Figure 4.6, we see thatthe number of arithmeti instrutions exeuted inreases as we inrease themaximum allowed version number for all the benhmarks.70
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Figure 4.6: Normalized exeuted arithmeti instrutions for various maximumspeulative exeution allowedIn summary, inreasing the maximum version number allowed resultsin an inrease in the number of instrutions exeuted. The higher ALU andnetwork traÆ, resulting from the large number of instrutions exeuted, gen-erally lowers performane. A few benhmarks show improved performanewith inreasing version number. However, this improvement in performaneis a result of the earlier resolution of mathing stores that results in fewerexeuted loads. Sine most of the benhmarks either show no improvementin performane or redution in performane when we inrease the number ofallowed maximum version number, we restrited the number of speulativeexeutions to one in the GPA simulator.
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4.1.2.2 Impat of Speulative Exeution|TRIPS Prototype Sim-ulatorMaximum speulative�ring 1 2 3 4 5 6a2time01 0.765 0.910 0.927 0.936 0.942 0.942ai�tr01 0.606 0.618 0.630 0.651 0.654 0.652ai�rf01 1.036 1.055 1.072 1.069 1.062 1.062aii�t01 0.585 0.606 0.623 0.641 0.644 0.645autor00 1.210 1.210 1.210 1.210 1.210 1.210basefp01 0.885 0.890 0.894 0.886 0.876 0.867bezier01 1.740 1.748 1.698 1.670 1.678 1.680bitmnp01 0.779 0.783 0.779 0.773 0.770 0.768aheb01 0.692 0.699 0.710 0.699 0.692 0.691anrdr01 1.292 1.342 1.351 1.352 1.353 1.353onven00 0.538 0.538 0.538 0.538 0.538 0.538�t00 1.359 1.382 1.408 1.408 1.408 1.408idtrn01 0.738 0.735 0.737 0.770 0.765 0.760iirt01 0.525 0.525 0.555 0.636 0.623 0.612ospf 0.641 0.705 0.714 0.715 0.717 0.717pntrh01 0.822 0.827 0.822 0.969 0.981 0.983pktow 1.001 1.054 1.046 1.047 1.046 1.044puwmod01 0.801 0.814 0.790 0.762 0.729 0.698routelookup 0.573 0.573 0.573 0.573 0.573 0.573rspeed01 0.804 0.837 0.866 0.875 0.883 0.884tblook01 0.776 0.817 0.818 0.818 0.818 0.818ttsprk01 0.667 0.697 0.698 0.700 0.701 0.703viterb00 0.779 0.805 0.828 0.838 0.847 0.847Mean 0.777 0.799 0.807 0.822 0.820 0.816Table 4.2: DSRE IPC variation with inreasing maximum speulative �ringon the TRIPS simulatorTo validate the results shown in the last subsetion, we ran experi-ments using the TRIPS prototype simulator, and studied the performane for72



di�erent maximum version numbers. Table 4.2 shows the performane of theEEMBC benhmarks for di�erent values of maximum version number on theTRIPS prototype simulator.From Table 4.2, we see that the variation in mean performane onthe TRIPS simulator is di�erent from what is seen on the GPA simulator.On the TRIPS simulator, the mean performane inreases as we inrease themaximum number of times an instrution is allowed to exeute speulativelyfrom 1 to 4, and then dereases. To understand the reason for this behavior,we looked at the benhmarks that show the most di�erene in performaneas we inreased the maximum version number. These benhmarks inludea2time01, anrdr01, idtrn01, iirt01, pntrh01, rspeed01, and viterb00.All the EEMBC benhmarks onsist of a main loop that is repeatedlyexeuted for a set number of iterations that an be spei�ed by the user. Alarge number of these benhmarks write their output using a pointer to astruture. The benhmarks write their results after eah major omputationwithin the loop. Hene, there are multiple loads and stores to this pointerin the instrution window. To illustrate this behavior, Figure 4.7 shows partof the soure ode from the inner loop of the benhmark rspeed01. rspeed01repeatedly omputes the road speed based on di�erenes between timer ountervalues. The alulation involves straight-forward arithmeti, but must alsodeal with the situation when the timer rolls over, or when the measurementresults show abrupt hanges.The main loop in rspeed01 repeatedly omputes the value of three vari-73



if( toothCount1 >= tonewheelTeeth / 2 ) {
  /* Yes, */   
  if( toothTimeAccum1 > 

    roadSpeed1 = 0 ;
    /* ...check for zero road speed */

  }
  else {
    /* ...or compute road speed */

      MAX_TOOTH_TIME *tonewheelTeeth / 2 )  {    

    /* ...then reset the filter counter */
    toothCount1 = 0 ;

    toothTimeAccum1 = 0 ;
    /* ...and clear the accumulator */

  }

WriteOut( roadSpeed1 ) ; /* Store result */

}

    roadSpeed1 = (varsize)(SPEEDO_SCALE_FACTOR / 

/* Time to update ? */

      (toothTimeAccum1 / tonewheelTeeth * 2 ));

Figure 4.7: Code in the main loop of rspeed01ables stored in memory, roadSpeed1, roadSpeed2, and roadSpeed3. Figure 4.7shows the ode for the omputation of roadSpeed1. After omputing eahvalue, the result is stored using the WriteOut funtion. Figure 4.8 shows thesoure ode for this funtion. This funtion uses the address in RAM�lePtrpointer to write the omputed result. The WriteOut funtion writes the valueof the result and inrements the pointer.The ompiler breaks up the inner loop into a number of hyperbloks.The omputation and storage of roadSpeed1, roadSpeed2, and roadSpeed3 isdone using three separate hyperbloks that an be in the instrution windowat the same time. Figure 4.9 shows part of the TIL ode for one of these hy-perbloks. The prediated stores enfore bounds heking. From Figure 4.9,74



n_void
WriteOut( varsize value ) {

if (( RAMfilePtr+RAMfile_increment) > RAMfileEOF )
  RAMfilePtr = RAMfile;

*(varsize *)RAMfilePtr = value;

} /* End of function ’WriteOut’ */
RAMfilePtr += RAMfile_increment;Figure 4.8: WriteOut funtion ode from rspeed01we see that the program repeatedly loads and stores to the address of theRAM�lePtr variable. Any load to this address has to get its value from themost reent store. When this ode is exeuted on the TRIPS prototype sim-ulator, the loads to RAM�lePtr address resolve before all the previous storesto RAM�lePtr address. Mathing stores, whih arrive after the load, wake upthese loads, and the loads send the updated value to their onsumers.Mathing stores, whih arrive after a load has already speulativelyexeuted the maximum number of times, are not allowed to wake up theload. These loads send their non-speulative result after all prior stores haveresolved. If the load reeives the last speulative value from the last mathingstore before the load, it an send a null ommit message, when all prior storesresolve. Otherwise, the load has to send the new store value, along with theommit bit. Thus, there is no bene�t to using DSRE if the last speulativeexeution of the load did not get its value from the latest mathing store beforethe load. Mathing stores that arrive at the DT do not wakeup loads, if theload has already reeived the value from a store that is later in program orderto the mathing store. 75



  ld      $t40, ($t39) L[15]

  entera  $t39, RAMfilePtr
  sd      ($t38), $t38 S[14]

  null_f<$t34>    $t38
  sd_t<$t34>  ($t37), $t36 S[14]

  entera  $t37, RAMfilePtr
  sd      ($t28), $t27 S[11]

  entera  $t28, RAMfilePtr
  add     $t27, $t25, $t26

  mul     $t26, $t23, $t0
  ld      $t25, ($t24) L[10]

  entera  $t24, RAMfilePtr
  lws     $t23, ($t22) L[9]

  entera  $t22, RAMfile_increment
  sd      ($t19), $t21 S[8]

  ld      $t21, ($t20) L[7]
  entera  $t20, roadSpeed3$$6220

  ld      $t19, ($t18) L[6]
  entera  $t18, RAMfilePtr


.bbegin t_run_test$25


Figure 4.9: Piee of TRIPS intermediate language (TIL) ode from a rspeed01hyperblok to show loads and stores to the address of RAM�lePtr
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Figure 4.11: Number of load null ommit messages for various maximum spe-ulative exeutionWhen we inrease the number of times a load is allowed to exeutespeulatively, we inrease the number of stores that are allowed to wakeupthe load. The inrease in the number of stores in turn inreases the hanesof the load exeuting speulatively with the right store value. Thus, loadssend a larger number of null ommit messages when we inrease the maximumallowed version number. Figure 4.10 shows the number of times loads exeuteand Figure 4.11 shows the number of load null ommit messages, when weinrease the number of times loads are allowed to exeute speulatively. Wesee from Figure 4.10 and Figure 4.11 that for rspeed01, the number of nullommit messages sent by the DT inreases as we inrease the maximum versionnumber, while the number of speulative load exeutions saturates. The largernumber of null ommit messages result in higher performane for rspeed01 aswe inrease the maximum version number.77



Inreasing the maximum version number does not always result inhigher performane. For some benhmarks like idtrn01, ai�rf01, basefp01,and matrix01, performane inreases at �rst and then dereases. To under-stand this behavior, we looked at the number of null ommit messages andspeulative load exeutions in these benhmarks. Figure 4.10 shows the num-ber of times loads exeute speulatively, and Figure 4.11 shows the numberof null ommit messages for idtrn01 when we inrease the number of timesloads are allowed to exeute speulatively. From Figure 4.10 and Figure 4.11,we see that for this benhmark, the number of load null ommit messages sat-urates after the maximum number of speulative exeutions reahes 4, whilethe number of speulative loads exeuted keeps inreasing. Hene, peak per-formane is obtained when we restrit the number of maximum speulativeexeution to 4 for idtrn01.In summary, the number of speulative load exeutions and load nullommit messages is benhmark dependent, and is a funtion of the arrival or-der of loads and stores at the DT. There are fewer load re-exeutions if the lastprogram-order mathing store before the load arrives at the DT before earlierstores. For the benhmarks that we study in this dissertation, maximum per-formane is obtained when we restrit the number of maximum speulative�ring to 4. Hene, we use this value for the rest of experiments in this dis-sertation. Future work an involve examining poliies that dynamially varythis threshold, depending on the number of speulative exeutions and nullommit messages being sent for a partiular phase of a benhmark.78



4.2 DSRE EvaluationIn this setion, we look at the performane of DSRE and ompare itto the other load/store reovery shemes. We �rst present results obtainedusing the GPA simulator, and then present results obtained using the detailedTRIPS prototype simulator. We also present an analysis of the results obtainedusing the TRIPS prototype simulator.4.2.1 DSRE PerformaneTable 4.3 shows the performane of the simulated GRID proessor withall of the load/store speulation poliies we evaluate in this paper. Perfor-mane is displayed in instrutions per yle (ounting useful, non-overhead,ommitted instrutions only). We assumed that ushes are rolling, initiatedwhen a mispredition is �rst deteted, whih is a higher-performane assump-tion than initiating ushes when the blok ontaining the faulting instrutionis ready to ommit.Column two (the leftmost data olumn) shows performane using on-servative ordering (ons), in whih every load waits for all prior stores toomplete. As we showed in Chapter 2, this onservative model is by far theworst-performing model. The third olumn shows performane with a purere-exeution mehanism (DSRE), in whih all loads issue as soon as they areready, and re-exeute if an earlier store resolves to the same address. As dis-ussed in the last setion, we restrit the number of times instrutions areallowed to �re speulatively to one on the GPA simulator. Pure DSRE pro-79



No ush Flush on load mis-speulationBenhmark ons(IPC) DSRE(IPC) all-stores(IPC) one-store(IPC) orale(IPC)ammp 0.94 1.52 2.41 3.11 3.96art 1.37 1.89 3.72 3.50 3.73bzip2 1.90 2.14 3.16 3.23 3.24ompress 1.40 1.55 1.56 1.56 1.66equake 0.79 1.20 1.71 1.71 1.75m88ksim 0.88 1.10 0.93 1.28 2.31mf 0.42 0.79 0.87 0.83 0.88mgrid 1.27 1.68 1.31 1.56 4.23mpeg2enode 2.63 3.12 3.43 3.32 3.51parser 1.27 1.30 1.31 1.31 1.32twolf 0.88 1.11 1.27 1.36 2.09hydro2d 0.78 1.34 1.03 1.73 3.35tomatv 2.88 3.82 4.96 4.95 4.96turb3d 0.53 0.72 0.62 0.74 3.85Mean 0.97 1.40 1.42 1.61 2.30Table 4.3: IPC of load/store reovery shemes on the GPA simulatorvides a 40% performane boost over onservative load-store ordering, makingit a potential alternative to dependene predition. As shown in Chapter 5, thedi�erene in performane between the DSRE and the orale poliy is primarilydue to the ommit wave falling behind the exeution wave.Columns 4 and 5 show the performane of traditional dependene pre-dition, using all-stores and one-store to seletively stall loads that are pre-dited to be dependent, and ush the pipeline if a load is speulatively issuedbefore a oniting store. all-stores shows almost exatly the same averageperformane as DSRE. The more omplex, but more aggressive, one-store pol-80
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dependenes orretly. m88kim, mgrid, and twolf su�er too many ushes dueto loads being inorretly predited oniting. In ammp and hydro2d, thepreditor is too onservative and predits a large number of independent loadsas being dependent. turb3d has a mix of loads inorretly predited onitingand non-oniting.Table 4.4 ompares the performane of DSRE against the various load/storereovery shemes aross the set of EEMBC benhmarks on the TRIPS proto-type simulator. From Table 4.4, we see DSRE provides 16% improvement overthe onservative sheme. The performane improvement is lower than what isseen with the GPA simulator due to the following reasons:1. As explained in Chapter 7, the network and ALU ontention are more a-urately modeled in the TRIPS prototype simulator, and hene inueneperformane to a larger degree with DSRE.2. Sine the LSQ is physially distributed, the arrival of stores at the datatile is ommuniated through the data status network (DSN). Hene,stores take longer to resolve in the DT. For example, arrival of a storeat DT0 is ommuniated to DT3 after 3 yles. Sine loads an sendtheir ommit bits only after all the stores before them have resolved,propagation of load ommit bits is delayed by the distributed nature ofthe LSQ.3. The reissue pipeline in the DT adds an extra yle delay to the propa-gation of the ommit bit. 82



No ush Flush on load mis-speulationBenhmark ons(IPC) DSRE(IPC) all-stores(IPC) one-store(IPC) orale(IPC)a2time01 0.702 0.936 0.793 0.842 2.418ai�tr01 0.560 0.651 0.714 0.710 2.477ai�rf01 0.884 1.069 1.692 1.677 2.635aii�t01 0.547 0.641 0.676 0.698 2.592autor00 1.208 1.210 1.208 1.208 1.210basefp01 0.845 0.886 1.068 1.074 1.212bezier01 1.195 1.670 2.789 2.793 2.789bitmnp01 0.678 0.773 0.920 0.945 1.714aheb01 0.579 0.699 0.861 0.993 1.535anrdr01 1.197 1.352 1.400 1.431 1.483onven00 0.535 0.538 0.538 0.538 0.538�t00 1.052 1.408 2.725 2.726 2.727idtrn01 0.652 0.770 1.566 1.530 2.719iirt01 0.489 0.636 0.849 0.869 1.944ospf 0.633 0.715 0.906 0.908 0.917pntrh01 0.820 0.969 0.930 0.900 1.039pktow 0.896 1.047 1.187 1.187 1.272puwmod01 0.703 0.762 0.922 0.913 2.191routelookup 0.573 0.573 0.573 0.573 0.573rspeed01 0.697 0.875 0.887 0.889 2.129tblook01 0.751 0.818 0.821 0.825 0.854ttsprk01 0.636 0.700 0.743 0.749 0.782viterb00 0.647 0.838 1.490 1.780 3.053Mean 0.709 0.822 0.955 0.972 1.361Table 4.4: IPC of load/store reovery shemes on the TRIPS prototype simu-lator
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4. Only one load is allowed to send a ommit bit every yle. Hene, ifthere are a number of loads after a store that beome non-speulativewhen the store arrives, we an proess null ommit messages for onlyone load per yle.5. A large fration of the variables in the EEMBC suite are either globalor stati variables. The urrent ompiler did not register alloate thesevariables, and is fored to alloate them in memory, resulting in a largenumber of load-store dependenes in these programs.6. The load-store pipeline in the DT stalls during load-store forwarding.Thus, programs with a a large number of load-store dependenes inurmore stalls in the DT. Also, when a store wakes up a load, the pipelinestalls when the load is being proessed to get the forwarded value fromthe store.7. For a number of EEMBC benhmarks, within a hyperblok we have loadsthat ompute the data for stores. These loads are interleaved with otherloads and stores in the blok. This load-to-store dependene serializesthe propagation of ommit bits between stores. This serialization isillustrated using a piee of TIL ode from a2time in Figure 4.13. Forbrevity we have shown only the loads and stores in the blok that exhibitload-to-store dependene, and omitted the rest of the instrutions. Thevariables being stored in Figure 4.13 are global variables, and hene werenot register alloated by the ompiler.84



ld $t7, ($t6) L[2]
entera $t8, angleCounter
sd ($t8), $t7 S[3]
entera $t33, angleCounter
ld $t34, ($t33) L[10]
entera $t35, angleCounterLast1$$6805
sd ($t35), $t34 S[11]
entera $t38, pulseDeltaTime1$$6799
ld $t39, ($t38) L[13]
add $t40, $t37, $t39
entera $t41, rotationTime1$$6826
sd ($t41), $t40 S[14]

.bbegin t_run_test$14 ; 

Figure 4.13: Piee of TRIPS intermediate language (TIL) ode from a2time01to show load-to-store dependeneFrom Figure 4.13, we see that the store with LSID 3 depends on the loadwith LSID 2 for its value. This store an resolve only after the load sendsits ommit bit. The load an send its ommit bit only after all previousstores before the load have resolved, and reeived their ommit bit. Theload with LSID 10 an send its ommit bit only after all previous stores,inluding the store with LSID 3, have reeived their ommit bit. Thestore with LSID 11 depends on the load with LSID 10 for its value.Similarly, the store with LSID 14 depends on the load with LSID 13for its value. From the TIL ode shown in Figure 4.13, we see that theommit bit forwarding for the three stores listed above are serialized,thus delaying the propagation of the ommit wave.The worst performing benhmarks with DSRE inlude a2time01, ai�tr01,85



ai�rf01, aii�t01, bitmnp01, aheb01, idtrn01, iirt01, matrix01, pntrh01,puwmod01, and rspeed01. All these benhmarks write their output using theRAM�lePtr variable whih results in multiple stores to the same address in theinstrution window. When a load gets woken up multiple times by mathingstores, it results in the DT stalling for a yle every time a value is forwarded.The large number of DT stalls, along with the extra network and ALU traÆgenerated by the multiple speulative exeutions, result in the poor perfor-mane for these benhmarks.For some benhmarks like autoor00, anrdr01, onven00, and tblook01,DSRE performane is similar to that of the orale poliy. These benhmarksdo not have a large number of global or stati variables. Hene, more vari-ables in these benhmarks are register alloated, resulting in fewer load-storedependenes. Also, these benhmarks have small average blok size, resultingin fewer useful instrutions in the instrution window. Small average bloksize redues the number of in-ight load-store dependenes, but also results inoverall poor performane beause of the large overhead assoiated with feth-ing and ommitting the small bloks. Table 4.5 shows the average blok sizeof the EEMBC benhmarks along with the IPC with perfet load-store pre-dition. We see from Table 4.5 that the benhmarks with small average bloksizes have the poorest performane.
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Benhmark Average Blok Size(Instrutions) OraleIPCa2time01 58.060 2.418ai�tr01 59.252 2.477ai�rf01 49.973 2.635aii�t01 63.035 2.592autor00 18.066 1.210basefp01 24.231 1.212bezier01 35.660 2.789bitmnp01 35.732 1.714aheb01 51.703 1.535anrdr01 22.314 1.483onven00 7.130 0.538�t00 31.106 2.727idtrn01 50.826 2.719iirt01 50.658 1.944ospf 18.739 0.917pntrh01 34.092 1.039pktow 23.889 1.272puwmod01 57.989 2.191routelookup 18.871 0.573rspeed01 60.233 2.129tblook01 23.821 0.854ttsprk01 22.602 0.782viterb00 42.696 3.053Mean 37.421 1.361Table 4.5: Average blok size and IPC with orale poliy for the EEMBCbenhmarksDependene predition with the all-stores and �rst-store preditor for�t00 has performane lose to orale. �t00 has a signi�ant number of loads,but a large majority of these loads are independent loads. Hene, dependene87



predition works very well for this benhmark. With DSRE, these independentloads generate a large number of null ommit messages. The extra ALU andnetwork traÆ, generated by the null ommit messages, result in the poorperformane of DSRE when ompared to dependene predition.DSRE outperforms dependene predition for a2time01 and pntrh01.As explained earlier, these benhmarks have the serialized loads to the RAM-�lePtr funtion that don't bene�t from dependene predition. Dependenepredition also auses load violation ushes in these benhmarks, before thepreditor is trained to predit these loads as oniting. DSRE is able ahievehigher performane than dependene predition beause of the lak of pipelineushes, and the null ommit messages that are sent when the orret mathingstore happens to wakeup these loads.On the TRIPS prototype simulator, the 1-bit all-stores preditor andthe 3-bit �rst-store preditor improve the mean performane by 35% and 37%over the onservative poliy. There is still 42% and 40% di�erene in perfor-mane between the preditors and the orale poliy. The large di�erene inperformane between the all-stores preditor and orale an again be explainedusing the load-to-store dependene shown in Figure 4.13.The all-stores preditor uses a PC-indexed 1-bit table to identify loadsthat ause a dependene violation. The load PC is omputed by xor-ing thetop 5 bits of the bloks address with the reversed LSID of the load. If the bitis set for a load, the load is deferred and sends its reply only after all priorstores have resolved. If the deferred load happens to be part of a load-to-store88



entera $t2, RAMfilePtr
ld $t3, ($t2) L[0]
entera $t4, firingTime3$$6819
ld $t5, ($t4) L[1]
sd ($t3), $t5 S[2]
entera $t8, RAMfilePtr
ld $t9, ($t8) L[4]
mul $t10, $t7, $t0
add $t11, $t9, $t10
entera $t12, RAMfilePtr
sd ($t12), $t11 S[5]
entera $t23, RAMfilePtr

.bbegin t_run_test$40 ; 

ld $t24, ($t23) L[9]Figure 4.14: Piee of TRIPS intermediate language ode (TIL) from a2time01to show load-to-store and store-to-load dependenedependene hain, the propagation of the load result is delayed, thus resultingin poor performane.Figure 4.14 shows TIL ode, again from the a2time01 benhmark thatillustrates this ase. We have shown only the instrutions that highlight theload-to-store dependene and the store-to-load dependene in Figure 4.14.From Figure 4.14, we see that that store with LSID 2 depends on the loadswithe LSID 0 and LSID 1 for its address and data. The store with LSID 5depends on the load with LSID 4. Finally, the load with LSID 9 uses the valuestored by the store with LSID 5.During program exeution, the load with LSID 9 auses a load-storedependene violation, and the bit orresponding to this load is set in the 1-bit dependene predition table. When this load is enountered again during89



program exeution, it is deferred and waits for all prior stores to resolve beforesending its reply. Sine the stores before the load are serialized due to a load-to-store dependene, it takes longer for the stores to resolve, thus delaying theload reply. Code similar to that shown in Figure 4.14 is found in a number ofEEMBC benhmarks that write their result using the RAM�lePtr. Like theDSRE poliy, the all-stores preditor performs similar to the orale poliy onbenhmarks with few load-store dependenes and small average blok size.The more aggressive 3-bit �rst-store preditor performs better than theall-stores preditor for most benhmarks. There is still a large gap in perfor-mane between the �rst-store preditor and the orale poliy. This di�erenean be attributed to the presene of multiple mathing stores to the same ad-dress in the instrution window. As desribed in Setion 4.1.2.2, the EEMBCbenhmarks use a global pointer to store the output after eah omputation.Loads and stores repeatedly aess this pointer during program exeution, re-sulting in a load mathing with multiple, earlier in-ight stores. These multiplestores result in the �rst-store preditor beoming more onservative, and be-having like the all-stores preditor for these loads, thus reduing performane.The �rst-store preditor does bene�t from an aggressive load wakeuppoliy for some benhmarks. viterb00 shows an 19.4% improvement in perfor-mane with the �rst-store preditor when ompared to the all-stores preditor.The all-stores preditor performs better than the �rst-store preditorfor ai�rf01 and matrix01. The �rst-store preditor results in a larger numberof ushes in these benhmarks for loads that math with multiple stores. For90



these loads, the �rst-store preditor an inur up to �ve extra ushes in eahdata tile before it is trained to predit to defer the loads until all prior storesresolve. These extra ushes result in lower performane with the �rst-storepreditor for these benhmarks.In summary, there is a signi�ant di�erene in performane betweenDSRE and the the orale poliy aross the set of EEMBC benhmarks. Thedi�erene in performane is primarily due to multiple mathing stores for aload that results in a large number of stores forwarding their value to loadsin the DT. Load-store forwarding results in the DT stalling for a yle, thusreduing performane. The multiple store forwarding also generates extraALU and network traÆ that redues performane. The EEMBC benhmarksalso have a number of load-to-store dependene that serializes propagation ofommit bit among stores. This delay in ommit propagation also ontributesto the poor performane of DSRE.Dependene predition using all-stores and �rst-store preditor also per-forms poorly when ompared to the orale poliy aross the set of EEMBCbenhmarks. In this ase also, the di�erene in performane is primarily due tomultiple mathing stores to the same address in the main loop of these benh-marks. The multiple mathing stores inorretly wakeup loads, resulting in alarger number of ushes. In the steady state, the preditor beomes onserva-tive for these loads, and defers the load reply until all prior stores resolve. The�rst-store preditor will yield better performane if it an aurately identifythe mathing store for eah load, and allow only that store to wakeup up the91



load. Future work an involve looking at preditors that provide this fun-tionality in the distributed TRIPS environment. In the next few setions, weompare the performane of DSRE against the various dependene preditionwith perfet branh predition that results in a larger instrution window andperfet level one and level two ahes that results in lower memory lateny.4.2.2 DSRE Performane with Perfet Branh PreditionNo ush Flush on load mis-speulationBenhmark ons(IPC) DSRE(IPC) all-stores(IPC) one-store(IPC) orale(IPC)ammp 0.95 1.55 2.41 3.22 4.23art 1.38 1.91 3.89 3.15 3.89bzip2 2.35 2.79 2.51 4.73 5.31ompress 1.98 2.21 2.36 2.39 2.42equake 0.80 1.26 1.95 1.94 1.99m88ksim 0.89 1.13 0.95 1.53 2.44mf 0.43 0.89 1.07 1.03 1.09mgrid 1.39 1.65 1.46 1.55 4.31mpeg2enode 2.85 3.48 3.93 3.93 4.05parser 1.38 1.41 1.43 1.43 1.44twolf 0.97 1.21 1.33 1.49 2.79hydro2d 0.82 1.47 1.08 2.12 3.42tomatv 2.93 3.90 5.12 5.10 5.12turb3d 0.53 0.73 0.66 0.81 4.20Mean 1.02 1.47 1.55 1.85 2.70Table 4.6: IPC of load/store reovery shemes on the GPA simulator withperfet branh predition
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In this setion, we evaluate the e�et of perfet branh predition onthe various data mis-speulation reovery shemes. Perfet branh preditionresults in the instrution window of the proessor being �lled with a largernumber of useful instrutions. Hene, it has the potential for higher perfor-mane by inreasing the amount of instrution level parallelism that we anexploit. However, having a larger instrution window also inreases the num-ber of oniting loads and stores that an be present in the window.Table 4.6 shows the performane of the various load/store shemes withperfet branh predition. Perfet branh predition improves the mean perfor-mane of the onservative and seletive re-exeution sheme by 5%, all-storespoliy by 9%, one-store poliy by 15%, and the orale poliy by 17%. Thistrend is in line with what we observed in Chapter 2. Perfet branh predi-tion inreases the number of load and store instrutions in the instrutionwindow. The onservative and seletive re-exeution shemes predit all loadsas oniting, thus delaying ommit bit propagation to the onsumers of theloads until all prior stores resolve. The all-stores and the one-store predi-tor are able to get a performane boost from load-store dependenes that arepredited orretly.The one-store poliy performs similarly to the orale poliy for benh-marks that do not have a large number of load-store dependenes. The onser-vative all-stores poliy performs better than the aggressive one-store poliy forart beause of the higher number of ushes. m88ksim and mgrid su�er froma larger number of ushes, ammp and hydro2d have loads that are inorretly93



predited dependent, and twolf and turb3d have a mix of both.Table 4.7 shows the performane with perfet branh predition withthe TRIPS simulator. Perfet branh predition improves the performane ofthe onservative poliy by 3%, all-stores poliy by 4.8%, �rst-store poliy by4.7%, and the orale poliy by 7%. This trend is similar to what is seen on theGPA simulator. The improvements for eah poliy is lower beause of the smallsize of the EEMBC benhmarks, along with their loop based nature, whihmakes them inur fewer branh mispreditions than the SPEC benhmarks.DSRE atually shows a redution in mean performane with perfetbranh predition on the TRIPS prototype simulator. We analyzed the benh-marks showing the largest redution in performane. These benhmarks havemultiple mathing stores to the same address. We found that with DSRE, thelarger instrution window from perfet predition resulted in more ontentionand traÆ in these benhmarks, due to multiple stores waking up the samemathing load. This extra ontention redued the mean performane of DSREwith perfet branh predition.
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No ush Flush on load mis-speulationBenhmark ons(IPC) DSRE(IPC) all-stores(IPC) one-store(IPC) orale(IPC)a2time01 0.705 0.768 0.798 0.846 2.447ai�tr01 0.561 0.607 0.700 0.715 2.499ai�rf01 0.930 1.102 1.717 1.698 2.588aii�t01 0.547 0.586 0.673 0.707 2.602autor00 1.444 1.444 1.465 1.465 1.464basefp01 0.872 0.912 1.110 1.118 1.262bezier01 1.194 1.741 2.783 2.776 2.789bitmnp01 0.740 0.861 1.008 1.043 1.975aheb01 0.614 0.707 0.951 0.952 2.048anrdr01 1.270 1.390 1.652 1.732 1.852onven00 0.483 0.483 0.510 0.481 0.483�t00 1.035 1.329 2.713 2.658 2.660idtrn01 0.662 0.748 1.583 1.619 2.862iirt01 0.490 0.525 0.841 0.883 1.969ospf 0.653 0.662 1.053 1.054 1.070pntrh01 0.823 0.826 0.927 0.969 1.048pktow 0.938 1.039 1.269 1.270 1.368puwmod01 0.711 0.809 0.928 0.919 2.268routelookup 0.719 0.719 0.719 0.719 0.719rspeed01 0.699 0.805 0.888 0.890 2.172tblook01 0.769 0.727 0.864 0.899 0.886ttsprk01 0.681 0.656 0.804 0.810 0.862viterb00 0.647 0.780 1.491 1.800 3.046Mean 0.730 0.793 1.001 1.018 1.457Table 4.7: IPC of load/store reovery shemes on the TRIPS prototype simu-lator with perfet branh predition
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4.2.3 DSRE Performane withe Perfet L1 Data CaheNo ush Flush on load mis-speulationBenhmark ons(IPC) DSRE(IPC) all-stores(IPC) one-store(IPC) orale(IPC)ammp 0.97 1.53 2.59 3.22 4.26art 1.50 1.92 4.09 3.69 4.10bzip2 2.09 2.35 3.72 3.88 3.90ompress 1.61 1.71 1.81 1.78 1.84equake 1.04 1.36 2.50 2.51 2.58m88ksim 0.88 1.11 0.93 1.24 2.32mf 0.94 1.11 1.15 1.11 1.17mgrid 1.50 1.68 1.53 2.07 5.58mpeg2enode 2.63 3.13 3.43 3.42 3.52parser 1.34 1.36 1.39 1.39 1.40twolf 0.93 1.12 1.30 1.37 2.22hydro2d 0.95 1.35 1.46 2.62 4.11tomatv 3.08 4.61 7.80 7.70 7.80turb3d 0.56 0.73 0.67 0.79 3.96Mean 1.17 1.46 1.64 1.87 2.69Table 4.8: IPC of load/store reovery shemes on the GPA simulator withperfet L1 D-aheIn this setion, we ompare the performane of DSRE against the var-ious load issue shemes with a perfet level one data ahe. Having a perfetL1 data ahe inreases performane by reduing the average memory latenyfor loads and stores.Table 4.8 shows the performane of the various load/store shemes withperfet level one data ahe. Perfet L1 D-ahe improves the mean perfor-mane of the onservative sheme by 20%, seletive re-exeution sheme by96



4.3%, all-stores poliy by 15.5%, one-store poliy by 16%, and the orale pol-iy by 17%. Perfet L1 D-ahe results in larger performane improvementthan perfet branh predition for the onservative, all-stores, and one-storepoliies.In the onservative poliy, all loads are predited oniting and sendtheir reply after all prior stores have resolved. With perfet L1 D-ahe, theindependent loads are able to send data to their onsumers with a smallerlateny, as the request always hits in the data ahe. Loads predited on-iting by the all-stores poliy have a similar advantage, and loads that werepredited dependent inorretly by the one-store preditor also bene�t fromthe lower lateny to the memory system. Hene, these shemes bene�t withperfet L1 D-ahe. With seletive re-exeution, loads aess the ahe whenthey �rst arrive at the memory interfae. Lateny of ahe misses are hiddenby the time it takes for previous stores to resolve, and send the ommit bit forthe load. Hene, seletive re-exeution does not bene�t greatly from perfetL1 D-ahe. However, this result does prove that seletive re-exeution an beused as a mehanism for tolerating memory latenies.
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No ush Flush on load mis-speulationBenhmark ons(IPC) DSRE(IPC) all-stores(IPC) one-store(IPC) orale(IPC)a2time01 0.703 0.937 0.791 0.842 2.422ai�tr01 0.567 0.651 0.719 0.715 2.495ai�rf01 0.885 1.067 1.693 1.681 2.614aii�t01 0.554 0.642 0.681 0.703 2.620autor00 1.169 1.175 1.171 1.171 1.172basefp01 0.854 0.887 1.071 1.076 1.225bezier01 1.296 1.687 2.792 2.485 2.788bitmnp01 0.679 0.773 0.922 0.945 1.716aheb01 0.589 0.698 0.881 1.014 1.597anrdr01 1.205 1.356 1.401 1.434 1.486onven00 0.535 0.538 0.538 0.538 0.538�t00 1.052 1.408 2.734 2.735 2.736idtrn01 0.653 0.772 1.549 1.522 2.729iirt01 0.490 0.637 0.836 0.867 1.951ospf 0.669 0.742 0.941 0.942 0.945pntrh01 0.821 0.970 0.931 0.903 1.041pktow 0.955 1.053 1.262 1.262 1.336puwmod01 0.704 0.763 0.925 0.915 2.194routelookup 0.573 0.573 0.573 0.573 0.573rspeed01 0.698 0.875 0.888 0.891 2.142tblook01 0.754 0.819 0.822 0.827 0.856ttsprk01 0.638 0.700 0.744 0.749 0.783viterb00 0.647 0.838 1.490 1.781 3.054Mean 0.716 0.823 0.959 0.975 1.369Table 4.9: IPC of load/store reovery shemes on the TRIPS prototype simu-lator with perfet L1 D-aheTable 4.9 shows the performane aross the set of EEMBC benhmarksfor perfet L1 D-ahe with the TRIPS simulator. Perfet L1 D-ahe improves98



the mean performane of the onservative sheme by 1%, seletive re-exeutionsheme by 0.1%, all-stores poliy by 0.4%, �rst-store poliy by 0.3%, and theorale poliy by 0.6%. Again, we see that the perfet L1 D-ahe results inlarger performane improvements for the onservative, all-stores, �rst-store,and the orale poliy. The di�erene is not as large as what is seen on the GPAsimulator beause of the smaller memory footprint of the EEMBC benhmarksthat results in fewer ahe misses.4.2.4 DSRE Performane withe Perfet L2 CaheNo ush Flush on load mis-speulationBenhmark ons(IPC) DSRE(IPC) all-stores(IPC) one-store(IPC) orale(IPC)ammp 0.95 1.53 2.52 2.67 4.14art 1.46 1.94 4.09 3.68 4.09bzip2 2.02 2.28 3.45 3.60 3.62ompress 1.42 1.55 1.58 1.56 1.60equake 1.03 1.36 2.41 2.46 2.56m88ksim 0.88 1.11 0.92 1.27 2.32mf 0.86 0.98 1.14 1.08 1.16mgrid 1.50 1.69 1.53 1.90 5.57mpeg2enode 2.63 3.13 3.43 3.42 3.52parser 1.27 1.30 1.32 1.31 1.32twolf 0.88 1.11 1.24 1.32 2.09hydro2d 0.94 1.35 1.43 2.71 4.11tomatv 3.08 4.53 7.81 7.70 7.81turb3d 0.55 0.72 0.66 0.77 3.95Mean 1.13 1.42 1.59 1.79 2.59Table 4.10: IPC of load/store reovery shemes on the GPA simulator withperfet L2 ahe 99



In this setion, we examine the e�et of a perfet L2 ahe on DSREand the various load issue shemes. Sine the L2 ahe is uni�ed, simulating aperfet L2 ahe redues both the average instrution and data feth lateniesin the proessor.Table 4.10 shows the performane of the various load/store shemeswith perfet level two ahe. Perfet L2 ahe improves the mean performaneof the onservative sheme by 16.4%, seletive re-exeution sheme by 1.4%,all-stores poliy by 12%, one-store poliy by 11%, and the orale poliy by12.6%. The performane gains with perfet L2 ahe are lower than the gainswith perfet L1 D-ahe. However, the relative performane improvementfor the various load-store shemes is similar to perfet L1 D-ahe, with theonservative, all-stores, one-store, and orale poliies bene�ting more from thelower memory lateny.Table 4.11 shows the performane aross the set of EEMBC benh-marks for perfet L2 ahe with the TRIPS simulator. Surprisingly, meanperformane with perfet L2 ahe is better than performane with perfet L1D-ahe, for all the poliies on the TRIPS prototype simulator. The higherperformane with perfet L2 ahe an be explained by the lower instrutionfeth lateny for these benhmarks with perfet L2 ahe. The EEMBC benh-marks have a larger I-ahe miss rate than the D-ahe miss rate. With perfetL1 D-ahe, the I-ahe misses still have to go to the L2 ahe or main mem-ory to be servied. Sine the TRIPS proessor has a uni�ed L2 ahe, withperfet L2 ahe, all the I-ahe misses are servied by the L2 ahe. Hene,100



the performane is higher with perfet L2 ahe on the TRIPS simulator.In summary, this hapter explained implementation of seletive re-exeution on EDGE arhitetures. We used load-store dependene preditionas the driving speulation mehanism and evaluated its performane usingDSRE and pipeline ushing for mis-speulation reovery on the high-levelGPA simulator and low-level TRIPS prototype simulator. We found thatDSRE performs similar to the all-stores dependene predition sheme on theGPA simulator. The performane of DSRE is lower on the TRIPS simulatorwhen ompared to the dependene predition shemes. We found that thatthere is still a 40% gap between the best dependene predition poliy and theorale poliy. In the next hapter, we desribe enhanements to DSRE thatattempt to lose this gap.
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No ush Flush on load mis-speulationBenhmark ons(IPC) DSRE(IPC) all-stores(IPC) one-store(IPC) orale(IPC)a2time01 0.704 0.938 0.795 0.844 2.434ai�tr01 0.560 0.651 0.715 0.710 2.479ai�rf01 0.886 1.070 1.703 1.692 2.639aii�t01 0.547 0.641 0.676 0.698 2.602autor00 1.238 1.239 1.238 1.238 1.239basefp01 0.861 0.899 1.087 1.093 1.243bezier01 1.196 1.677 2.792 2.423 2.794bitmnp01 0.680 0.775 0.923 0.947 1.723aheb01 0.582 0.702 0.866 1.000 1.555anrdr01 1.212 1.367 1.414 1.448 1.500onven00 0.536 0.539 0.540 0.539 0.539�t00 1.053 1.409 2.732 2.731 2.733idtrn01 0.655 0.774 1.535 1.544 2.764iirt01 0.492 0.640 0.853 0.912 1.987ospf 0.635 0.715 0.909 0.911 0.919pntrh01 0.822 0.972 0.932 0.906 1.043pktow 0.904 1.050 1.197 1.198 1.284puwmod01 0.706 0.765 0.925 0.917 2.212routelookup 0.573 0.573 0.573 0.573 0.573rspeed01 0.700 0.879 0.892 0.894 2.164tblook01 0.755 0.822 0.826 0.830 0.859ttsprk01 0.638 0.701 0.746 0.751 0.785viterb00 0.648 0.838 1.490 1.784 3.061Mean 0.712 0.825 0.959 0.977 1.371Table 4.11: IPC of load/store reovery shemes on the TRIPS prototype sim-ulator with perfet L2 ahe
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Chapter 5DSRE Aeleration
This hapter examines two poliies, speulative ommit sliing andbottom-up ommit traversal, to aelerate propagation of ommit bits to im-prove performane with DSRE. We �rst ompare performane on the GPAsimulator, and validate it using the TRIPS prototype simulator. We do ananalysis of our results obtained using the TRIPS simulator to explain the per-formane di�erene still remaining between DSRE with ommit sliing andorale poliy. We also study the performane of the enhaned DSRE shemewith perfet branh predition, perfet L1 D-ahe, perfet L2 ahe, and forlarger instrution window sizes to examine the e�ets of a larger useful in-strution window and lower memory lateny.5.1 Aelerating Commit of Re-exeuted BloksOur results have shown that the ommit traversal of the DFG is thesingle largest impediment to ahieving performane lose to that of an idealorale. Column 2 of Table 5.1 shows the performane of DSRE with idealommit performane (p-om) on the GPA simulator. In the p-om poliy, everyload issues as soon as it reahes the memory interfae, resulting in multiple103



Benhmark p-om (IPC) orale (IPC)ammp 3.96 3.96art 3.73 3.73bzip2 3.24 3.24ompress 1.66 1.66equake 1.75 1.75m88ksim 2.26 2.31mf 0.88 0.88mgrid 4.15 4.23mpeg2enode 3.51 3.51parser 1.32 1.32twolf 2.04 2.09hydro2d 3.35 3.35tomatv 4.96 4.96turb3d 3.28 3.85Mean 2.27 2.30Table 5.1: Perfet ommit omparison on the GPA simulatorspeulative waves when a store arrives. However, the ommit bits in the poliyare in�nitely fast, so that the ommit traversal never inhibits performane.The mean IPC for p-om is 2.27, whih is within 4% of the upper bound,demonstrating that the ommit traversal is the remaining bottlenek. If theommit traversal is suÆiently fast, the performane losses due to load/storeonits will be negligible. In this hapter, we desribe two tehniques foraelerating the ommit traversal: speulative ommit sliing and bottom-upommit traversal.
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5.1.1 Speulative Commit SliingOur analyses have shown that a signi�ant portion of the ommittraversal's lag behind the exeution traversal of the DFG is attributable tolate-ommitting stores. As we saw in Setion 4.2 of Chapter 4, the load-to-store dependenes in the EEMBC benhmarks, along with the nature of theTRIPS arhiteture, results in delay in the resolution of stores in the instru-tion window. Only after all prior stores have reeived their ommit bit anloads forward their ommit bits to their onsumers (provided, of ourse thatthe loads' addresses have also reeived their ommit bits). A single slow storean thus blok all subsequent loads from forwarding any ommit bits untilquite late. Sine loads typially reside at the head of dependene hains, a sin-gle slow store may thus blok any signi�ant advane exeution of the ommitwave. To aelerate the ommit traversal, we allow some loads to forwardtheir ommit bits speulatively|although no modi�ations are made to ar-hitetural state until safe ommit is guaranteed. A load that is unlikely toonit an forward its ommit bit, and if no violation eventually ours, theommit bit speulation improves performane. If a onit does our, thepipeline needs to be ushed, sine there is no way to reall the ommit bit.This strategy is safe beause no arhitetural state is written until all om-mit bits are reeived, at whih point the proessor an detet any violations.Commit sliing thus begins to resemble the two-phase ommit approah indatabases. In two-phase ommit, individual transations write to a log �le105
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Figure 5.1: Speulative ommit sliingbefore updating the database on the disk. Writing to the log �le improvesperformane by ensuring that aesses to the database are not serialized. Thedatabase appliation uses the log �le to rollbak in ase of data orruption. Inommit sliing, individual loads send ommit bits speulatively to break theserial ommit dependene. The proessor uses pipeline ushing to rollbak ona ommit mis-speulation.This poliy thus uses a hybrid of seletive re-exeution for the aggressive106



exeution of loads and speulation with ushing for aeleration of ommitbits. To issue the speulative ommit bits aurately, we re-employed thedependene preditors evaluated earlier (all-stores, one-store, and �rst-store).We show an example in Figure 5.1. If the load is predited independent,the load sends its ommit bit as soon as it reeives a ommit bit from itsaddress, despite the presene of earlier unresolved or unommitted stores. Ifa onit is later deteted, the pipeline must be ushed to guarantee orretexeution. If the load is predited to be dependent, then the load will send itsommit bit only after all prior stores reeive their ommit bit.We measured the performane of speulative ommit sliing using bothdependene predition strategies, shown in Columns 4 and 5 of Table 5.2.Using the simpler all-stores preditor to perform ommit sliing provides a30% speedup over using it to perform speulative load issue. It also providesa 14% speedup over pure dependene predition using the more omplex one-store preditor. Using the one-store preditor to do ommit sliing, however,provides a smaller 17% speedup over using it for load speulation. Commitsliing with DSRE is faster than using dependene predition for loads onevery benhmark we measured. Commit sliing provides a larger speedup forthe all-stores preditor, ahieving lose to the performane of the more omplexone-store preditor with ommit sliing. This larger speedup is beause the all-stores preditor is more onservative, and hene predits a larger fration of theloads as oniting. This lass of loads bene�t greatly with DSRE, beauseonly ommit bits need to be sent for these loads when they resolve. Thus,107



Flush on load mis-speulation Flush on ommitmis-speulationBenhmark all-stores(IPC) one-store(IPC) all-stores(IPC) one-store(IPC) orale(IPC)ammp 2.41 3.11 3.27 3.84 3.96art 3.72 3.50 3.72 3.72 3.73bzip2 3.16 3.23 3.19 3.19 3.24ompress 1.56 1.56 1.65 1.64 1.66equake 1.71 1.71 1.74 1.74 1.75m88ksim 0.93 1.28 1.15 1.40 2.31mf 0.87 0.83 0.88 0.85 0.88mgrid 1.31 1.56 3.52 3.36 4.23mpeg2enode 3.43 3.32 3.49 3.46 3.51parser 1.31 1.31 1.31 1.31 1.32twolf 1.27 1.36 1.72 1.63 2.09hydro2d 1.03 1.73 2.87 2.94 3.35tomatv 4.96 4.95 4.96 4.95 4.96turb3d 0.62 0.74 0.91 1.00 3.85Mean 1.42 1.61 1.84 1.88 2.30Table 5.2: IPC with ommit sliing on the GPA simulatorDSRE oupled with a simple preditor an be used to ahieve performaneomparable to that with a more omplex preditor.Performane for most benhmarks with ommit sliing using the one-store preditor approahes that using orale. Four benhmarks, m88ksim,mgrid, twolf, and turb3d still have onsiderable room for improvement. Thesebenhmarks inur a large number of ushes due to load-store mispreditions.Commit sliing using the onservative all-stores preditor ahieves better per-formane for mgrid and twolf due to fewer ushes.108



Table 5.3 shows the performane with ommit sliing on the TRIPSsimulator for the set of EEMBC benhmarks. Seletive re-exeution, withommit sliing using the all-stores preditor, outperforms dependene predi-tion using the all-stores preditor by 5.6%. Seletive re-exeution, with ommitsliing using the �rst-store preditor, outperforms dependene predition us-ing the �rst-store preditor by 4.2%. As explained in Chapter 4, the EEMBCbenhmarks, have a large number stores to the same address in the instru-tion window. The large number of stores to the same address results in the�rst-store preditor beoming onservative and prediting a larger number ofloads as oniting-all-stores. These loads bene�t greatly from seletive re-exeution, if they happen to get their speulative value from the most reentmathing store, before the load.onven00, ospf, and tblook01 show poor performane aross all the poli-ies. These benhmarks have small average hyperbloks resulting in a largeblok feth and ommit overhead. autoor00, anrdr01, �t00 and pktow showsimilar performane aross the di�erent load-store poliies. These benhmarkshave few load-store dependenes and the dependene preditor is able to pre-dit the load-store dependenes orretly.
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Flush on load mis-speulation Flush on ommitmis-speulationBenhmark all-stores(IPC) one-store(IPC) all-stores(IPC) one-store(IPC) orale(IPC)a2time01 0.793 0.842 1.043 1.797 2.418ai�tr01 0.714 0.715 0.790 0.752 2.477ai�rf01 1.692 1.675 1.681 1.734 2.635aii�t01 0.676 0.699 0.761 0.714 2.592autor00 1.208 1.208 1.208 1.208 1.210basefp01 1.068 1.072 1.033 1.204 1.212bezier01 2.789 2.793 2.795 2.784 2.789bitmnp01 0.920 0.965 0.978 0.896 1.714aheb01 0.861 0.992 0.880 1.002 1.535anrdr01 1.400 1.430 1.433 1.423 1.483onven00 0.538 0.538 0.538 0.538 0.538�t00 2.725 2.726 2.726 2.726 2.727idtrn01 1.566 1.532 1.322 1.466 2.719iirt01 0.849 0.877 1.147 1.025 1.944ospf 0.906 0.908 0.908 0.911 0.917pntrh01 0.930 0.916 1.064 0.901 1.039pktow 1.187 1.188 1.209 1.272 1.272puwmod01 0.922 0.913 0.879 0.992 2.191routelookup 0.573 0.573 0.573 0.573 0.573rspeed01 0.887 0.889 0.997 0.906 2.129tblook01 0.821 0.825 0.845 0.825 0.854ttsprk01 0.743 0.748 0.753 0.746 0.782viterb00 1.490 2.217 1.916 1.786 3.053Mean 0.955 0.979 1.009 1.020 1.361Table 5.3: IPC with ommit sliing on the TRIPS prototype simulatorpntrh01 and bezier have marginally lower performane with the oralepoliy when ompared to ommit sliing with the all-stores poliy. The orale110



poliy in the TRIPS simulator uses a funtional emulator to identify load-storedependenes in hyperbloks. The emulator does not identify these dependenesfor bloks that are exeuted down the wrong ontrol path. Hene, withoutperfet branh predition, the orale poliy an inur load violation ushesin bloks that are mispredited by the branh preditor. pntrh01 and bezierhave a number of load-violations in these mispredited paths, resulting in lowerperformane than ommit sliing.a2time01 shows a large improvement in performane with ommit sli-ing using the �rst-store preditor. a2time01 inurs fewer load violation usheswith ommit sliing using the �rst-store preditor. The �rst-store preditor weused in these experiments uses a table of 3-bit saturating ounters to make pre-ditions. The details of the preditor are explained in Table 7.6 in Chapter 7.The 3-bit preditor has more states that we an use for making a preditionwith ommit sliing. However, it has a longer training time for loads thatonit with multiple prior stores, and go to a di�erent data tile during eahdynami exeution of the load. These loads inur a greater number of usheswith dependene predition using the �rst-store preditor when ompared toommit sliing using the �rst-store preditor.Dependene predition outperforms ommit sliing for viterb00, eventhough it inurs a larger number of ushes. Flushes have a smaller e�et on theperformane than ommit bit propagation delay in viterb00. The bloks thatget ushed due to load violations are normally younger, speulative bloks.Beause the TRIPS proessor uses a rolling ush model, load violations that111



happen early in younger bloks do not ause an appreiable drop in perfor-mane. The load that aused the violation is handled orretly when the blokis re-mapped after the ush.viterb00 operates on 16-bit words. The benhmark stores branh met-ris using a pointer to an array of 16-bit words. These words are then loadedand proessed. The oniting loads in this benhmark are found at the begin-ning of the blok. Also, these loads do not always onit with earlier storesfor every dynami exeution. Dependene predition, using the �rst-store pre-ditor results in a large number of these loads being predited independent.When the loads onit with an earlier store, we have a pipeline ush that getsresolved quikly beause the loads are at the beginning of the blok. Whenthe loads are predited independent orretly, we get a speedup by not havingto wait for all prior stores to resolve.Commit sliing results in a large fration of loads being predited on-iting. These loads send their replies without the ommit bit, and send theirommit bits only after all prior stores resolve. Even though ommit sliingprevents pipeline ushes when the loads onit, it also results in unneessarydelay for loads that are independent. This delay outweighs the performanebene�ts of not ushing the pipeline and results in the poor performane.There is still a 33% di�erene in performane between DSRE with om-mit sliing and the orale poliy. This di�erene is most pronouned in ai�tr01,aii�t01, bitmnp01, aheb01, idtrn01, iirt01, matrix01, and puwmod01. Tounderstand the reason for this performane di�erene, we looked at one of112



realLow_1 = &realData_1[l_1] ; 

for( i_1 = j_1 ; i_1 < NUM_POINTS ; 
     i_1 += n1_1, passCount_1++ ) {

}

tRealData_1 = *realLow_1 * wReal_1 −

*realLow_1 >>= STAGE_SCALE_FACTOR ;
/* Scale each stage to prevent overflow */ 

*imagLow_1 * wImag_1 ;Figure 5.2: Piee of soure ode from the inner loop of aii�t01 to show store-load-store dependenethese benhmarks, aii�t01.aii�t01 is part of the automotive/industrial suite in EEMBC and om-putes the Inverse Fast Fourier Transform on omplex input values stored inreal and imaginary arrays. The program is onstruted in suh a way thatin the steady state, there are a number of stores that depend on earlier loadsfor their data. We saw an example of suh behavior in Figure 4.14 in Chap-ter 4. aii�t01 also uses the RAM�lePtr for storing the output and henehas the same store-load-store dependene seen in Figure 4.14. aii�t01 alsohas other variables that result in a store-load-store dependene. Figure 5.2shows another example ode from the main loop of aii�t01 that results in astore-load-store dependene. The program stores the address of an elementof the array, realData 1, in the variable realLow 1. The array element data isthen aessed by using the realLow 1 variable. The program uses this value toompute the new value of another variable, tRealData 1, whih is then storedin memory.Figure 5.3 shows part of the TIL ode that orresponds to the C ode113



entera $t5, realData_1
slli $t6, $t3, 3
add $t7, $t6, $t5
entera $t8, realLow_1$$7464
sd ($t8), $t7 S[2]
entera $t33, realLow_1$$7464
ld $t34, ($t33) L[17]
ld $t35, ($t34) L[18]
entera $t36, imagLow_1$$7465
ld $t37, ($t36) L[19]
ld $t38, ($t37) L[20]
entera $t39, wReal_1$$7452

.bbegin t_run_test$122

ld $t40, ($t39) L[21]

entera $t42, wImag_1$$7453
mul $t41, $t35, $t40

ld $t43, ($t42) L[22]

entera $t46, tRealData_1$$7454
sub $t45, $t41, $t44
mul $t44, $t38, $t43

sd ($t46), $t45 S[23]Figure 5.3: Piee of TIL ode from the inner loop of aii�t01 to show store-load-store dependenein Figure 5.2. From Figure 5.3, we see that the load with LSID 17 needs thevalue stored by store with LSID 2. This load, in turn, provides the valuerequired for the omputation of tRealData 1. The value of tRealData 1 iswritten to memory by the store with LSID 23. Thus, there is a store-load-store dependene among these three instrutions. If the load with LSID 17 ismade to wait on all prior stores to resolve before sending the ommit bit, it willresult in extra delay in the propagation of the ommit wave. The address ofthe store with LSID 2 does not hange aross di�erent iterations of the loop.Hene, the load with LSID 17 will math with multiple prior stores in the114



instrution window. The �rst-store preditor is not able to predit the exatmathing store and serializes the load. Similar store-load-store dependene isfound in the other benhmarks that show a large di�erene in performanebetween ommit sliing and orale.Thus, the reason for the poor performane of ommit sliing on someEEMBC benhmarks is twofold. First, these benhmarks have loads that on-it with multiple prior stores to the same address in the instrution window.The �rst-store preditor is unable to predit the exat store the load onitswith, and serializes the oniting load. These loads send their ommit bits af-ter all prior stores resolve. Seond, these benhmarks have stores that dependon these oniting loads for their value. Sine the oniting loads an sendtheir ommit bits only after all prior stores resolve, ommit bit propagation tothe stores that depend on the loads is delayed. The delay in the propagationof ommit bits to the depending store in turn delays ommit bit propagationfor serialized loads after the store. Hene, the twin e�ets of store-to-load andload-to-store dependenes results in poor performane in these benhmarks.There are multiple ways to approah this problem. One approah is toredue the number of load-to-store dependenes in the program. For example,the load-to-store dependene is also exhibited by some stati variables, like theiteration ounter, in aii�t01. This dependene an be eliminated by aggressiveompiler optimizations that register alloate stati variables. Load-to-storedependenes that are a result of the program struture, and hene annot beeliminated, will result in ommit bit propagation delay.115



Flush on loadmis-speulation Flush on ommitmis-speulationCon�guration all-stores(yles) �rst-store(yles) all-stores(yles) �rst-store(yles) orale(yles)Non-optimized 87.5m 84.5m 77.7m 85.3m 22.8mOptimized 18.7m 18.3m 15.5m 13.2m 10.2mTable 5.4: Number of yles (in millions) for program exeution for non-optimized and optimized aii�t01Flush on load mis-speulation Flush on ommitmis-speulationCon�guration all-stores(IPC) �rst-store(IPC) all-stores(IPC) �rst-store(IPC) orale(IPC)Non-optimized 0.68 0.70 0.76 0.71 2.60Optimized 1.45 1.48 1.75 2.06 2.64Table 5.5: IPC for non-optimized and optimized aii�t01We hand-optimized aii�t01 and removed some of the redundant loadsand stores in the program. Table 5.4 and Table 5.5 ompares the performaneof the various load-store reovery shemes for both the ompiler-generated andthe hand-optimized binary. Table 5.4 shows the number of yles taken by theprogram for the di�erent load-store dependene predition shemes while Ta-ble 5.5 shows the IPC for the various on�gurations. We see from Table 5.4that eliminating redundant loads and stores results in fewer yles for pro-gram exeution for all the load-store reovery shemes. Comparing the IPC116



of the di�erent load-store dependene predition shemes for the optimizedversion of the benhmark, we see that there is still 44% di�erene in perfor-mane between dependene predition and orale, due to some stores in theinstrution window that are to the same address. DSRE with ommit sliingimproves performane over dependene predition by 39%. In the optimizedversion of the program, DSRE is able to tolerate the extra traÆ generatedby multiple stores waking up the same load, and yields higher performane.Hene, DSRE has the potential to improve performane signi�antly with anoptimizing ompiler.Bottom-up Commit Traversal, disussed in the next setion, is anotherway to redue the ommit propagation delay. Finally, we an redue serial-ization of loads by using more sophistiated ommit bit predition, sine onlythe loads that are serialized by the ommit bit preditor enounter this delay.A ommit bit preditor, whih tries to identify the exat mathing store for aload, will result in higher performane. Suh a preditor will also result in per-formane improvement with regular dependene predition. Store sets [12℄ anddistane-based preditors [73℄ disussed in Chapter 2 are two suh preditorsthat have been proposed for onventional, supersalar proessors. Modifyingthese preditors to work in the distributed TRIPS environment an be part offuture work.In summary, we saw lower performane gains with DSRE and ommitsliing on the TRIPS prototype simulator when ompared to the GPA simula-tor. The lower performane was due to both software (sub-optimal ode and117



loop-based benhmarks) and hardware (poor dependene predition and extraALU and network ontention). We showed one example optimized ode thatshowed a large improvement in performane both for the baseline and withDSRE. For programs with similar behavior, we expet performane gains onthe TRIPS simulator to inrease and math the GPA simulator with betterompiler tehnology that yields optimized ode.5.1.2 Bottom-up Commit TraversalIf all operations|inluding loads|ould exeute in a single yle, sele-tive re-exeution would provide no bene�t over onservative load/store orderedexeution, beause the ommit DFG traversal would take the same time as theexeution traversal. DSRE improves performane beause not all operationsrequire a single yle, espeially ahe misses, so the ommit traversal anath up to the exeution traversal while long-lateny operations on the riti-al path exeute. However, sine no exeution atually ours on the ommitwave, it may be possible for the ommit wave to skip nodes in the graph, thusompleting more quikly.Speulative ommit sliing essentially removes some ars from the om-mit traversal graph speulatively, allowing more of the graph to be traversedin parallel and speeding up the traversal. An alternate approah is to allowommit bits to skip over nodes, going diretly from the input to the outputof a multi-instrution dependene hain without traversing the intermediatenodes. If the root of a dependene tree has only one speulative input, then118
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Figure 5.4: Bottom-up ommit traversalthe intermediate nodes in the tree an be bypassed when the last ommittedoperand arrives, by sending the ommit bit diretly to the leaves, provided noexeution is still in ight.Bottom-Up Commit Traversal seletively allows a partial bottom-uptraversal to support forwarding of ommit bits over multi-hop hains. If aleaf node|in this ase an output-produing instrution|of the DFG has onlyone speulative parent (all other parents, if any, have sent their ommit bits),then the output node forwards its target(s) to the one speulative parent. The119



output node knows the parent's reservation station address sine it has alreadyreeived an operand from that parent, assuming the address was bu�ered.When the parent generates a ommit bit, it bypasses the intermediate nodeand sends the ommit bit diretly to the output, as shown in Figure 5.4. Priorto ommitting, however, if the parent has only one speulative parent, it tooan forward the output address to its parent (the grandparent), whih an theneither do the same thing (forward up the hain if it has one speulative parent)or send the ommit bit to the output, bypassing two nodes. If an instrutionholding a bypass target re-�res instead of generating a null ommit message,then the bypass hain is disarded and the new operand is forwarded to thehildren as in the base arhiteture. When the exeution reahes the outputs,they an begin the proess of rebuilding the bypassing links anew.Table 5.6 shows the performane of this bottom-up traversal shemewhen ombined with speulative sliing. The bottom-up traversal shemeperforms marginally better than ommit sliing on most benhmarks. Thebottom-up sheme will not provide any bene�t for instrutions that have mul-tiple speulative inputs, sine these instrutions annot propagate the bypassinformation. Also, if the ommit bit is sent by the parent before it has reeivedthe bypass information from its hildren, the bypass message does not resultin signi�ant speedup. The bottom-up sheme provides the most bene�t whenthe bypass message reahes the root node of a speulative hain, before theroot node sends it ommit bit.The bottom-up ommit sheme has signi�ant implementation om-120



Benhmark Commitsliing(IPC) Bottom-up(IPC) Orale(IPC)ammp 3.84 3.86 3.96bzip2 3.19 3.19 3.24ompress 1.64 1.64 1.66equake 1.74 1.73 1.75m88ksim 1.40 1.45 2.31mf 0.85 0.85 0.88mgrid 3.36 3.40 4.23mpeg2enode 3.46 3.47 3.51parser 1.31 1.31 1.32twolf 1.63 1.62 2.09hydro2d 2.94 2.95 3.35tomatv 4.95 4.94 4.96turb3d 1.00 1.01 3.85Mean 1.81 1.83 2.23Table 5.6: IPC with ommit bypass on the GPA simulatorplexity. Bypass messages need to arry the version number of the result thatthe bypass requesting node is expeting. Also, we assumed that a node ansend bypass messages to all the nodes that request a bypass message. In areal implementation, a node will be able to send bypass messages to only oneor two hildren, thus limiting the performane gains due to the bottom-upsheme.m88ksim shows the most improvement in performane with the bottom-up poliy. This benhmark inurs fewer ushes with the bottom-up sheme.Thus, the improvement in performane an be attributed to the indiret in-121



uene of interation between the bottom-up sheme and the dependene pre-ditor training. In summary, the mean performane of bottom-up traversalsheme is marginally better than speulative sliing with the one-store poliy.However, the bottom-up traversal sheme inurs signi�ant hardware omplex-ity over the base DSRE sheme, and is not worth the marginal performaneimprovement.5.2 Optimal Maximum Version NumberTo �nd the impat on performane for various maximum values of ver-sion number with ommit sliing, we ran experiments on the GPA simulatorvarying the number of times ALUS are allowed to �re speulatively. Table 5.7shows the performane for the various benhmarks when we vary the maximumnumber of speulative �rings. We used the one-store dependene preditor forommit sliing. Loads that are predited dependent by the preditor sendspeulative replies when they arrive at the memory interfae. Later arrivingstores that math the address of the loads, and are earlier in program order,are allowed to wakeup these loads. The loads send their ommit bits only afterall previous stores have resolved.From Table 5.7 we see that for most benhmarks, there is no signi�antdi�erene in performane when we inrease the maximum version number.This list of benhmarks inludes ammp, art, bzip2, ompress, equake, mf,mpeg2enode, parser, and tomatv. This result is similar to what we observedin Chapter 4. For these benhmarks, the number of speulative �rings does122



Maximum speula-tive exeution 1 2 3 4 5 6ammp 3.84 3.82 3.82 3.82 3.82 3.82art 3.85 3.85 3.85 3.85 3.85 3.85bzip2 3.19 3.19 3.19 3.19 3.19 3.19ompress 1.64 1.64 1.64 1.64 1.64 1.64equake 1.74 1.73 1.73 1.73 1.73 1.73m88ksim 1.40 1.37 1.37 1.38 1.36 1.32mf 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.85mgrid 3.36 2.97 3.17 3.17 3.19 3.17mpeg2enode 3.46 3.47 3.48 3.47 3.47 3.47parser 1.31 1.31 1.31 1.31 1.31 1.31twolf 1.63 1.62 1.62 1.61 1.61 1.60hydro2d 2.94 2.80 2.70 2.61 2.38 2.26tomatv 4.95 4.95 4.95 4.95 4.95 4.95turb3d 1.00 1.03 1.03 1.04 1.04 1.03Mean 1.88 1.88 1.87 1.88 1.86 1.85Table 5.7: Commit sliing IPC variation with inreasing maximum speulative�ring on the GPA simulatornot hange signi�antly when we inrease the maximum version number al-lowed. In these benhmarks, the dependene preditor is able to predit a largeperentage of loads orretly. Also, as seen in Chapter 4, these benhmarksdo not have a large number of load-store dependenes. ammp and ompresshave a higher perentage of loads that depend on earlier stores. However, thisdependene is satis�ed by the �rst mathing store in these benhmarks, thusresulting in fewer re�rings.m88ksim, mgrid, twolf, hydro2d, and twolf show a larger variation inperformane with maximum allowed version number. Performane ofm88ksim,123



mgrid, twolf, and hydro2d dereases as we inrease the maximum allowed ver-sion number. The number of times instrutions that �re speulatively inreasesin these benhmarks as we inrease the maximum version number allowed.These benhmarks have a higher perentage of loads that depend on earlierstores. Also, a large number of loads in these benhmarks are inorretlypredited as oniting, and multiple versions of these loads exeute in thesebenhmarks. These loads send multiple speulative values that result in extraALU and network ontention.The only benhmark that shows inrease in performane with largerversion numbers is turb3d. In this benhmark, inreasing the maximum al-lowed version number dereases the number of load mispreditions, as thepreditor beomes more onservative and predits a larger number of loads asoniting. These loads do result in more re�rings. However, the performanebene�t of fewer ushes outweighs the redution in performane due to theextra ontention. In summary, having ALUs �re speulatively no more thanone yields the best performane bene�ts with ommit sliing on the GPAsimulator.Table 5.8 shows the performane with ommit sliing, using a the 3-bit �rst-store preditor, aross the set of EEMBC benhmarks on the TRIPSsimulator. From Table 5.8, we see there is less variation in performane onthe TRIPS simulator when we vary the maximum version number. Loads thatare predited non-oniting or oniting-all-stores do not send speulativereplies. Hene, these loads are not a�eted by the variation in maximum ver-124



sion number. On the TRIPS simulator, performane drops when we inreasethe number of maximum speulative exeution allowed beyond three.Maximum speula-tive �ring 1 2 3 4 5 6a2time01 1.786 1.796 1.797 1.797 1.797 1.797ai�tr01 0.756 0.751 0.740 0.752 0.750 0.753ai�rf01 1.740 1.735 1.732 1.734 1.734 1.734aii�t01 0.698 0.722 0.707 0.716 0.717 0.716autor00 1.208 1.208 1.208 1.208 1.208 1.208basefp01 1.202 1.204 1.204 1.204 1.204 1.204bezier01 2.784 2.784 2.784 2.784 2.789 2.784bitmnp01 0.886 0.889 0.889 0.896 0.892 0.890aheb01 1.006 1.002 1.002 1.002 1.002 1.002anrdr01 1.423 1.423 1.423 1.423 1.423 1.423onven00 0.538 0.538 0.538 0.538 0.538 0.538�t00 2.726 2.726 2.726 2.726 2.726 2.726idtrn01 1.455 1.462 1.467 1.466 1.464 1.460iirt01 0.995 1.019 1.002 1.025 1.019 1.017ospf 0.911 0.911 0.911 0.911 0.911 0.911pntrh01 0.898 0.901 0.904 0.901 0.901 0.901pktow 1.273 1.272 1.272 1.272 1.272 1.272puwmod01 1.013 0.992 0.992 0.992 0.992 0.992routelookup 0.573 0.573 0.573 0.573 0.573 0.573rspeed01 0.905 0.906 0.906 0.906 0.906 0.906tblook01 0.825 0.825 0.825 0.825 0.825 0.825ttsprk01 0.749 0.746 0.746 0.746 0.746 0.746viterb00 1.764 1.782 1.786 1.786 1.786 1.786Mean 1.018 1.020 1.017 1.020 1.020 1.020Table 5.8: Commit sliing IPC variation with inreasing maximum speulative�ring on the TRIPS simulator
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5.3 Performane Studies with Commit SliingIn this setion, we look at the performane of seletive re-exeution,with ommit sliing, for perfet branh predition, perfet L1 data ahe, andperfet L2 ahe. We also examine the salability of DSRE by inreasing theinstrution window size from 1K to 4K instrutions.5.3.1 Performane with Perfet Branh PreditionFlush on load mis-speulation Flush on ommitmis-speulationBenhmark all-stores(IPC) one-store(IPC) all-stores(IPC) one-store(IPC) orale(IPC)ammp 2.41 3.22 3.01 4.11 4.23art 3.89 3.15 3.89 3.87 3.89bzip2 2.51 4.73 2.97 4.78 5.31ompress 2.36 2.39 2.46 2.45 2.42equake 1.95 1.94 1.98 1.98 1.99m88ksim 0.95 1.53 1.20 1.71 2.44mf 1.07 1.03 1.08 1.07 1.09mgrid 1.46 1.55 3.46 3.50 4.31mpeg2enode 3.93 3.93 4.02 4.02 4.05parser 1.43 1.43 1.43 1.44 1.44twolf 1.33 1.49 2.14 2.15 2.79hydro2d 1.08 2.12 2.98 3.09 3.42tomatv 5.12 5.10 5.12 5.11 5.12turb3d 0.66 0.81 0.96 1.12 4.20Mean 1.55 1.85 2.04 2.24 2.70Table 5.9: IPC with ommit aeleration on the GPA simulator with perfetbranh predition
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Table 5.9 ompares performane of ommit sliing against dependenepredition with perfet branh predition on the GPA simulator. Perfetbranh predition improves performane by 9% and 15% with dependenepredition using the all-stores and one-store preditor. With ommit sliing,the performane improvements are 11% and 19% respetively, for all-storesand one-store. The orale poliy shows a performane improvement of 17.4%.Perfet predition inreases the number of loads and stores in the instrutionwindow, thus reduing the auray of the dependene preditor. Seletive re-exeution with ommit sliing provides a larger improvement in performanethan dependene predition by improving performane of loads that are inor-retly predited oniting.Table 5.10 ompares the performane of ommit sliing against de-pendene predition with perfet branh predition on the TRIPS simulator.Perfet branh predition improves performane by 4.8% and 4.6% with de-pendene predition using the all-stores and �rst-store preditor. DSRE withommit sliing shows a redution in performane with perfet branh predi-tion similar to what we saw in Chapter 4. Again, this redution in performaneis due to multiple mathing stores to the same address, whih results in extranetwork and ALU ontention. The orale poliy shows a performane improve-ment of 7%. We see from Table 5.10 that perfet branh predition does notresult in any appreiable inrease in performane due to the small size of theEEMBC benhmarks.
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Flush on load mis-speulation Flush on ommitmis-speulationBenhmark all-stores(IPC) one-store(IPC) all-stores(IPC) one-store(IPC) orale(IPC)a2time01 0.798 0.846 1.043 1.814 2.447ai�tr01 0.700 0.713 0.790 0.604 2.499ai�rf01 1.717 1.697 1.681 1.732 2.588aii�t01 0.673 0.735 0.761 0.722 2.602autor00 1.465 1.464 1.208 1.464 1.464basefp01 1.110 1.116 1.033 1.234 1.262bezier01 2.783 2.776 2.795 2.778 2.789bitmnp01 1.008 1.061 0.978 0.975 1.975aheb01 0.951 0.952 0.880 1.192 2.048anrdr01 1.652 1.725 1.433 1.680 1.852onven00 0.510 0.481 0.538 0.481 0.483�t00 2.713 2.659 2.726 2.659 2.660idtrn01 1.583 1.573 1.322 1.365 2.862iirt01 0.841 0.863 1.147 1.053 1.969ospf 1.053 1.054 0.908 0.529 1.070pntrh01 0.927 0.967 1.064 0.904 1.048pktow 1.269 1.271 1.209 1.367 1.368puwmod01 0.928 0.919 0.879 1.073 2.268routelookup 0.719 0.719 0.573 0.719 0.719rspeed01 0.888 0.890 0.997 0.908 2.172tblook01 0.864 0.899 0.845 0.868 0.886ttsprk01 0.804 0.810 0.753 0.813 0.862viterb00 1.491 2.226 1.916 1.791 3.046Mean 1.001 1.024 1.009 1.013 1.457Table 5.10: IPC with ommit sliing on the TRIPS prototype simulator withperfet branh predition
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5.3.2 Performane with Perfet L1 Data CaheFlush on load mis-speulation Flush on ommitmis-speulationBenhmark all-stores(IPC) one-store(IPC) all-stores(IPC) one-store(IPC) orale(IPC)a2time01 0.798 0.846 1.043 1.814 2.447ammp 2.59 3.22 3.45 4.03 4.26art 4.09 3.69 4.09 4.08 4.10bzip2 3.72 3.88 3.81 3.88 3.90ompress 1.81 1.78 1.91 1.83 1.84equake 2.50 2.51 2.56 2.56 2.58m88ksim 0.93 1.24 1.15 1.40 2.32mf 1.15 1.11 1.17 1.15 1.17mgrid 1.53 2.07 3.54 3.52 5.58mpeg2enode 3.43 3.42 3.50 3.48 3.52parser 1.39 1.39 1.39 1.39 1.40twolf 1.30 1.37 1.75 1.69 2.22hydro2d 1.46 2.62 3.08 3.27 4.11tomatv 7.80 7.70 7.80 7.79 7.80turb3d 0.67 0.79 0.92 1.02 3.96Mean 1.64 1.87 2.05 2.13 2.69Table 5.11: IPC with ommit aeleration on the GPA simulator with perfetL1 D-aheTable 5.11 ompares performane of ommit sliing against dependenepredition with perfet L1 data ahe on the GPA simulator. Perfet L1 dataahe improves performane by 15.5% and 16% with dependene preditionusing the all-stores and one-store preditor. With ommit sliing, the perfor-mane improvements are 11% and 13% respetively for all-stores and one-store.The orale poliy shows a performane improvement of 17%. The lower im-129



provement in performane with seletive re-exeution and ommit sliing is inline with the results seen in Chapter 4.Table 5.11 ompares performane of ommit sliing against dependenepredition with perfet L1 data ahe on the TRIPS simulator. The perfor-mane improvements are not as large with perfet L1 D-ahe on the TRIPSsimulator beause of the small memory footprint of the EEMBC benhmarks.
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Flush on load mis-speulation Flush on ommitmis-speulationBenhmark all-stores(IPC) one-store(IPC) all-stores(IPC) one-store(IPC) orale(IPC)a2time01 0.798 0.846 1.043 1.814 2.447a2time01 0.791 0.842 1.043 1.798 2.422ai�tr01 0.719 0.720 0.791 0.756 2.495ai�rf01 1.693 1.676 1.683 1.736 2.614aii�t01 0.681 0.717 0.763 0.721 2.620autor00 1.171 1.171 1.171 1.171 1.172basefp01 1.071 1.075 1.032 1.213 1.225bezier01 2.792 2.439 2.797 2.795 2.788bitmnp01 0.922 0.965 0.978 0.890 1.716aheb01 0.881 1.016 0.885 1.005 1.597anrdr01 1.401 1.434 1.434 1.425 1.486onven00 0.538 0.538 0.539 0.538 0.538�t00 2.734 2.734 2.734 2.734 2.736idtrn01 1.549 1.525 1.314 1.469 2.729iirt01 0.836 0.849 1.147 1.022 1.951ospf 0.941 0.942 0.935 0.940 0.945pntrh01 0.931 0.913 1.064 0.903 1.041pktow 1.262 1.263 1.282 1.336 1.336puwmod01 0.925 0.915 0.879 0.996 2.194routelookup 0.573 0.573 0.573 0.573 0.573rspeed01 0.888 0.891 0.999 0.908 2.142tblook01 0.822 0.827 0.846 0.835 0.856ttsprk01 0.744 0.749 0.754 0.748 0.783viterb00 1.490 2.213 2.204 1.798 3.054Mean 0.959 0.981 1.016 1.025 1.369Table 5.12: IPC with ommit sliing on the TRIPS prototype simulator withL1 D-ahe
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Flush on load mis-speulation Flush on ommitmis-speulationBenhmark all-stores(IPC) one-store(IPC) all-stores(IPC) one-store(IPC) orale(IPC)a2time01 0.798 0.846 1.043 1.814 2.447ammp 2.52 2.67 3.31 3.60 4.14art 4.09 3.68 4.09 4.08 4.09bzip2 3.45 3.60 3.55 3.61 3.62ompress 1.58 1.56 1.65 1.61 1.60equake 2.41 2.46 2.53 2.53 2.56m88ksim 0.92 1.27 1.15 1.43 2.32mf 1.14 1.08 1.15 1.13 1.16mgrid 1.53 1.90 3.54 3.49 5.57mpeg2enode 3.43 3.42 3.50 3.48 3.52parser 1.32 1.31 1.32 1.32 1.32twolf 1.24 1.32 1.66 1.61 2.09hydro2d 1.43 2.71 3.08 3.20 4.11tomatv 7.81 7.70 7.81 7.78 7.81turb3d 0.66 0.77 0.92 1.03 3.95Mean 1.59 1.79 1.99 2.07 2.59Table 5.13: IPC with ommit aeleration on the GPA simulator with perfetL2 ahe5.3.3 Performane with Perfet L2 aheTable 5.13 ompares performane of ommit sliing against dependenepredition with perfet L2 ahe on the GPA simulator. Perfet L2 ahe im-proves performane by 12% and 11% with dependene predition using theall-stores and one-store preditor. With ommit sliing, the performane im-provements are 8.1% and 10.2% respetively for all-stores and one-store. Theorale poliy shows a performane improvement of 12.6%. The lower improve-132



ment in performane with seletive re-exeution and ommit sliing is againin line with the results seen in Chapter 4.Table 5.14 ompares performane of ommit sliing against dependenepredition with perfet L2 ahe on the TRIPS simulator. The performanetrend is similar to what we saw with DSRE in Chapter 4. Performane im-provements with perfet L2 ahe are higher than perfet L1 D-ahe, due tothe lower instrution ahe miss lateny.
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Flush on load mis-speulation Flush on ommitmis-speulationBenhmark all-stores(IPC) one-store(IPC) all-stores(IPC) one-store(IPC) orale(IPC)a2time01 0.798 0.846 1.043 1.814 2.447a2time01 0.795 0.844 1.045 1.805 2.434ai�tr01 0.715 0.715 0.790 0.745 2.479ai�rf01 1.703 1.687 1.693 1.744 2.639aii�t01 0.676 0.712 0.761 0.716 2.602autor00 1.238 1.238 1.238 1.238 1.239basefp01 1.087 1.091 1.049 1.231 1.243bezier01 2.792 2.353 2.798 2.794 2.794bitmnp01 0.923 0.969 0.980 0.896 1.723aheb01 0.866 1.000 0.886 1.010 1.555anrdr01 1.414 1.447 1.447 1.438 1.500onven00 0.540 0.540 0.540 0.539 0.539�t00 2.732 2.732 2.732 2.732 2.733idtrn01 1.535 1.544 1.338 1.478 2.764iirt01 0.853 0.869 1.154 1.058 1.987ospf 0.909 0.910 0.911 0.913 0.919pntrh01 0.932 0.919 1.066 0.907 1.043pktow 1.197 1.197 1.220 1.285 1.284puwmod01 0.925 0.917 0.881 1.019 2.212routelookup 0.573 0.573 0.573 0.573 0.573rspeed01 0.892 0.894 1.002 0.911 2.164tblook01 0.826 0.830 0.849 0.831 0.859ttsprk01 0.746 0.751 0.755 0.750 0.785viterb00 1.490 2.222 1.948 1.762 3.061Mean 0.959 0.981 1.015 1.027 1.371Table 5.14: IPC with ommit sliing on the TRIPS prototype simulator withperfet L2 ahe
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instrution windows larger than 2K instrutions, we will need to use betterdependene preditors with seletive re-exeution to improve performane.In this hapter, we looked at two tehniques|speulative ommit sli-ing and bottom-up ommit traversal|to aelerate ommit bit propagationwith load-store dependene predition. Although we foused on load-store de-pendene predition in this hapter, reovery using DSRE is not limited toload-store dependene predition. DSRE is designed as a reovery mehanismthat an be used by any data speulation engine for low-ost reovery. In thenext hapter, we present a brief evaluation of another data speulation meh-anism, last-value predition, and show how multiple speulation engines anwork onurrently with DSRE. We also disuss other potential uses for DSREin the next hapter.
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Chapter 6DSRE Appliations
In this hapter, we present a brief evaluation of another data speula-tion mehanism, last-value predition, to show how DSRE an work onur-rently with multiple data speulation engines. We also disuss how DSRE anbe extended to to save energy and provide better reliability in future proes-sors.6.1 DSRE and Last-Value PreditionThe last few setions have foused on using DSRE to improve theperformane for load-store dependene predition. The seletive re-exeutionmehanism presented in this dissertation is intended to be independent of theunderlying data speulation mehanism, and an be theoretially used by mul-tiple disparate speulation engines for reovery. In this setion, we evaluatethe another data speulation mehanism, last value speulation, and show howDSRE an be used for reovery with multiple speulation engines.
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6.1.1 Potential for Last-Value PreditionData value loality and reuse is a phenomenon whih has reently gen-erated onsiderable interest in the omputer arhiteture ommunity [4, 5, 19,37, 39, 42, 55, 69℄. Data value reuse results when an instrution produes thesame result during di�erent dynami invoations. A high data value reuse willresult in greater performane improvement with data value speulation.Value loality was �rst de�ned by Lipasti et al. and exploited to per-form load value predition [40℄. Using simple preditors, the authors ahieve3% and 6% average improvement in performane on proessors modeling thePowerPC 620 and Alpha 21164. Value loality and reuse was subsequently ex-tended in a number of diretions. Yang and Gupta investigated value loalityof load instrutions to eliminate redundany [70℄. The value loality of storeinstrutions has been studied in an e�ort to redue multiproessor data andaddress bus traÆ [37℄. Also, researhers have proposed a number of preditorsin literature for prediting values of instrutions [61, 68℄. Researhers have alsoexamined ompiler optimizations for inreasing value reuse [6℄. Other work invalue predition has shown that onsiderable instrution feth bandwidth isneeded to speulate on values e�etively [19℄, whih is not an issue in this on-text beause of the high instrution feth bandwidth provided by the TRIPSarhiteture.To investigate the potential for data value reuse in SPEC CPU2000programs, we modi�ed the sim-alpha simulator to ount reuse for eah dynamiinstrution exeuted [14℄. We used SimPoint simulations and simulated 100139
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To redue data value mis-speulation, we assoiated a poison bit witheah stati instrution, whih is set for an instrution if we mis-speulate, forthe duration of the simulation. Other related work in value speulation hasexamined throttling value speulation of instrutions that have low on�dene,whih has a goal similar to the saturating ounter and poison bits that weemploy [8℄. We throttle data value speulation for instrutions whose poisonbit is set. We found that even with a poison bit, 26% of the instrutions onan average reuse their results.6.1.2 Reovery with DSRE for Last-Value PreditionTo investigate the e�etiveness of the deentralized last-value predi-tion, we implemented a simple last-value preditor in the GPA simulator. Thelast-value preditor is indexed using the instrution address and stores the lastvalue produed by the instrution. We assoiated a 2-bit ounter with eahentry. We inrement the ounter every time an instrution produed the sameresult and derement it otherwise. We replae the value assoiated with aninstrution when the high bit of the ounter is zero and the ounter is reset ona replaement. An ALU speulates on an instrution's result when the high bitof the ounter assoiated with the instrution is 1. We also assoiated a poisonbit with eah instrution that is set whenever an instrution mis-speulates.Speulation is throttled for instrutions whose poison bit is set. We simulateda set of benhmarks from the SPEC CPU95 suite, the SPEC CPU2000 suite,and the MediaBenh suite. Deentralized last-value predition was applied to141



Benhmark Base IPC Speedup - 2-bitCounter Speedup - 2-bitCounter and Poi-son Bitadpm 1.3 7.7% 7.7%art 4.3 -7.0% 4.6%bzip2 3.6 5.6% 2.8%dt 7.6 -1.3% 0.0%m88ksim 1.7 -11.8% 0.0%mf 0.9 25.0% 0.0%mpeg2enode 3.9 -10.3% 0.0%parser 1.7 -6.2% 0.0%twolf 1.7 5.9% 5.9%Table 6.1: Last-value predition performane on the GPA simulatoronly integer instrutions in the benhmarks.Table 6.1 lists the performane of the last-value preditor aross theset of benhmarks. The �rst olumn shows the IPC of the benhmark on thebase ase without value predition. The seond olumn shows the speedupobtained when using only the 2-bit ounter. We see from Table 6.1 that usingthe only the 2-bit ounter atually hurts the performane on some benhmarks.However, some benhmarks like adpm and mf, show appreiable speedupwith the last-value preditor. We found that the low auray of the 2-bitounter generates a large number of mis-speulated values in the GPA resultingin ALUs �ring multiple times to generate the right value.The third olumn in Table 6.1 lists the speedup obtained with the 2-bitounter and poison bit. We see from the table that using a poison bit never142



hurts performane. Also, some benhmarks like adpm and twolf show signi�-ant improvement in performane. We found that using the poison bit reduesboth the orret and the inorret value preditions. However, the redutionin the number of mispreditions is far greater than the redution in the num-ber of orret preditions, thus resulting in either inreased performane or nohange in performane.In this setion, we evaluated a simple last-value preditor in this setion.DSRE was used to reover when the last-value preditor mis-speulated. Wealso enabled ommit sliing using the one-store preditor in these experiments.Beause DSRE has been designed to be independent of the data speulationengine, both load-store dependene speulation and last-value predition usedthe same DSRE mehanism for reovery. Even though we did not see a sig-ni�ant inrease in performane using last-value predition, this setion doesdemonstrate how various data speulation engines an onurrently use DSREfor reovery from mis-speulations.6.2 DSRE and EnergySeletive re-exeution has the potential to save energy onsumption inmiroproessors by re-exeuting only instrutions that are part of the data owgraph of a mis-speulating instrution. However, seletive re-exeution doesresult in extra null ommit messages in the proessor. Also, the extra logirequired to support seletive re-exeution will onsume stati power in smallertehnologies, where leakage is an issue. In our studies, we used version numbers143



to throttle speulation to improve performane. Using mehanisms to monitorenergy usage, we an use version numbers to throttle speulation to onserveenergy. Any implementation of seletive re-exeution, in future tehnologieswith smaller feature sizes, should also onsider energy to establish feasibility.6.3 DSRE for ReliabilityReliability is emerging as an important issue in miroproessor design atsmaller feature sizes. A number of reent papers have examined the growingimportant of dealing with soft errors that tend to inrease with dereasingfeature size [22, 23, 38, 63℄. Soft errors are aused in proessors by eletrialnoise or external radiation. Transistors in smaller feature sizes are inreasinglysuseptible to errors from osmi rays.Arhitets have responded to the soft error hallenge by designing mi-roarhitetures that are fault tolerant. Solutions primarily involve providingtemporal or spatial redundany with low overhead. For example, DIVA is amiroarhiteture that uses spatial redundany to provide reliability [2, 10℄.DIVA uses a slow, reliable substrate to validate the omputation of a fasterunreliable substrate. Arhitets have also looked at multithreading tehniquesto provide redundany in proessors [54, 56℄.In an e�ort to ahieve maximum performane at the minimum powerbudget, researhers have also looked at mehanisms for operating with ex-tremely low safety margins. For example, the Razor miroarhiteture on-tinuously varies the voltage to ahieve low power onsumption during exe-144



ution [17℄. Razor uses a fault detetion and reovery system to adjust theoptimal operating point. With power beoming a �rst-order design onstraint,we an expet suh mehanisms in future proessors.Seletive re-exeution an be extended to provide a low-ost reoverymehanism for errors in miroproessors. Logi that omputes the probabilityof an error an determine if a ommit bit an be sent with the result. If theprobability of a fault is higher than a pre-determined threshold, the result anbe sent without the ommit. The value an then be re-omputed to ensurethat the operation exeuted without a fault. This, and other suh mehanisms,are promising topis for future researh.
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Chapter 7DSRE on the TRIPS Prototype Simulator
DSRE was initially implemented in a high-level researh simulator thatmodeled one partiular instantiation of an EDGE arhiteture. The GPAsimulator used in the initial evaluation did not model some of the low-leveldetails found in an implementation. To validate the performane of DSRE ona hardware implementation, we added support in the the TRIPS prototypesimulator for seletive re-exeution. In Chapter 4 and Chapter 5, we presentedresults from both simulators. This hapter explains the hanges that we madeto the various tiles in the TRIPS prototype simulator to support DSRE.We �rst start by explaining the extra state required in the various tilesto ensure funtional orretness with DSRE. The various pipelines presentin the di�erent tiles require extra state bits to ensure orret exeution inthe presene of multiple versions of an operand. Our initial implementationof DSRE demonstrated poor performane due to the ALU and network on-tention of the extra messages, as well as the lag in ommit bit propagation.We then looked at hardware tehniques to alleviate the bandwidth bottlenekand speedup the ommit wave. We found that some of the physial onstraintsenountered in an atual implementation have a signi�ant e�et on DSRE,146



but using suitable tehniques, we an overome these limitations.7.1 Supporting DSRE on the TRIPS ProessorThis setion desribes the hanges required to the basi DSRE meha-nism for implementation on the TRIPS prototype proessor. We also desribethe hanges in the TRIPS proessor required to support DSRE.7.1.1 DSRE with Multiple ProduersIn the TRIPS prototype implementation of an EDGE ISA, multipleinstrutions an target an instrution's input operand. During runtime, pred-iation guarantees that only one produer will �re and send its value to theonsuming instrution. When we introdue seletive re-exeution in this on-text, it is possible to have a onsumer reeive inputs for an operand frommultiple produers. Figure 7.1 shows a ode snippet that illustrates this be-havior along with the data ow graph for the set of instrutions in the ode.In this example, the tge instrution ompares the values of R1 and R2 andgenerates a true or false prediate that it sends to the prediated-move in-strutions. Only one of the mov instrution will �re at runtime and send itsvalue to instrution #8.In the basi seletive re-exeution mehanism, there was one produerfor eah onsumer. Hene, the produer had omplete ontrol over the valueof the version numbers reahing the onsumer. However, with multiple pro-duers for a single destination, this one-to-one orrespondene between the147
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#1 R[0] read G[1] N[1]

#2 R[1] read G[2] N[1]

#4 N[2] genu 0x1 N[4]

#5 N[3] genu 0x2 N[5]

#6 N[4] mov_t W[0] 

#7 N[5] mov_f W[0]

#8 W[0] write G[4]

#3 N[1] tge N[4,p] N[5,p]    

Figure 7.1: EDGE ode with multiple soures
3   2 0  10  915  1416

VnumDT id RT inum                   ET inumFigure 7.2: Version number with instrution identi�erproduer and the onsumer is no longer valid. For example in Figure 7.1, withseletive re-exeution, the tge instrution may �re speulatively and generatea false prediate. This prediate an in turn ause instrution #6 to �re andgenerate an inorret speulative value that is sent to instrution #8. Whenthe speulation resolves, the tge instrution might generate a true prediateand ause instrution #5 to �re and send its result to #8. Thus instrution#8 an get its input from both soures.To identify the soure of an operand, we extend the version number toarry instrution identi�ers as shown in Figure 7.2. The instrution identi�eris a 14-bit quantity that is used to di�erentiate replies from the ETs, RTs,148



and the DTs. We identify the ETs by using the instrution number of theproduer (0-127). We identify replies from the RTs by appending the registerread instrution numbers to the ALU instrution numbers. Sine there are 32read instrutions in a blok, RT identi�ation requires 5 bits. Finally, the top2-bits are used to identify one of the 4 DTs. DT identi�ers are also useful toidentify speulative loads that go to di�erent data tiles beause of the addressinterleaving.Having multiple produers target a single onsumer also means thatthere is no total order among di�erent versions of an operand. To identify nullommit messages, we ompare the version number reeived with the ommitbit against the last version number reeived, and if they are idential, theinoming message is treated as a null ommit message. Having no total orderamong di�erent versions of an operand also means that instrutions an �rewhenever they get a new version number, even if it turns out to be an invalid,older message.Another aspet of having multiple produers for one operand is thatthe instrution result needs to be saved and sent with eah message, even fornull ommit messages. The instrution result is required beause a onsumermight have reeived another (inorret) value from a di�erent produer inbetween, and hene if it needs to �re again, it will not have the right operand.The onsumer needs to ensure that the last result generated was using thespeulative value that was sent by the produer of the ommit bit. Thus,null ommit messages in the TRIPS simulator arry the last omputed result,149



along with the version number of the last omputed result.7.1.2 Changes to the Operand NetworkAs mentioned in Chapter 3, messages sent on the operand network(OPN) in the TRIPS proessor onsist of a ontrol paket and a data paket.We send the ommit bit and the version number, along with the instrutionidenti�er, in the ontrol paket. Thus, null ommit messages are identi�edby omparing the last version number and instrution identi�er reeived foran operand with the version number and instrution identi�er in the ontrolpaket. Sending the ommit bit and version number with the ontrol pakethelps us retire null ommit messages, without having to wait for the datapaket.To support DSRE, the ontrol paket in the OPN was extended to arrythe ommit bit and the version number of the operand. The ommit bit is asingle bit and the version number is 17 bits. The data paket also arries theommit bit and version number for eah operand.Handling prediate or-ing Handling prediates orretly also requireshanges to the basi DSRE mehanism. The TRIPS arhiteture handles pred-iates just like other operands. There are essentially two types of prediates|enabling and non-enabling. A prediated instrution exeutes only if it reeivesan enabling prediate. With prediate or-ing, an instrution an reeive mul-tiple non-speulative, non-enabling prediates. However, it is guaranteed to150



#2  R[3] read G[3] N[0,1] N[4,0]     

#1  R[2] read G[2] N[28]

#3  R[4] read G[4] N[0,0]

#4  R[5] read G[5] N[4,1]

#5  N[0] tle N[4,P] N[16,P]

#6  N[4] tle_t N[12,P] N[16,P]

; Is G[4] <= G[3] <= G[5] ?

#7  N[12] movi_t 1 W[3]

#8  N[16] movi_f −1 W[3]

#9  N[28] ret

#10  W[3] write G[3]Figure 7.3: Prediate or-ing examplereeive only one non-speulative, enabling prediate.With DSRE, prediate or-ing an result in a prediate reeiving multi-ple ommit bits. Hene prediates require two ommit bit �elds|one for thetrue prediate and one for the false prediate. An instrution an reeive theenabling prediate ommit bit only one, while it an reeive the non-enablingprediate ommit bit many times. Figure 7.3 shows an example ode that anresult in a prediate reeiving multiple ommit bits.The ode shown in Figure 7.3 does a 3-way omparison of the valuesstored in registers G[3℄, G[4℄, and G[5℄. Instrution N[0℄ ompares values inregisters G[3℄ and G[4℄, and generates a true prediate only if G[4℄ <= G[3℄.Instrution N[0℄ generates a false prediate if G[4℄ > G[3℄. The prediategenerated by N[0℄ are sent to instrutions N[4℄ and N[16℄. Instrution N[4℄ isprediated on the result of instrution N[0℄, and exeutes only if N[0℄ produed151



a true prediate. Instrution N[4℄ produes a true prediate if G[3℄ <= G[5℄.If N[4℄ exeutes, it will send its result to instrutions N[12℄ and N[16℄. Fromthis example, we see that instrution N[16℄ an reeive prediate values fromboth instrutions N[0℄ and N[4℄. N[0℄ and N[4℄ an both send true prediatesto N[16℄, whih is a non-enabling prediate sine N[16℄ is prediated on false.Thus, with prediate or-ring, an instrution an reeive multiple ommit bitsfor the non-enabling prediate.Sine an instrution an reeive only one non-speulative enabling pred-iate, we need a single version number �eld for prediates that stores the ver-sion number of the enabling prediate. This version number helps us identifynull messages for prediates by looking only at the ontrol paket. Hene, whenan instrution reeives an enabling prediate, it stores the enabling prediateversion number in the prediate version number �eld.7.1.3 Changes to the Global TileThe Global Tile (GT) reeives branh updates on the OPN. Branhupdates speify the address of the next blok to feth. The GT ompares thisaddress with the predited address to validate branh predition.With seletive re-exeution, the GT an reeive multiple branh up-dates for a blok. The GT uses only the update that has the ommit bit setto validate the branh predition. Using speulative branh updates to vali-date branh predition an result in higher performane due to earlier branhupdates. It an also result in poor performane if the update is inorret and152



results in an unneessary pipeline ush. In this dissertation, we only use thebranh update that has the ommit bit set.The GT also responds to the mfp (move from PC) instrution bysending the value of the PC to the destination spei�ed in the instrution.With seletive re-exeution, the GT an get multiple mfp requests. The GTuses the ommit bit of the mfp request to determine the ommit bit for thereply. The GT sets the ommit bit for the reply when it reeives amfp requestwith the ommit bit set.7.1.4 Changes to the Exeution TileThis setion desribes the hanges we made to the exeution tile tosupport DSRE. As shown in Setion 4.1.1, with DSRE an instrution has anextra ommitted state assoiated with it. We added a number of state bitsfor eah instrution mapped on an ET to trak its state through the variouspipeline stages. The rest of this setion desribes these hanges in more detail.The ETs required the most hange to support re-exeution. First, weadded ommit bit and version number �elds to all the reservation stationentries in the ET for eah operand. This expansion requires a 1-bit ommitbit and a 17-bit version number for operand A, a 1-bit ommit bit and a 17-bitversion number for operand B, and 2 bits for the true and false ommit bitsand a 17-bit version number for the prediate. As mentioned in Setion 7.1.1,the 17-bit version number also ontains a 14-bit instrution identi�er. Hene,the number of bits required for the version number is 15. A larger version153



number allows an instrution to �re more times speulatively. Seond, weused a separate register �le to store the result for eah instrution. Third, weadded a number of status bits to trak the extra state for eah instrution.These inlude:� Null ommit bit: Eah reservation station entry has a 1-bit null om-mit message bit for operand A and a 1-bit null ommit message bit foroperand B. When this bit is set, it means that the instrution has already�red one with the value of the operand in the reservation station. Aninstrution sends a null ommit message if all its operands have their nullommit message bit set. The null ommit message bit for an operandan be set in two ways:1. When a message arrives that has the ommit bit set and has thesame version number as the last version of this operand. If theinstrution has exeuted with the previous value of this operand,the null ommit message bit is set for the operand.2. When an instrution exeutes using the value of an operand thathas reeived its ommit bit. Sine the output null ommit bit isgenerated by a performing a logial AND of the ommit bits of allinput operands, setting the null ommit message bit for an operandwhen the instrution exeutes ensures that the ET an send a nullommit message for this instrution, if the other operands for thisinstrution reeive null ommit message messages.154



Null ommit messages are identi�ed by doing a logial AND of the nullommit message bits of all the operands of an instrution. When allthe operands of an instrution have their null ommit message bit set,the instrution an send a null ommit message to its onsumers. Whenthe ET reeives a null ommit message bit for an instrution, it heksto see if the other operand(s) have reeived their ommit bit. It marksthe instrution as not issued only if all the operands of the instrutionhave reeived their ommit bit to prevent redundant exeution of theinstrution.� Exeuted bit: Eah ET reservation station has an exeuted bit. Theexeuted bit is set when the instrution exeutes for the �rst time. Aninstrution an send a null ommit bit only if this bit is set for theinstrution.� Exeuting bit: This bit is set by the read stage of the pipeline when theinstrution is issued to an ALU. The bit is reset after the instrutionhas �nished exeuting. If the exeuting bit is set, the same instrutionannot be issued again until the bit is reset. The ET also uses this bitto determine if it an selet an instrution to send a null ommit bit. Itmight happen that a long lateny instrution, like a multiply instrution,gets a null ommit message while it is still exeuting. We want themultiply instrution to send a null ommit message to its onsumersonly after it has �nished exeuting. Resetting this bit prevents null155



ommit messages from raing ahead of the instrution's result to theinstrution's onsumers. One drawbak of this approah is that it alsoprevents onurrent exeution of di�erent versions of an instrution.� Issued-exeuted bit: Eah ET reservation station entry has an issued-exeuted bit. The ET resets this bit when an instrution is issued bythe selet or by the read stage of the pipeline, and sets the bit when theinstrution �nishes exeution. This bit is required for orret identi�-ation of null ommit messages. In the ET pipeline, an instrution anstay seleted for multiple yles before it exeutes, if the ET pipeline isstalled. When an instrution is seleted by the selet stage, the ET setsthe issued bit for the instrution. A de�nitely seleted instrution thatis not issued by the read stage stays in the pipeline until it is issued.If suh an instrution reeives a null ommit message, the instrutionan inorretly send a null ommit message before it has exeuted. Theissued-exeuted bit is used to identify this ase. The null message bit foran operand is set only if the issued-exeuted bit is set or the exeutingbit is set.� Num-�red ounter: This ounter is used for traking the number of timesa partiular instrution exeuted speulatively. This ounter is usefulfor throttling speulative exeution of instrutions. As we showed inChapter 4, best performane is ahieved when an instrution is allowed toexeute no more than 4 times speulatively for the EEMBC benhmarks.156



The basi operation of the ET with re-exeution is shown in Figure 7.4and Figure 7.5. Figure 7.4 shows the various operand proessing steps in theET. When an operand is reeived at the ET, it heks to see if a previousversion of the operand has been reeived. If there are no previous versions ofthe operand, the ET marks the operand as ready. If a previous version of theoperand has been reeived by the ET, the ET ompares the version numbersof the operand. If the urrent version number of the operand is idential tothe previous version number, the operand is guaranteed to have its ommitbit set. The ET sets the null ommit message bit for this operand, and resetsthe issued bit for the instrution only if the other operands of the instrutionhave their ommit bit set. Resetting the issued bit only if the other operandsof the instrution have their ommit bit set ensures that the instrution doesnot exeute unneessarily and send the same result as the last exeution.If the version number of the reeived operand is di�erent from the lastversion number, the ET heks the num-�red ounter to determine the numberof times this instrution has �red speulatively. If the instrution has �redfewer than the maximum number of times it is allowed to �re speulatively,the issued bit for the instrution is reset to re-exeute the instrution. If theinstrution has already exeuted the maximum number of times it is allowedto exeute speulatively, the issued bit for the instrution is reset only if theinstrution has reeived the ommit bit for all its operands. Otherwise, themessage is ignored.Figure 7.5 shows the various steps in the exeution of an instrution157
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null ommit messages from raing ahead of the atual result to the onsumersof the instrution.7.1.4.2 Identifying Null Commit MessagesThe ET identi�es null ommit messages for operands by omparingthe version numbers reeived for the operand. When the ET reeives a newversion of an operand, it ompares the inoming version number with the lastversion number for the operand. If the version numbers are the same and theommit bit is set for the new version, then it is identi�ed as a potential nullommit message. The ET has to ensure that the instrution exeuted usingthe last value of the operand, before it an set the null ommit message bitfor the operand. To determine if the instrution exeuted with the last valueof the operand, the ET heks the issued-exeuted and exeuting bit of theinstrution. If either one of the bits is set, the ET sets the operand's nullommit message bit.The ET identi�es output null ommit message for an instrution byexamining the null message bits for the operands of the instrution. If allthe operands of an instrution have their null ommit message bit set, thena null ommit message is sent for the instrution. The null ommit messageessentially involves sending the last output of the instrution with the lastversion number and the ommit set. When a null ommit message for anoperand is reeived, the ET needs to identify if it an send a null ommitmessage for the instrution, before resetting the instrution's issued bit. To160



determine if a null ommit message an be sent, the ET heks the null ommitmessage bits of the other operands of the instrution, when it reeives the nullommit message for an operand. If this operand is the last arriving operand,then the issued bit is reset so that the selet or the read stage an proess thisinstrution and send a null ommit message. Otherwise, the ET sets the nullommit message bit for the operand, but does not mark the instrution as notissued. Not resetting the issued bit ensures that an instrution does not sendredundant speulative results to onsumers.7.1.4.3 Handling PrediatesPrediates require speial handling in the ET. As shown in Figure 7.3,with prediate or-ing an instrution an get both true and false prediates foran instrution. One an instrution has exeuted, we do not need to resetits ommit bit when it reeives a new version of the prediate. Also, the ETan send a null ommit message for the instrution without looking at theprediate version number, when it reeives the ommit bit for the enablingprediate and the other operands for the instrution have their null ommitmessage bit set. However, this funtionality requires looking at the data paketof the prediate.To identify null ommit message bit for enabling prediates, the ETstores the version number of the last enabling prediate reeived. If the ETreeives a ommit bit with the same version number, it an determine thatonly a null ommit message needs to be sent for this instrution. With this161



optimization, the ET does not need to wait for the data paket to identify nullommit message bits for prediates.7.1.5 Changes to the Register TileThe register tile handles reads and writes to the arhitetural register�le. The RT proesses the blok input instrutions in eah blok by sendingvalues from the register �le or the write queues. Write instrutions wake uppending read instrutions when they reah the RT.Sine a produer an send multiple versions of an operand with seletivere-exeution, the RT assigns a version number to eah read reply that it sendson the OPN. To handle the ase where multiple produers target the sameonsumer, the version numbers also ontain a register instrution number, touniquely identify the reply from the RT.With re-exeution, multiple versions for a write instrution an arriveat the RT. Every version of a write instrution that arrives at the RT wakesup any read instrutions that are waiting on the write. Reads reply withmonotonially inreasing version numbers. The RT sets the ommit bit forreplies that are sent by reading the arhitetural register �le. If the readreply is satis�ed by a data-speulative write instrution, the read reply isalso speulative and its ommit bit is not set. When the write beomes non-speulative, the read sends the ommit bit to its onsumers.The RT identi�es null ommit messages by examining the version num-ber of the write instrutions. To support re-exeution, the RT inludes a ver-162
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write instrution with the in-version-number of the read instrution. If the twoversion numbers math, the write is a null ommit message. The null ommitmessage bit for the read instrution is set on a math. When read instrutionshave the orresponding null ommit message bit set in the read queue, theysend a null ommit message by sending the ommit bit with the same versionnumber as the last reply.With seletive re-exeution, a speulative write instrution may wakeup a orresponding read instrution that is subsequently nulli�ed by a nullwrite instrution. When the RT reeives a null write instrution, it resetsthe issued �eld of read instrutions that were satis�ed by the previous versionof this write instrution. These reads are then proessed by the read queuepipeline, and get new values either from another write instrution or from thearhitetural register �le. Figure 7.6 shows the steps involved when a newwrite arrives at the RT.7.1.6 Changes to the Data TileThe DT is responsible for preserving sequential memory semantis inthe TRIPS proessor. The load-store queue in the DT traks the dynamidependenes among in-ight loads and stores. The DT forwards store valuefrom earlier stores to loads.The dependene preditor in the DT predits if a load is independentof prior stores. When a load is predited dependent on a store, it is pre-vented from sending a reply until all prior stores have resolved. Loads that164



are predited independent inorretly result in pipeline ushes. Loads thatare predited dependent inorretly lose an opportunity to send their repliesearlier, thus resulting in lower performane.Withe DSRE, the DT an send speulative replies for loads that arepredited dependent. The ommit bit for the load is sent only when all priorstores resolve. Stores that math with a later load an initiate re-�ring ofthe load. Thus, using seletive re-exeution, a load an send multiple repliesspeulatively. The load-reissue pipeline in the DT is used to send ommit bitsfor loads when all prior stores have resolved.Using the dependene preditor in the DT, we an implement om-mit sliing by sending ommit bits for loads that are predited independent.We evaluate ommit sliing using the simple 1-bit preditor implemented inthe TRIPS prototype and the more omplex �rst-store preditor in the nextsetion.Load Wake Up Poliy With the �rst-store preditor, mathing stores areallowed to wake up deferred loads. With seletive re-exeution, stores thatarrive at the DT an be data-speulative. Hene we an have two load wakeup poliies. In the �rst poliy, data-speulative stores are not allowed to wakeup loads by preventing the ETs from sending speulative stores to the DT.Preventing speulative stores from reahing the DT redues ontention in thenetwork and the DT pipeline. However, it prevents the speulative wave fromrunning ahead, and an result in poor performane when the speulative store165



value is orret. The seond poliy allows speulative stores to reah the DTand wake up mathing loads. Allowing speulative stores to wake up loadsan result in better performane when the store address and the store valueof speulative and non-speulative versions are the same. However, if thestore value hanges, the DT needs to re-�re loads that math with the store.Worse, if the store address hanges, we need to identify loads that were wokenup inorretly by the last version of this store and re-�re them. The DT alsoneeds to wake up the loads that math the new address. Identifying both theseases involves doing two ontent addressable memory (CAM) mathes whenstores arrive at the DT, and is expensive in terms of timing and power. Also,with speulative stores, the LSQ needs to be augmented to store the addressof the previous version of the store. The old address is used to identify loadsthat might have reeived inorret values. Hene, speulative stores also havean area overhead assoiated with them.Another ase arises with speulative stores when the speulative ver-sions of the same store go to di�erent data tiles. When the non-speulativeversion of the store eventually arrives at a data tile, its arrival is broadast onthe Data Status Network (DSN) to all the other DTs. Any DT that reeived aspeulative version of this store has to perform a CAM math to determine ifany loads reeived inorretly forwarded value from the store. All suh loadsneed to be reissued. Sine every yle, eah DT gets a message from all theother three DTs on the DSN, in the worst ase this will involve 3 CAM mathesfor stores reeived by other tiles. Hene, the DT will have to do CAM math166



using 5 addresses per yle in the worst ase. Due to the large area and powerrequirements, we did not pursue this approah and speulative stores were notallowed to reah the DT.For every load in the LSQ, we added an exeuting bit to support re-exeution. The DT uses this bit to ensure that the null ommit message arenot sent to the load's onsumer before the load data. Null ommit messages aresent by the reissue pipeline. It might happen that the reissue logi determinesthat it is safe to send the ommit bit for a load, beause all prior stores haveresolved, while the main load-store pipeline is still proessing the load. In thisase, the reissue logi an potentially send the ommit bit before the load valueto the load's onsumer. This bit is set when the load enters the DT pipeline,and is reset when the load reply is sent. A null ommit message annot besent for a load when its exeuting bit is set.7.2 DSRE PerformaneTo evaluate the performane of DSRE on an atual EDGE implemen-tation, the TRIPS prototype simulator was modi�ed to support re-exeution.As desribed in the last setion, we modi�ed the di�erent tiles in the simu-lator to implement basi seletive re-exeution. The details of the simulatedproessor are shown in Table 7.1.
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Feature DetailsALUs 16 ALUs onneted by a routed operand network.The ALUS have both integer and oating point (FP)units.Instrution lateny 1-yle for basi integer ops like add and shift. 3-yle, pipelined integer multiply. 24-yle, non-pipelined integer divide. 4-yle, pipelined FP add.4-yle, pipelined FP multiply. 2-yle, pipelined FPonvert and ompare. FP divide not supported inhardware.Branh Preditor Next blok preditor similar to the Alpha 21264 tour-nament preditor with loal, global, and hoie pre-ditors.Instrution ahe 64 KB, 16 KB per bank, 2-way set assoiative, 64byte line size.Data Cahe 32 KB, 8 KB per bank, 2-way set assoiative, 64 byteline size.L2 ahe 2 MB, 2-way set assoiative, 64 byte line size.Table 7.1: Simulated TRIPS proessor on�gurationThe initial implementation of DSRE on TRIPS involved adding supportfor sending multiple speulative versions for the same operand, and sending aommit bit when the operand beame non-speulative. Null ommit messagesin this implementation were treated like regular messages in the ET and atedlike single-yle ALU operations. Thus, null ommit messages went throughthe various pipeline stages before being proessed by the ET router. The LSQin the DT was augmented to store the reply for a load, and this stored loadvalue was sent with the null ommit message. We ompared the performaneof this sheme against an orale poliy that does perfet load-store predition,168



an aggressive poliy that treats all loads as independent, a onservative poliythat treats all loads as dependent, and a poliy with the 1-bit dependenepreditor that is implemented in the TRIPS prototype proessor. Table 7.2shows the performane of the EEMBC suite for these on�gurations.
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Benhmark ons(IPC) aggr(IPC) all-stores(IPC) dsre(IPC) orale(IPC)a2time01 0.687 0.755 0.776 0.705 2.362ai�tr01 0.554 0.592 0.711 0.544 2.432ai�rf01 0.870 0.871 1.657 0.894 2.590aii�t01 0.542 0.567 0.672 0.535 2.539autor00 1.185 1.166 1.132 1.409 1.166basefp01 0.817 0.849 1.028 0.810 1.164bezier01 1.202 2.089 2.500 1.262 2.499bitmnp01 0.644 0.887 0.875 0.635 1.665aheb01 0.574 0.668 0.867 0.614 1.532anrdr01 1.143 1.123 1.325 1.221 1.393onven00 0.534 0.523 0.537 0.485 0.537�t00 1.057 2.601 2.633 1.052 2.630idtrn01 0.644 1.217 1.431 0.653 2.632iirt01 0.489 0.477 0.826 0.499 1.910ospf 0.597 0.810 0.881 0.590 0.857pntrh01 0.802 0.720 0.868 0.717 1.008pktow 0.864 0.980 1.209 0.865 1.221puwmod01 0.686 0.583 0.901 0.656 2.178routelookup 0.554 0.554 0.554 0.702 0.554rspeed01 0.679 0.599 0.881 0.669 2.111tblook01 0.678 0.673 0.736 0.609 0.763ttsprk01 0.617 0.675 0.720 0.587 0.758viterb00 0.627 2.370 1.394 0.589 2.749Mean 0.692 0.782 0.925 0.691 1.310Table 7.2: Comparison of initial DSRE implementation on the TRIPS proto-type simulatorFrom Table 7.2, we see that our initial implementation DSRE performssimilarly to the onservative poliy. The aggressive poliy performs 13% betterthan the onservative poliy. Rolling ushes in the TRIPS proessor redue170



the ost of ushes ontributing to the higher performane for the aggressivepoliy. The 1-bit dependene preditor yields an average 18.2% improvementover the aggressive approah. The preditor has 1024 1-bit entries, and anentry is set for a load that mis-speulates and auses a dependene violation.All bits in the preditor are leared unonditionally after ommitting 10,000bloks. Beause of the simple nature of the preditor, it is not good for athingomplex dependene patterns in benhmarks.The 4th olumn in Figure 7.2 shows the performane of our basi se-letive re-exeution sheme. The simple re-exeution sheme performs sim-ilarly to the onservative poliy beause only multi-yle operations bene�tfrom DSRE. The aggressive and 1-bit preditor shemes outperform the basiDSRE sheme.To study the performane of DSRE with ommit sliing, we evaluatedthe performane of DSRE with the 1-bit preditor, and the more omplex 2-bit�rst-store preditor. Table 7.3 shows the performane, with ommit sliing, forthe two preditor on�gurations. Commit sliing with the all-stores preditorperforms worse than the dependene predition using the all-stores preditor,for the initial implementation of seletive re-exeution.
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Commit sliingBenhmark DSRE (IPC) all-stores (IPC) �rst-store (IPC)a2time01 0.705 0.779 1.416ai�tr01 0.544 0.673 0.552ai�rf01 0.894 1.572 1.637aii�t01 0.535 0.639 0.627autor00 1.409 1.422 1.422basefp01 0.810 0.991 1.184bezier01 1.262 2.487 2.494bitmnp01 0.635 0.871 0.890aheb01 0.614 0.883 1.165anrdr01 1.221 1.600 1.573onven00 0.485 0.510 0.483�t00 1.052 2.621 2.577idtrn01 0.653 1.243 1.041iirt01 0.499 1.016 0.973ospf 0.590 0.961 0.847pntrh01 0.717 0.742 0.867pktow 0.865 1.115 1.313puwmod01 0.656 0.761 0.980routelookup 0.702 0.702 0.702rspeed01 0.669 0.818 0.883tblook01 0.609 0.737 0.770ttsprk01 0.587 0.755 0.776viterb00 0.589 1.330 1.433Mean 0.691 0.927 0.971Table 7.3: Comparison of DSRE with and without ommit sliingWe found two reasons for the lower performane of seletive re-exeution.First, the null ommit messages were being treated like regular messages, andhene ended up taking resoures within the tiles, like the ALU bandwidth.172



Seond, the the extra traÆ generated by DSRE resulted in more ontentionon the OPN. We looked at a number of enhanements to the various tile toinrease the performane with seletive re-exeution. The following setionexplains the ause for poor DSRE performane, along with the tehniques weevaluated, to improve performane.7.3 Performane Enhanements to DSRE on TRIPSIn the simple implementation of seletive re-exeution, the pipelines inthe ET and DT treat null ommit messages just like regular messages. Hene,in the ET for example, the messages go through the selet, read, exeute, andwritebak stages of the pipeline. Thus, using null ommit messages does notyield any signi�ant performane advantage. Sine the messages are treatedlike single-yle ALU operations, only multi-yle operations like multiply tendto bene�t from this na��ve implementation. In this setion, we disuss variousmodi�ations to the DSRE implementation to inrease its performane.7.3.1 Aelerating Commit MessagesAn important property of null ommit messages is that they do notneed to use the ALU for omputing the result. Sine null ommit messagesare sent on a orret speulation, as long as instrutions store the result oftheir last omputation, they an send a null ommit message using the storedresult.
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stages. With the extra logi, the read stage an send null ommit messages forinstrutions whose last operand is bypassed, and the selet stage an handlenull ommit messages for de�nitely seleted instrutions. We added bu�ers inthe selet and read stages of the pipeline to store the null ommit messagesfrom these stages. These instrutions arbitrate for the OPN router with theexeute stage of the pipeline to send their replies. The modi�ed ET pipelineis shown in Figure 7.7. The shaded bloks in Figure 7.7 represent struturesthat we added to the ET to improve DSRE performane. The ability to sendnull ommit messages from the read and selet stages redues ALU ontention,and dereases the lateny to proess null ommit messages.In our simple seletive re-exeution implementation, the DT sent nullommit messages using the main load-store pipeline. The reissue logi in theDT identi�es null ommit messages after all prior stores have resolved for aload, and these null ommit messages pass through the reissue pipeline beforereahing the load-store pipeline. Sine the LSQ stores the last reply for everyload, some extra logi in the reissue pipeline an send null ommit messagesto the load's onsumer from the reissue pipeline. Spei�ally, we need to allowthe reissue stage of the pipeline to write null ommit messages to the outputbu�er in the DT. The ability to send null ommit messages from the reissuepipeline redues ontention in the main load-store pipeline and dereases thelateny to proess null ommit messages in the DT.Table 7.4 shows the performane of DSRE, with ommit sliing usingthe 2-bit �rst-store preditor, for the augmented ET and DT pipelines. The175



�rst olumn in Table 7.4 shows the performane of DSRE without these en-hanements. The seond olumn in Table 7.4 shows the performane of DSREwith aelerated ommit messages. From Table 7.4, we see that modifyingthe ET and DT pipelines to aelerate ommit messages results in a 2.4% im-provement in performane over our initial implementation. We next analyzedthe OPN bandwidth to understand its impat on DSRE performane.7.3.2 OPN BandwidthSeletive re-exeution always results in extra messages on the OPN,both when the speulation is orret and when it is inorret. When thespeulation is orret, we need to send null ommit messages to validate thespeulation. When the speulation is inorret, we need to send the orretvalue of the operand to the onsumers. Thus, extra OPN bandwidth is requiredto eÆiently support seletive re-exeution.To evaluate the impat of bandwidth on performane, we ran experi-ments with in�nite OPN bandwidth. We simulated in�nite OPN bandwidthby ensuring that pakets faed no ontention in the network. The tiles anstill proess only one loal paket every yle. Hene, pakets get queued atthe input and output bu�ers in eah tile. These bu�ers were made in�nitelylarge to avoid ontention. In�nite OPN bandwidth does not inrease the loalbypass path in the ET, whih is still limited to one.Column 3 in Table 7.4 lists the performane of DSRE with in�niteOPN bandwidth. Comparing olumn 3 and olumn 4 in Table 7.4, we see that176



there is a 10% improvement in performane with in�nite bandwidth, learlyindiating that limited bandwidth on the OPN does limit performane withseletive re-exeution.Benhmark DSRE(IPC) ET-DTNULL(IPC) PerfetOPN(IPC) MultipleOPN(IPC)a2time01 1.416 1.470 1.929 1.807ai�tr01 0.552 0.574 0.636 0.587ai�rf01 1.637 1.648 1.766 1.678aii�t01 0.627 0.664 0.754 0.677autor00 1.422 1.422 1.466 1.465basefp01 1.184 1.188 1.248 1.234bezier01 2.494 2.494 2.787 2.790bitmnp01 0.890 0.908 1.020 0.958aheb01 1.165 1.166 1.252 1.195anrdr01 1.573 1.626 1.724 1.680onven00 0.483 0.483 0.481 0.481�t00 2.577 2.577 2.695 2.658idtrn01 1.041 1.105 1.439 1.135iirt01 0.973 1.003 1.057 1.005pntrh01 0.867 0.867 0.954 0.900pktow 1.313 1.316 1.404 1.367puwmod01 0.980 0.984 1.068 1.010routelookup 0.702 0.702 0.759 0.719rspeed01 0.883 0.894 0.957 0.907tblook01 0.770 0.773 0.919 0.867ttsprk01 0.776 0.778 0.861 0.811viterb00 1.433 1.588 1.878 1.716Mean 0.977 0.996 1.094 1.034Table 7.4: Performane (IPC) of DSRE with enhanements
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Sine unlimited bandwidth is not feasible in a real implementation,we implemented a seond operand network to double the bandwidth. Thetiles were allowed to send operands on either one of the two OPNs, labeledOPN1 and OPN2. Doubling the OPN bandwidth requires twie as many wiresbetween tiles for arrying the operands. It also requires two routers in eahtile for routing pakets on the two OPNs. We also need logi at the outputof eah tile to deide whih OPN to use for a partiular paket. We used asimple arbitration poliy that heked OPN1 �rst to see if we ould send apaket. If OPN1 was busy, we heked OPN2. The loal bypass in the ET wasalso doubled to aommodate two instrutions that targeted their parent node.Finally, the bypass paths in the ETs were doubled to aommodate two OPNbypasses and two loal bypasses. Note that even with two loal bypasses,ALUs are allowed to retire only one instrution every yle. However, theET retires null ommit messages from the selet and read stages, and thesemessages utilize the extra bandwidth.Column 5 in Table 7.4 lists the performane of DSRE when we doublethe OPN bandwidth. Comparing olumn 3 and olumn 5 in Table 7.4, wesee that doubling the OPN bandwidth does not yield the same performaneimprovement as in�nite bandwidth, and results in a smaller 4% improvementin performane.
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7.3.3 Dependene Preditor PoliyThe �nal performane improvement tehnique we evaluated involvedvarying the �rst-store dependene preditor. The 2-bit dependene preditorwe used in our evaluation uses three states for dependene predition. Withseletive re-exeution, we an use all four states of the preditor to implementdi�erent load reply poliies. Table 7.5 shows two di�erent load reply poliieswith a 2-bit dependene preditor. We used a simple algorithm for training thepreditor that inremented the ounter when a load is inorretly preditedoniting and deremented the ounter when the load is inorretly preditedoniting. The results shown in the last setion use Poliy 2 in Table 7.5.Sine we an have �ve di�erent load reply poliies with seletive re-exeution, we implemented a 3-bit �rst-store preditor to hoose the appro-priate load reply for a load, depending on the state of the preditor ounterorresponding to the load. We also evaluated the 3-bit �rst-store store withdependene predition. Table 7.6 shows the load reply poliy for dependenepredition and ommit sliing with the 3-bit preditor. We used the sametraining algorithm as the 2-bit preditor, where the ounter for a load is in-remented when the load is inorretly predited oniting, and derementedwhen the load is inorretly predited oniting. The number of entries inthe preditor table was 1024.
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PreditionCounter Value Poliy 1 Poliy 200 No onit: Com-mit bit is sent alongwith load reply.Pipeline ush on amis-speulation. No onit: Same aspoliy 1.01 Might onit:Load reply sent with-out ommit bit whenload arrives at theDT. Commit bit sentwhen all prior storeresolve.
Might onit:Same as poliy 1.

10 First store withoutommit: Load replysent without ommitbit on �rst mathingstore. Commit bit sentwhen all prior store re-solve.
First store withommit: Load replysent with ommitbit on �rst mathingstore. Pipeline ushon a mis-speulation.11 All stores: Load re-ply and ommit bitsent after all priorstores resolve. All stores: Same aspoliy 1.

Table 7.5: Load reply poliies with a 2-bit preditor
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PreditionCounterValue Dependene Predition Commit sliing000,001 No Conit: Load reply sentbefore prior stores resolve. No onit: Commit bitis sent along with load re-ply. Pipeline ush on a mis-speulation.010,011 First store: Load reply senton �rst mathing store. Might onit: Load replysent without ommit bit whenload arrives at the DT. Com-mit bit sent when all priorstore resolve.100 First store: Load reply senton �rst mathing store. First store with ommit:Load reply sent with om-mit bit on �rst mathingstore. Pipeline ush on a mis-speulation.101 First store: Load reply senton �rst mathing store. First store without om-mit: Load reply sent withoutommit bit on �rst mathingstore. Commit bit sent whenall prior stores resolve.110 All stores: Load reply sentafter all prior stores resolve. First store without om-mit: Load reply sent withoutommit bit on �rst mathingstore. Commit bit sent whenall prior stores resolve.111 All stores: Load reply sentafter all prior stores resolve. All stores: Load reply andommit bit sent after all priorstores resolve.Table 7.6: Load reply poliies with a 3-bit preditor
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Benhmark ons(IPC) aggr(IPC) �rst-store(IPC) DSRE withommitsliing(IPC) orale(IPC)a2time01 0.702 0.767 0.842 1.797 2.418ai�tr01 0.560 0.600 0.715 0.752 2.477ai�rf01 0.884 0.890 1.675 1.734 2.635aii�t01 0.547 0.576 0.699 0.714 2.592autor00 1.208 1.210 1.208 1.208 1.210basefp01 0.845 0.886 1.072 1.204 1.212bezier01 1.195 2.137 2.793 2.784 2.789bitmnp01 0.678 0.922 0.965 0.896 1.714aheb01 0.579 0.689 0.992 1.002 1.535anrdr01 1.197 1.189 1.430 1.423 1.483onven00 0.535 0.526 0.538 0.538 0.538�t00 1.052 2.696 2.726 2.726 2.727idtrn01 0.652 1.249 1.532 1.466 2.719iirt01 0.489 0.480 0.877 1.025 1.944ospf 0.633 0.864 0.908 0.911 0.917pntrh01 0.820 0.740 0.916 0.901 1.039pktow 0.896 1.026 1.188 1.272 1.272puwmod01 0.703 0.609 0.913 0.992 2.191routelookup 0.573 0.573 0.573 0.573 0.573rspeed01 0.697 0.633 0.889 0.906 2.129tblook01 0.751 0.744 0.825 0.825 0.854ttsprk01 0.636 0.696 0.748 0.746 0.782viterb00 0.647 2.642 2.217 1.786 3.053Mean 0.709 0.810 0.979 1.020 1.361Table 7.7: Comparison of load/store reovery shemes with a 3-bit preditorTable 7.7 ompares the performane of our best seletive re-exeutionsheme against the onservative load issue sheme, aggressive load issue sheme,182



dependene predition using a 3-bit �rst-store preditor, and an orale pol-iy. All the on�gurations use two OPN hannels for extra bandwidth. FromTable 7.7, we see that DSRE with ommit sliing using the 3-bit �rst-storepreditor improves performane over the onservative sheme by 43.9%, ag-gressive sheme by 25.9%, and the dependene predition by 4.2%. Oralestill outperforms DSRE by 33.4%. As disussed in Chapter 5, this gap an bebridged using better ompiler tehnology, better preditor training algorithmsfor, and more sophistiated preditors for ommit sliing.7.3.4 Performane SummaryThe performane improvement over dependene predition of our bestseletive re-exeution implementation on the prototype simulator is lower thanthe performane improvement we saw with our high-level GPA simulator im-plementation. The reasons for this are four fold. First, the TRIPS prototypesimulator more aurately models the ontention in the ALUs and the net-work than the GPA simulator. Sine ontention primarily a�ets the perfor-mane of seletive re-exeution, the performane improvements are lower inthe TRIPS prototype simulator. Seond, the TRIPS ompiler is still beingoptimized for performane, and hene the ode generated is sub-optimal, asis reeted in the poor IPC numbers for the benhmarks even with an oralepoliy. For example, in the binaries we used, the ompiler is unable to reg-ister alloate stati variables or optimize strutures, resulting in benhmarkshaving a larger number of load-store dependenes. We saw an example of the183



performane improvement with seletive re-exeution with optimized ode inSetion 5.1.1. Seletive re-exeution will produe larger performane bene-�ts with better ode that exposes more instrution level parallelism. Third,the distributed nature of the LSQ, oupled with the various pipeline stages,results in a larger propagation delay for null ommit messages. Finally, ourompiler and simulator infrastruture are not ompletely mature and allowedus to evaluate only the loop-based EEMBC benhmarks. A number of thesebenhmarks have similar behavior, and behavior does not vary within the in-ner loop of eah benhmark. The performane of the benhmarks is inuenedin large part by their loop-based nature. For example, the loop-based natureof these benhmarks results in a large number of stores in-ight to the samepointer address. In the steady state, loads that have multiple mathing priorstores are serialized beause the dependene preditor is unable to identifythe last mathing store. The performane will likely be di�erent with largerbenhmarks that have di�erent load-store patterns.7.4 Logi, Timing, and Area Overhead with DSREIn this setion, we disuss the hardware omplexity of seletive re-exeution in a real implementation. The basi seletive re-exeution meha-nism desribed in Chapter 4 requires only a ommit bit and version numberfor eah operand. However, as we disussed in this hapter, in a prototypeimplementation, we need more state to deal with the various pipelines, andbypass paths present in the proessor. The bandwidth onstraints in a real184



implementation also inrease the resoures required for seletive re-exeution.The logi for handling ommit bits and version numbers an be easilyimplemented in eah tile. We need a 17-bit omparator to ompare versionnumbers to identify null ommit messages. We need an adder in the ET andDT to inrement version numbers for suessive replies. We need ounters inthe ET and the DT to ount the number of times an instrution has �redspeulatively. This funtionality an be simpli�ed if we allow instrutions to�re speulatively only one, and trak it by using a single bit that is set whenthe instrution is exeuted.The GT requires very little extra logi to implement seletive re-exeution.The GT ignores speulative branh update messages and reuses the versionnumber and ommit bit of the mfp (move from PC) instrutions.The read and write queues in the RT require extra state for trakingversion number of inoming writes and outgoing reads. Waking up dependentreads when writes arrive at the RT does not result in extra omplexity, asthis funtionality is already part of the RT implementation. When a nullwrite arrives at the RT, it needs to reset the read instrutions that inorretlyreeived forwarded values from the previous version of the write. This resettingan be aomplished by simply resetting the issued bit of the read, and henedoes not involve any signi�ant inrease in omplexity.The load-store queue in the DT requires extra state bits to support re-exeution. Eah entry in the LSQ needs �elds for storing the inoming version185



number and ommit bit of loads and stores. It also needs a �eld to trak theversion number and ommit bit of load replies. The LSQ also needs a register�le for holding the results of loads, and an exeuting bit and null ommitmessage bit for identifying when it is safe to send null ommit messages. Theonly other signi�ant piee of logi required is in the reissue stage of thepipeline for retiring null ommit messages. As explained in Setion 7.1.6, toredue omplexity of the implementation, we do not allow speulative storesto reah the DT and wake up loads.The ontrol and data paths of the OPN have to be expanded to aom-modate the version number and the ommit bit for eah operand. We believethat extra OPN bandwidth an be provided without a signi�ant inrease inarea. The OPN oupies 4% of the proessor area in the prototype RTL.Providing a seond OPN will inrease the area to slightly less than 8% of theproessor area.The main omplexity from seletive re-exeution arises in the ET.The ET needs to store version number and ommit bit information for eahoperand. It also needs to store the last omputed result of an instrution. TheET requires some state bits to identify null ommit messages, and to trak aninstrution through various stages of the ET pipeline. We also need bu�ersin the read and selet stages of the pipeline for storing retired null ommitmessages.The main logi omplexity in the ET arises from proessing multipleinputs at the ET. Doubling the OPN bandwidth and the loal bypass requires186



that the ET proess two inputs on the OPN and two inputs on the loalbypass every yle. One we add the instrution hosen by the selet stage,the arbiter in the read stage of the pipeline has to hoose from �ve di�erentinputs for proessing the next yle by the exeute stage. The multiplexor inthe exeute stage has to be hanged from 3:1 multiplexor to a 5:1 multiplexor.These hanges are shown in Figure 7.8.
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In summary, implementing seletive re-exeution requires extra logi inall the major tiles in the TRIPS proessor. Even though the mehanism itselfuses simple state bits, the various pipelines and bypass paths in the TRIPSproessor required extra state for traking the various states of an instrution.The area overhead assoiated with seletive re-exeution is mainly due to thehigher bandwidth required to support the extra messages with DSRE. Theextra bandwidth was provided by doubling the number of physial hannelson the OPN, and augmenting the input and output routers in the various tilesto support the two OPN hannels. We found that the omplexity of the extralogi required is minimal in most tiles, and the exeution tiles required themost hardware support for seletive re-exeution.This hapter showed how DSRE an be implemented on a prototypeTRIPS proessor. We used the TRIPS prototype simulator for implementingand evaluating DSRE. The TRIPS prototype simulator has been validatedagainst the TRIPS prototype RTL, and models all the low-level details of theimplementation. We identi�ed the hanges required to the basi DSRE meh-anism desribed in Chapter 4 to aommodate the TRIPS prototype proessorimplementation of its EDGE ISA. We also identi�ed the extra state that isrequired in eah tile of the proessor for funtional orretness with DSRE.The initial implementation DSRE resulted in poor performane, and we sug-gested and evaluated tehniques to improve the performane. We also did ananalysis of the logi, timing, and area overhead with DSRE. We found thatthe performane improvements with DSRE are lower on the TRIPS prototype188



simulator when ompared to the GPA simulator. We identi�ed the reasonsfor the lower performane and suggested solutions that an bridge this perfor-mane gap. The next hapter summarizes this work and disusses its broaderimpliations.
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Chapter 8Conlusions
With pipeline ushes beoming expensive in wide-issue, deeply pipelinedmahines, mehanisms for low-ost reovery from mis-speulations will beomeinreasingly important in future miroproessors. Seletive re-exeution is onesuh mehanism for low-ost reovery from data mis-speulations. Althoughmodern supersalar proessors implement seletive re-exeution in a limitedfashion, its omplexity in a onventional implementation makes it unsuitableas a general mehanism for reovery from data mis-speulations.In this dissertation, we have designed and evaluated a seletive re-exeution mehanism for a new lass of instrution set arhitetures, ExpliitData Graph Exeution (EDGE) arhitetures. EDGE arhitetures are adataow-like arhiteture, in whih the instrutions speify their outputs ex-pliitly, and do not speify their inputs. Instrutions in this arhiteture exe-ute when they reeive all their inputs. The expliit spei�ation of onsumersin the instrution set obviates the need for dynami reonstrution of the datadependenes in the proessor, thus signi�antly reduing the omplexity ofdesigning a seletive re-exeution mehanism for EDGE arhitetures. Themehanism we propose is distributed, and uses simple state bits for reovery.190



We used an EDGE-based TRIPS proessor as the hardware substratefor evaluating the proposed mehanism. Sine EDGE arhitetures have ablok atomi exeution model, bloks of instrutions are fethed and om-mitted atomially. Instrutions in a blok stay mapped on the reservationstation until the blok is ready for ommit. Hene, the proessor an initiatere-exeution of instrutions by re-injeting the mis-speulating input.We used load-store dependene speulation as the driving speulationmehanism for evaluating the performane of the proposed DSRE mehanism.Load-store dependene speulation involves prediting the dynami depen-denes between in-ight loads and stores. As shown in Chapter 2, aggressiveissue of loads is important for high performane in future, large instrutionwindow mahines to exploit high instrution-level parallelism.We used two software implementations of the TRIPS proessor to un-derstand and evaluate the proposed DSRE mehanism. Our initial evaluationinvolved a high-level, Trimaran-based, GPA simulator that loosely modeledthe TRIPS arhiteture without some of the resoure onstraints enounteredin a real implementation. We formulated basi mehanisms for ensuring or-retness of the mehanism using the high-level simulator. These mehanismsinvolved assoiating a ommit bit with eah operand to indiate when theoperand beame non-speulative with respet to data speulation, and a ver-sion number to identify the orret non-speulative version of the operand.We ompared the performane of our basi mehanism against di�er-ent load issue poliies. Our results showed that dependene predition, using191



pipeline ushing as a reovery mehanism, outperformed the on�gurationthat used re-exeution for reovery. We identi�ed the lag in the propaga-tion of the ommit messages as the reason for the poor performane of theseletive re-exeution mehanism, and evaluated two mehanism for aeler-ating the ommit wave. These mehanisms resulted in seletive re-exeutionoutperforming the best dependene preditor.After initial evaluation on the high-level GPA simulator, we validatedthe mehanism on the more aurate TRIPS simulator that faithfully modelsall the details of the TRIPS prototype proessor. We found bandwidth andALU ontention to be signi�ant bottleneks to performane with seletivere-exeution. We proposed and evaluated mehanisms to alleviate these on-straints. The ommit bit propagation delay was exaerbated in the TRIPSprototype proessor due to the distributed nature of the LSQ. Our resultsshowed that seletive re-exeution does provide performane bene�ts in fu-ture, large instrution window mahines, but it needs to be arefully tuned toaount for the limitations imposed by an atual implementation.Should designers onsider DSRE?DSRE on the TRIPS prototype simulator resulted in a mere 4% mean perfor-mane improvement aross the set of EEMBC benhmarks. In the light of this,we are fored to ask whether the extra omplexity with DSRE is worth the per-formane improvement. We identi�ed four reasons for the lower performaneof DSRE on the TRIPS prototype simulator:192



1. More aurate network and ALU ontention modeling.2. Extra logi required to handle the omplexity assoiated with a proto-type implementation.3. Sub-optimal ode that exposed low instrution level parallelism.4. Sub-optimal ode that generated a large number of redundant loads andstores.We hand-optimized one benhmark, aii�t01, by removing some redun-dant loads and stores, whih resulted in a 39% improvement in performaneover dependene predition with seletive re-exeution. The low performaneof the non-optimized ode with DSRE was primarily due to the fourth reason.The performane improvement with the hand-optimized ode demonstratedthat the DSRE mehanism is able to tolerate the extra ALU and networkontention, and provide speedup despite the added overhead. Although wehand-optimized only one benhmark in this dissertation, we expet DSRE willprovide substantial improvement in performane with load-store dependenespeulation on optimized benhmarks with similar harateristis. Whetherfuture TRIPS workloads will have these harateristis remains to be seen andis an open question.8.1 Dissertation SummaryThis researh has demonstrated one way to implement distributed, se-letive re-exeution for Expliit Data Graph Exeution arhitetures. Using193



one partiular implementation of an EDGE arhiteture, the TRIPS proes-sor, we evaluated the performane bene�ts of the mehanism, on a high-levelsimulator, and a low-level simulator that models a prototype implementa-tion in great detail. The basi mehanism requires simple, distributed, loalstate mahines, and hene is salable to future, ommuniation-dominatedtehnologies. DSRE mehanisms will beome inreasingly important for highperformane in large instrution window mahines of the future. Mehanismssuh as the one presented in this dissertation will provide future, distributedmiroarhitetures with low-overhead reovery from value mispreditions.The evaluation on a high-level GPA simulator showed that the pro-essing of the ommit tokens, not ALU or network ontention, aused themost performane losses in the DSRE mehanism. We evaluated one teh-nique (speulative ommit sliing) that ahieved 82% of the performane ofan orale preditor, and proposed and evaluated a bottom-up ommit graphpre-traversal for hiding parts of the ommit graph traversal. The bottom-upommit graph pre-traversal approah did not result in performane improve-ments large enough to justify its additional hardware omplexity.When evaluated on the TRIPS prototype simulator that auratelymodels the bandwidth onstraints of a prototype proessor implementation,ALU and network ontention signi�antly onstrained the performane of theDSRE mehanism. We proposed and evaluated mehanisms for overom-ing these onstraints. These involved adding a seond network for arryingoperands, and adding extra logi in the exeution and data tile pipelines to194



expedite ommit messages.We proposed a dependene preditor that works in the distributed,TRIPS environment. We used the dependene preditor for load-store depen-dene speulation without re-exeution, and also used it to drive the ommitsliing mehanism with re-exeution. Our results showed that the 17% per-formane improvement we see with re-exeution on the high-level simulatorredues to 4.2% on TRIPS prototype simulator, beause of the implementa-tion onstraints.The seletive re-exeution mehanism that we propose has a ost asso-iated with it, both when the speulation is orret and when it is inorret.When the speulation is orret, we need to send null ommit messages thatresult in extra network and ALU ontention. The ommit bit propagationdelay is another ost assoiated with orret speulation. The ost assoiatedwith inorret speulation is the extra ALU and network ontention generatedby the speulative values. Traditional mis-speulation reovery with pipelineushing has no ost assoiated with orret speulation, but has a higher ostassoiated with inorret speulation due to pipeline ushes. Our results haveshown that to ahieve high performane, we need to use both reovery meh-anisms. Con�dene estimators an be used to hoose between the reoverymehanism to use for eah speulation. High on�dene preditions an usetraditional mis-speulation reovery, while low on�dene preditions an usea DSRE based reovery. We used two types of dependene preditors as on�-dene estimators for load-store dependene predition. Suh mehanisms will195



beome inreasingly important in future, large instrution window proessorswith multiple preditors.Although we foused mainly on load/store dependene speulation,DSRE mehanisms an easily handle other types of value speulation, inlud-ing value predition, prediate predition, and even \physial speulation,"exeuting instrutions on ultra-fast or ultra-low-energy ALU that may o-asionally produe a wrong answer but has physial bene�ts in the ommonase [17℄. We did a brief evaluation of last-value predition to show that DSREan work with multiple speulation engines onurrently. The following se-tions disuss some future diretions for this researh.8.2 Looking AheadThe seletive re-exeution mehanism proposed in this work was evalu-ated in the ontext of load-store dependene predition. However, the natureof the mehanism makes it amenable for use with with other types of data spe-ulation like last-value predition, stride predition, and oherene speulationamong others.8.2.1 Closing the Performane GapEven with all the proposed enhanements, the orale poliy outperformsseletive re-exeution with ommit sliing by 33.4% on the TRIPS prototypesimulator. We found delay in ommit propagation to be the reason for thisdi�erene in performane. A number of fators ontributed to this delay.196



The benhmarks that have the largest performane gap have store-load-store dependenes. Compiler optimizations in the future will likely removesome load-to-store dependenes by register alloating these variables. How-ever, to ahieve performane lose to orale, we will need better ommit sliingpreditors that an identify the exat mathing store for a load. The �rst-storepreditor that we use for ommit sliing is unable to identify the exat math-ing store, when there are multiple stores in ight to the same address. Loadsthat onit with multiple prior stores are fored to send their ommit afterall prior stores resolve, resulting in unneessary delay in the ommit bit prop-agation. Dependene predition will beome inreasingly diÆult in future,large instrution window mahines with a large number of loads and stores inight. The diÆulty in prediting load-store dependenes, oupled with higherpipeline ush osts, will result in a growing di�erene in performane betweenan orale poliy and pure dependene predition. Using more sophistiatedpreditors that work in a distributed environment for dependene predition,will only be able to bridge part of this performane gap. Tehniques like se-letive re-exeution, oupled with more sophistiated dependene predition,will be required to ahieve performane lose to orale.The ompiler and simulation infrastruture for the TRIPS prototypeis still under development, and is not mature enough to run large programslike the SPEC CPU2000 suite. We used a set of EEMBC benhmarks forour evaluation in this dissertation, whih onsist of small kernels that are re-peatedly exeuted within a main loop. Hene, partiular harateristis of197



these programs are ampli�ed due to the repeated exeution. For example,the RAM�lePtr variable used in a number of EEMBC programs results in alarge number of load-to-store and store-to-load dependenes. This dependeneslows down the propagation of the ommit bit. Another example is the pres-ene of a large number of stores to the same address that are part of di�erentloop iterations. We hand-optimized one benhmark, aii�t01, and showed howDSRE an yield large performane improvement on optimized binaries evenon the detailed TRIPS implementation. The low variation in the benhmarkbehavior over the simulated region results in poor performane in these benh-marks. Benhmarks that are more varied in their behavior will show betterperformane with DSRE.Finally, the TRIPS ompiler that we used to ompile the EEMBCbenhmarks is still being optimized to produe higher performing binaries.For example, the ompiler urrently does not have support to register alloatestati variables that results in a large number of load-store dependenes. Thehyperblok generator in the ompiler is also being optimized to produe largerhyperbloks. Performane with DSRE will improve with an optimized TRIPSompiler.8.2.2 Speulative Dataow Mahines?Branh mispreditions still ause enormous performane losses in high-end proessors, and branh preditors are improving with only diminishingreturns. While some other arhitetural proposals advoate moving to a \more198



pure" dataow model [67℄ that has little ontrol, they merely shift the ontroldependenes to data dependenes that must be exeuted onservatively, bothin registers and memory, plaing a tight asymptote on ahievable parallelism.DSRE mehanisms an enable a di�erent solution in emerging EDGEarhitetures|the ompiler grows enormous hyperbloks to ontrol-ow graphmerge points, whih enompass any ontrol ow splits and merges. Withinthese large, prediated bloks, a prediated produer of a value may hooseto exeute speulatively and injet its operands to the rest of the graph. Ifthe atual needed operand should have been generated on a di�erent path,the orret operand an be re-injeted and handled graefully by the DSREmehanism. The exeution of prediates an thus be removed from the ritialpath by speulating the values of ertain prediates, with a low-overhead,DSRE-supported reovery guaranteed if the prediate was mispredited.The EDGE arhiteture model with huge hyperbloks, little expliitontrol ow, and a �ne-grained dataow ISA, starts to resemble in manyaspets past dataow mahines like Monsoon [51℄, but with one importantdistintion: the dynami hanging of dataow ars an be supported by for-warding values into the DFG speulatively and aggressively, with the DSREmehanism providing a lean reovery if wrong. Monsoon also had multiplefuntional units onneted by a dynami network, with eah funtional unithaving a token-store for reeiving tokens. This token-store was made expliitin the data ow model to simplify resoure management. However, dataowars in Monsoon were �xed, as it did not have support for speulation. EDGE199



arhitetures enable onventional, imperative languages, and data speulation,oupled with distributed seletive re-exeution, may eventually make dataowarhitetures truly ompetitive by also allowing them to ahieve high perfor-mane on irregular odes while supporting traditional programming modelsand languages.
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